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Abstract
This

curriculum

project

provides

instructional

activities

and

materials to be used in teaching decomposition and flowcharting skills
to students in grades 5-7.

It is indicated and supported by research

that the use of a variety of activities geared toward problem solving
are of great value to students who will make use of decomposition and
flowcharting.

This

project

is

specifically designed for teachers

in

grades 5-7 who wish to prepare their students for programming activities
on

the

microcomputer.

materials

The

are included.

criteria

for

This project includes activities categorized

under one of the following headings:
information
computer
this

activities,

activities.

project are

references

that

selection of activities and

sequencing activities, selecting

flowcharting

Finally,

the

activiites,

materials

and

and

working

activities

with

used

in

listed by source so that teachers might find other
could

be

helpful

flowcharting to students in grades 5-7.

in

teaching

decomposition

and
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Problem Statement
What
used

in

instructional
teaching

the

activities

skills

of

can be

found,

decomposition

or

(the

assembled to be
breaking

down

of

problems into minute step-by-step procedures for the purpose of finding
a solution) and flowcharting (the use of a diagram made up of geometric
symbols
order

and written language which represents

to

solve

a

specific

problem)

to

the strategy needed in

students

in

grades

5-7

as

a

precursor to programming on the microcomputer.
Rationale
Classroom teachers spend a great deal of time assisting students in
their learning of problem solving skills.

"If we can get across the

understanding that is illustrated here - drawing a diagram, flowcharting,
following directions, recording information, deciphering information - we
have achieved important goals of education today."
These

skills

have

become

more

important

for

(Bitter, 1983, p. 20)

students

who

are

being

exposed to programming techniques used in working with the microcomputer.
Dr. Gary Bitter, professor of math and computer education at the Arizona
State University, has found that teachers may strive for years to assist
students in learning logical problem solving strategies needed in order
to

sharpen

logical

thinking

skills.

Dr.

Bitter believes that these

skills are taught "with great difficulty and sometimes unsuccessfully".
(Bitter, 1983)
Dr.

B.

F.

Skinner,

who has made great contributions to the field

of programmed instruction,
computer as

has given new attention to the use of the

a means of instruction.

However, Dr. Skinner states that
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before the computer can become a useful tool, students must be able to
decompose
break
The

an

He states,

idea.

"The main thing in programming is to

the

subject matter up into small steps that are easily taken.

steps

should progress so that after you've taken one, you're in

a better position to take the next."
In

the

meaning

rush

educators

to

make

have

(Green, 1984, p. 28)

students

actually

computer

hindered

literate,

their

some

students'

well

progress.

Andy Platt, director of programs in the Wayland Public School System of
Massachusetts, has found that teaching students BASIC and then expecting
them to use the computer in programming situations is an unrealistic
Mr.

notion.
help

Platt stated that "students who knew some BASIC ... needed

in planning programs

style'

programs."

from

(Platt

and

the top down and avoiding
Byron,

students

were

more

practice

in

problem

writing.

In order to accomplish this

1983,

p.

60)

He

'spaghetti
found

successful with their programming when
solving

activities

before

that

they

attempting

had

program

task, "student experiences were

planned to include a variety of problem-solving activities."

(Platt and

Byron, 1983)
In
Sandra

a

Hines,

University,
child's

study

has

problem

the computer.

who

of

small

is

a

found

doctoral

that

solving

children's

there

problem

candidate
is

ability and

a
his

from

direct

solving
North

abilities,
Texas

State

correlation between a

success

in

learning

to

use

In her study, Ms. Hines pre-tested a group of children

before they were introduced to computer activities.
again tested at the end of the summer session.

The children were

Results of her research
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indictated that the students who did well on programming tasks were
those who had a good background in problem solving.

Ms. Hines reported

that these same students accomplished their tasks by using a variety
of problem solving strategies.

(Hines, 1983, p. 12)

In summary, the research would tend to indicate that the use of
a variety of activities geared toward problem solving are of great value
to

students who will

and flowcharting

learn to use the microcomputer.

Decomposition

skills are considered to be essential precursors to

computer programming.
Purpose
The purpose of this project was to find and assemble a curriculum
of

instructional

activities

to

be

used

in

teaching

the

skills

of

decomposition and flowcharting to students in grades 5-7 as a precursor
to programming on the microcomputer.
Decomposition is being defined as the breaking down of a problem
into

minute

solution.

step-by-step

procedures

for

the

purpose

of

finding

a

Flowcharting is being defined as the use of a diagram made up

of geometric symbols and written language which represents the strategy
needed in order to solve a specific problem.
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Review of Literature
Introduction
This study is being done in order to assist the classroom teacher
by providing instructional activities and materials to be used in the
teaching of decomposition and flowcharting skills to students in grades
five, six and seven.

These skills are important skills for students who

wish to develop programming abilities on the microcomputer.
A search through various educational indexes indicated that very
little

has

been published

on

the

topics

of

decomposition

and

flow-

charting in relation to elementary school children and their preparation
for doing programming on the microcomputer.

A computerized literature

search was then ordered.
In

the

descriptors
charts,

process
were

task

of

ordering

selected

analysis

for

the

use.

and problem

computer
Those

solving.

search,

descriptors

three

item

were

flow

It was noted that these

topics were to be limited to information that centered around students
in grades 5-7.

The results of the computer search were disappointing.

No information was available on flow charts, task analysis or problem
solving as it applies to students in grades 5-7.
computer
were

search

used,

was

then

however,

the

students

in

grades

provided

current

5-7

issued.

This

stipulation
was

removed.

time

that
The

An order for another
the

the

same

material

second

information in the form of fifty-one

descriptors
apply

computer

to

search

references.

A

study of the abstracts indicated that only 12% of the references would
be useful.
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The
used

absence

in

the

of

information

elementary

setting

on decomposition and flowcharting as
seems

to

indicate

a

need

for

such

materials.
Because computer education is such a new part of the curriculum,
most teachers feel unprepared to meet the demands of the subject matter.
In

the

accepted

elementary
as

school,

programming
Students'

appropriate.

limited to drill and practice.

skills

computer

are

not

experiences

universally
are

often

(Slesnick, 1984, p. 27)

Decomposition and Task Analysis
The

purpose

of

decomposition

and

task

analysis

points

to

information processing and the ability to identify specific operations
and decisions needed in the performance of an overall task.
or series of steps,
problem.

Procedures,

are then determined in order to solve a specific

(Merrill,

1980, p.

11)

It is suggested that specific steps

be taken when beginning the decomposition process.

Merrill offers the

following steps as an initial organizational activity:
STEP 1

Select all the operations or concepts to be taught.

STEP 2

Decide

which

operation

or

concept

is

to

be

considered

first.
STEP 3

Sequence all the remaining operations or concepts.

STEP 4

Identify

any

prerequisites

that

are

highly

supportive

for learning each operation or concept.
"The task analysis process uses a variety of techniques to break
down the task into the constituent elements, determine the relationship
among these elements, and restructure in accordance with the underlying
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principle."

(Carlisle, 1982, p. 9)

An easy way to begin the decompo-

sition or task analysis process is by asking the questions, "How does
one do this?" or "What does this consist of?" before attempting further
steps.

It

might also be helpful to define the taks in terms of a

procedural task, a conceptual task, or a principle task.
task can be thought of as a how-to-do-it task.

A procedural

It can be identified

by the use of such verbal cues as perform, demonstrate, show and use.
A conceptual task can be recognized by the use of such verbal indicators
as

contrast,

classify,

discriminate,

or

identify.

Essentially,

conceptual is concerned with a what-is-it type statement.

a

The third

category, or principle related task, is a why-do-it statement.

The use

of such verbs as judge, choose, evaluate, and support signal a principle
oriented task.

In analyzing a procedural task to be decomposed, it

should be noted that the general purpose of the task is to provide an
overview or provide some sort of corrective feedback.

This is different

from the conceptual task in that the conceptual task provides examples
and

clearly

defines

some distinctive attributes

of the task.

When

decomposing a task related to a principle, the purpose is to ensure
understanding

of

procedures

and concepts as

the task is performed.

(Carlisle, 1982)
Having a clear understanding of the type of task being analyzed
and

decomposed

identified,

the

makes

the

work

logical.

Once

the

task

has

been

components of the task may then be applied to the

flowcharting process.
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Flowcharting
is

Flowcharting
logical

thinking

associates

at

flowcharting

.

simply a

and

it

was used for

electronic computers.

they

help

process.
ItFlow

one

Dr.

communication.

Princeton University

as

1975, p. 20)

mechanism or

first

tool
John

Von

published

to

Neumann
a

Secondly,
charts

the

and

description

in
his
of

(Hallam and Hallam,

It was found that flowcharts serve two purposes.
visualize

aid

finding the solution of problems on

This was first done in 1947.

logical

steps

in

the

problem

First,
solving

they can provide a vital means of documentation.
are

used

sequence of instructions,

in computer programming

choices,

loops,

the task has been applied to the

to

describe

the

etc., which the computer is

to carry out in the course of a calculation. It
Once

designed

(Watson, 1975, p. 24)

flowchart,

the writing of the

program itself has been reduced in complexity.
Many students find flowcharting to be difficult or boring.
been

suggested

that

a

major

cause

of

this

negative

attitude

It has
toward

flowcharting is the result of teaching flowcharting by dwelling on rules
and symbols as opposed to flowcharting concepts.

The concepts to be

stressed in flowcharting are sequence and linking, decision points and
exhaustive alternatives, loooping, and completion.

(Hallam and Hallam,

1975)
The concept of sequence and linking shows the task as it is being
divided into step-by-step and ordered patterns.

It also gives a visual

representation of how each step is joined to the step that comes before
and after it.

In thinking about decision points and alternatives, the
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writer of the flowchart must be able to indicate visually those points
where different choices resulting in various outcomes need to be placed.
Looping is the method of bringing the task or a portion of the task to
a

spot where an alternative choice might be made.

In the completion

process, the task is brought to a well-defined ending.

Before a student

is able to reduce a task or problem to the form of a flowchart, he must
clearly understand these basic concepts.

"Flowcharting exercises using

these simple concepts will help students approach problem solving in a
systematic
thinking

manner ... Teachers

process

through

who

this

help

their

students

clarify

their

technique provide a valuable service. tI

(Hallam and Hallam, 1975)
There are some definite advantages of the flowchart as compared to
a general listing of steps

to be taken in the solution of a problem.

These advantages are:
1.

The student sees where to begin and where to stop.

2.

The

student

sees

what

decisions

to

make

or what

questions

to ask in order to solve the problem.
3.

The student sees what processes to use in order to find the
solution to the problem.

4.

The

student

sees

where

to find the prerequisite information

in order to carry out the process.
5.

By following the path of the flowchart, the student does not
take any unnecessary or wrong steps.

(Bluman, 1976, p.

133)

The construction of the flowchart is dependent on the proper use
of four basic symbols.

Variations of these symbols are used for more
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complex

flowcharts

which

may

be

problem or task for the learner.

used

to

visualize

a

more

detailed

The four basic symbols used in flow-

charting are the circle, the rectangle, the diamond and the line.
It is used to indicate the

The circle is the "begin-end" symbol.

beginning of the flowchart and the ending of a problem.

The use of the

circle indicates that only two circle will be used in the chart.
rectangle is

identified as the "process" symbol.

This symbol is used

to give directions or indicate what operation is to be performed.
may

take

many

rectangles to give directions

The diamond is termed the "decision" symbol.

The

for even a

It

simple task.

After giving directions or

indicating a task to be performed, a decision may need to be made which
will determine the remaining flow of the chart.

When this happens, the

diamond is used to visualize the placement of the decision making points
in the flowchart.

Each of the geometric symbols is connected with the

line in order to indicate the relationships between the various parts.
Arrows at the end of the lines serve the user by showing the direction
of the flow within the chart.

The simple illustration of a flowchart

which follows shows the use of these symbols.
by use

of

the

flowchart

is

about

adding

and

The problem being solved
subtracting

fractions.

(Bluman, 1976)
In

following

flowcharting

the

illustration,

should be noted.

the

use of some basic rules

These basic rules

for

suggested by Bluman

are:
1.

Use standard symbols.

2.

Always diagram the chart so that it reads from the top of the
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No

Change the fractions
to equivalent
fractions with
Ihe L.C.D.

Yes

A~~ or

the

Find the L.C.D.
(See L.C .D.)

iublrilt:l

numc:ralUr:i

,an~

plJt:c the
sum uver lhe

L.r.D.

Yes

No~----------------------------

(Bluman, 1976)

Reduce it.
(See reducing)

____~
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page to the bottom of the page.
3.

Do not cross the flow lines.

4.

Use short descriptive statements in the symbols.

5.

Be sure to indicate all possible options with the use of
the decision symbol.

6.

With the process symbols indicate where the user can find the
necessary information to carry out the task.

7.

Use arrowheads on the flow lines to indicate directions.

"A chart is a
senting

in

symbolic

communcation tool or method for graphically repreform

operations,

work

relationships,

information

flow, and other ongoing work situations found in daily life."

(Kallaus

and Clark, 1971, p. 18) The illustration on the addition and subtraction
of fractions made use of Bluman's rules for flowcharting.

It should be

noted that these rules would be most useful for those students in their
initial

flowcharting

experiences.

As

the

complexity

of

the

problem

increases,

or as skill in flowcharting increases, the following guide-

lines

flowcharting

for

serious

as

given by Kallaus

consideration for use.

These rules

and Clark might be given
involve identification of

both the thought process and the specific sequential steps required to
solve a problem.
1.

Think through the problem to be solved, first in general terms
and then in specific terms giving the procedures used to solve
the problem.

2.

Chart slowly and accurately, including all the necessary
details.

Where the chart gets too unwieldly in size, a
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subsection of the process can be charted separately on another
chart with appropriate cross referencing.
3.

Use only essential symbols, as a proliferation of symbols overworks

the

reader and reduces

the effectiveness of the chart.

4.

Give the chart an appropriate title.

5.

Number each of the steps in the process being charted to show
the order of steps in the solution and to facilitate reference
to the steps later on.

6.

Within the symbol, insert only those words absolutely necessary
to instruct the reader.

Use brief instructions, each starting

with a verb, such as:
... CLEAR the Machine
... DEPRESS the Division Key
... SET Decimal Point in the Answer.
7.

Provide a column adjacent to the chart for details and
comments.

8.

Use a template (your own constructed from cardboard or one of
the

low-cost

plastic

templates

available

at

bookstores)

for

neatly drawing the symbols.
The use of flowcharting skills in problem solving leads to a more
successful treatment of the task.

Dr. B. F. Skinner remarked, "And the

program should be broken into segments
succeeds

frequently ... For

all

but

the

small enough that the
angriest

and

most

student

turned-off

students, the feelings of mastery and successful completion are enough."
(Green, 1984)
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Summary
For some students, the use of the microcomputer is more than drill
It can be used as a means of creative expression and a

and practice.

tool for exercising logical thinking strategies.
find programming a rewarding and useful experience.

These students will
However, before a

student can be expected to succeed in programming, he must be able to
analyze a problem and state the elements of the problem in a systematic
way.

Dr.

Arthur

Luehrmann,

the

man who coined the phrase "computer

literacy" in 1972, defines computer literacy as consisting of two parts.
A person who is computer literate must know the limits and capabilities
of the computer.
what to do.

At the same time, he must be able to tell the computer

(Kratzer,

1984, p. 8)

Being able to tell a computer what

to do is more than learning the meanings of terms used in the various
styles of computer languages.

It also means being able to take a task

or problem and take it apart and re-state it in a logical, sequential
manner.

Therefore,

the

skills

of decomposition and flowcharting are

necessary to students in grades 5-7 in order for them to maximize their
success in learning programming on a microcomputer.
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Design of Project
The following description provides the reader with directions for
developing
be

used

a

in

curriculum of
teaching

the

students in grades 5-7.

instructional activities and materials to

skills of decomposition and flowcharting to
The ability to break down problems into minute

step-by-step procedures for the purpose of finding a solution and the
skills needed to communicate the step-by-step procedures in the form of
a chart made up of geometric symbols and written language and considered
to be necessary precursors to computer programming.
Criteria for Selection of Activities and Materials
1.

Using the guidelines for task analysis and flowcharting that have
been

found

developers,

in

the

this

literature

developer will

or

suggested by

gather

other

activities

curriculum

and materials

dealing with decomposition and flowcharting skills.
2.

Materials will be selected from a variety of sources so that a good
representation

of

decomposition

and

flowcharting

skills

will be

given for major curriculum areas in order that students using the
materials will have the opportunity to become well rounded in their
use of the skills.
3.

Material will be selected that will be of interest to and within
the ability range of students in grades 5-7.

4.

After the activities and materials chosen have met the criteria for
numbers one, two and three, they will be categorized according to
difficulty

level

with

first

with

activities

and

the

easiest
of

activities

increasing

in

the set coming

difficulty

following.
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5.

An objective will be stated for each activity group thereby giving
the teacher using the materials a clear idea of the purpose of the
lessons.

6.

Materials selected from various curriculum sources will be
identified by source.

7.

All materials used in the curriculum section of this project will
be accompanied by an answer key.

Use of the Materials
1.

The materials are intended for use in grades 5-7 as an activity for
the development of decomposition and flowcharting skills.

2.

The activities are supplemental in nature.
those

students

who

need

additional

They are provided for

practice

in problem

solving

skills so that learning programming on the microcomputer might be
made easier.

The teacher should be selective in the use of the

activities.

All students need not use all of the activities.

the

demonstrates

student

the

Once

ability to apply decomposition and

flowcharting skills, the purpose of the activities will have been
accomplished.
3.

Activities may be done independently, by students in pairs or small
groups,

or

as

a

class activity.

Students working independently

should be allowed to progress at their own rate.
Sample Activity
The sample activity may be used in the 6th grade.
from

the

New

Open

curriculum materials.

Highways

(Scott,

Foresman

and

It was selected
Company,

1975)

The topic of the activity is sequencing, and the

16

A Silly Invention
It IQts you go on a picnic and relax while giving your dog a bath.

Explanation of Sequence:
Pull string W.
This turns on tape player (1:3) that plays bird calls.
Birds ~ start singing and Jumping on branches.
The movement of branches causes ball cOJ to bounce.
Oog \f) sees bouncing ball and begins to chase it.
Oog then falls into stream lFJ, getting its bath.
Write your answers to these questions.
1. What is thQ cause of B? 9 ull jo9 :;trjogA - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _

2. What is the effect of B? .eird:; start :;jogjog and jympjng on branche:,·

J. What is th@causeofO? m~o~y_"eJ..lmu.eUJnLLt_,.o~f_lilbr.LrijWJnwcllUb~QjJjl~-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. What

IS

the effect of D? .o.2!L~e:; bouncing ball and cbases

it.

5. What is the effect o. F? P.Q.9-~~WLbJl,lb-=-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Can you think of a better invention for giving your dog a bath? Write your answer
below or draw your invention on another piece of paper. Sequence the a tepa.
----

------

-----------

-

-----------

(Aaron, I., Artley A., Jenkins, H.,
Smith, H., 1975)

-

-

------------------

.

Robinson, H., Schiller, A.,
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objective is that the student will recognize the sequence of the events
and the cause-effect relationship.
Evaluation of Materials and Activities
The curriculum activities and materials included in this project
will be evaluated by those

teachers who will be making use of the

lessons as a precursor to programming activities on the microcomputer.
The

following portion of a

purposes.

The

check list is to be used for evaluation

complete check list may be

found

at the end of the

project.

Evaluating the Materials
Directions:

ACTIVITY If

Please check the appropriate response following each
question. The best time to make an evaluation is
immediately following the use of the materials. The
numbers on the Scale of Effectiveness range from one
(low) to six (high).
USED

NOT USED

SCALE OF EFFECTIVENESS

1.

1

2

3

456

2.

1

2

3

456

3.

1

2

3

456

A Curriculum of Activities and Materials
Used in Teaching
Decomposition and Flowcharting Skills
In Grades 5-7

A Curriculum of Activities and Materials
Used in Teaching
Decomposition and Flowcharting Skills
In Grades 5-7
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202
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A NOTE TO THE USER

The materials
in grades 5-7 as

in this

an activity for the development of decomposition and

flowcharting skills.
are

provided

for

curriculum collection are intended for use

The activiites are supplemental in nature.

those

students

They

who need additional practice in the

problem solving skills so that learning programming on the microcomputer
might be made easier.
activities.

The teacher should be selective in the use of the

All students need not use all of the activities.

Once the

student demonstrates the ability to apply decomposition and flowcharting
skills, the purpose of the activities will have been accomplished.
activities

may be
a

done

groups,

or

as

allowed

to

progress

independently,

class
at

by students in pairs or small

activity.

Students

their

rate.

own

The

arranged according to difficulty level.

working
The

alone

activities

should be
have

been

Special care has been made not

to identify the materials with a particular grade level.

The lessons

have been placed in an order that becomes progressively more challenging.
Finally, the curriculum materials have been categorized under one of the
following
activities,

headings:

sequencing

activities,

selecting details activiites,

working with computers activities.

selecting

information

flowcharting activities, and

SEQUENCING ACTIVITIES
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SEQUENCING ACTIVITIES OVERVIEW
This
numbered

section of
one

through

an answer key.

curriculum materials
twenty-three.

Each

is

composed

activity

is

of Activities
accompanied by

Logical thinking skills are stressed in the lessons.

OBJECTIVE FOR THE SECTION
Students will demonstrate the ability to exercise logical thinking
skills

by successfully completing selected sequencing activities with

90% accuracy.

SUGGESTED USES
1.

Activities 1-7 could be used with younger students or with students
who have had little sequencing experience.

2.

Activities 8-17 could be used to reinforce sequencing skills with
students

who

have been introduced to the concept of sequencing.

They are of moderate difficulty.
3.

Activities 18-23 are more challenging activities.
sequencing time and place relationships.

They deal with

S~quence

20

Find (he missing number in sequence.

,8

1. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, I
2

2.

3. ), 5, 7,
4.

I

1, 1

2,

2

'

I),

-

3, 3--2I

, 13, 15

2 1-, 3,

1 , 1, 1 2 ,
i
1

3

.

5

5

3'

i

,

3

, 6, 6

5. 2, 2, I, I, 5, 5, 4,
6.

4--1

'

7
7
4
-1 ' 1 '2 '

4

4

, -3 '

3

, 9, 6

7. 21, 1M, 1'i,

8. 5 1, "
5, 3
4 , ___ , 4--1 , 4
4

4

4

9. I, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, _ _ _ , 0.00001
1
10

10. I,
11. 8 b

7'

12. 8 0
'/

13.

,

,

75

b'

84

,

J
~IOOO

64

53

J
100

,

5'

82

"7

,

--

'

-------

100,000
,

4'

8, 7 _5

7

3l2

,

'

7--J
7

, 5-b

M /) Hi M 7 4 7 1 6 os.
'I'
7' , 7' 7' 7'

i

15. Complele (he next (hree pictures in (his seqUt:nce.

000 0
000

o

o
o
o
o

0
0
0

o
o
o
o
o

0

0
0
0

o
o

o
o

o

o

0
0

0
0
0

activity 1
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Find [he: missing numbe:r in se:quence:.

1. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, b,
I

2.

I

I, I

2

3. 3, 5, 7,
,

3'

ht, 3, 3l

/

I , 13,

2 _1

3'

3

,

5. 2, 2, 1, 1, 5, 5, 4,
6. ')

')

7

, H

2

l),

4. I I I · 2
]'

2,'

2

7

7

15

J J( , 4-~3
1/ , 6, 6

fA..

4

j'}'I'I'2'

4

4

'"i'3-

, 9, 6

1. 21, 18, 15,
8. 5 1
, 5,3
4 ,
4

4

15. Comp\t:le: [he: ne:x[ three pic[ures in (his sequence.

0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
D

0

0

0
0

0

D

0

0
0
0

D

0

0

()

t)

0
0

0
CJ
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Fill in lhe blanks to (ompictc e,Kh scquence.

1. 9) 7 ~) 6, 4

i) ___ ) 1;

2. 11, Y~, H ~, 7, ___ ) 4 ~
3. 1'i, I}.~, II ~, __-:_, 8, ____ , 4 ~
4. 12, 10 ~

1

Ij

~,

_ _" _ _,

7 ~) ____ , 5 ~

1 10,:>'
21'1'l'
} _____ ,1 1, - - - - , 7 2'i
5. 2u, 18':1'

.

,r

3

1

6. 100, 94 ,I) HB 2' 82.1 , - - - ) 71 4' - - - _--,33 21

7. 100, YU ~) HI, 71 ~) 62,
8. 11,

Ij

9. 25, 21

M

I)

11 10'

.}

10
,

2

5 1"0

/0' 48 ,20 '

2
21, 17 /)'
' 13 0' y30'

5
13.7563
,
Il'

1

sri0'
2

41"1Il'
3

14. 65, 5') 'i ' 4') 'i' 35,),

15.

_ _ _ ,4
M

7
4
10' IH 10 '

10. 100, 74

11.

7

w' 8 10 ,7 10 ,

---,

1
19 6'
---

255'
4
---

7'
2
3
) 6 10' 5 16) 4 1t1 ) - - - , 2

'i
16

I'
6 22 1
12
16. 35, 30 Itl'
26 10
,
16' 17 16 ) - - -

Thc pi(IUrCS below JOHn a SC4UCIl(c. Complete the last frame.

~

EB ~ EB* ~. EB• *

.~

activity 2
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Number Sequences
FiJI in Ihe bla1lks

10

cumple(e each sequence.

J , 1~
f"fq
7, ~~, 4

1. lJ, 7 ~, 6, 4 ~ ,
')

I
i'

2. 11, lJi' ~

4

.~ 8, ~_, 4;
~ _t.1"1-,

3. 15,

I~.~)

4. 12,

IO~, l)~,

11 ..

I

I
J

i-t:, 7~,

2

"3

5. 20, 18&), 16')1 14 ,
5

/'1

fqC:

/;

tr ')

,5{

~-

a

/!), II, -L_, 7s

51

I
I
3
'1 r1
7 J 4'
1 I.
6. 100, (
~4 4' 88 2 , 82 , -LL-,
~f/......,-,-",-"""
4

lJO,~, 81,71 ,62, £2&, 7'3 ,33i
t,
~
1:1
7
~
~
44
11, 9 10 ' ~ \0' 7 10) I . '
,
10
1

1. 100,
8.

2

4
9.25,21 7 ,18\0'
10

5'£

IS/:;

1:1(1'£
2
,11 10
, L __ , 5 to

;t

10 • 100 , 74 10
1 48 2
2..2
I
10' - -

35'~. ,1 ..5
11.21,17 III ,13 02 , 9,.,(p
u
u

11~,l)~,

12.14, 12:,

J1&,

7?,5~

6'~ ~, ,)2~.' 41~, J'a ~ , 19!" ~__
,
:1:
65, 55 ~} 45 ~, 35 ~, 25 ~ , 1/
(g:.oJ

13. 75,
14.

15. 7, 6

I

10'

5

2

10'

4

1

tI

%.

16' ...L..!.Lp-,

16 • 'i5 ) 30 II
')6 6 22 16)
1
Ill) - 16)
Thc

pi~'(ures bdl)W

~

/(p

2

.5

1712
16)

16

IJt;d

- -

~

form a sC4uencc. Completc the last frame.

w
EB ~ E9* ~ E9. -qj
*
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This is a paltern Jor a colonial man's shirt.
The home c(ollOmics class was making s~vcral of
lhem tor a Colonial Heritage Day Celebration.
Usc lhe pallern.
Ocs(cibc the Sleps 10 use lO solve the problem.
Thc p;lllcrn calls tor 3,~ to 3 ~ yards or pure
linen or while, muslin fabric 45" wide.
1. If 3 } yd arc bought, how many square inches

h-o . . t

Sh ort

1.:. ~.3..7

would the whole pieccs of fabric measure?
Step I.
Slep 2.
2. If hnell cost $3.95 a yard, how much
would be saved by buying 3{ rather

Sh,rt.

bac~

:.I5A~)

lhan 3 ~ yards?
Stcp 1.
Slep 2. ________ ._______ .__.__ .__ .

1

: dol ..

3. COllon muslin costs $2.25 a yard. How
much less would 3 ~ yards of it ralher
than linen cost?

\J,,: 1.')"')
I
...,1

01

c'l

Allul)olt,"" tv ,h<l~ldor
'I

.""",," A Y"~. l()"
IfJni" , ........ ..J .. ~,t .I.h.1·"

dod ""t., .. w.4ol LJtt:.zo(c.,.
(wt u
Jt'~

II,.; ~,",rn~f",.· 0,",''''

n' .\.\

Slep I.
S(CP 2.
S(CP i.

4. What is [hc area of [he shin front and
lhe shin back LOgclhcr?
S[CP 1.

Step 2.

5. How many square inches of fabric are left from the two
25" x 25" pieces aftcr the lWO sleeves arc w [ out?
Slep I.

Step 2.

Stcp

Step 4.

6. Ilow much fabric is nceded
S(CP 1.

[0

make (he cuilS tor 10 shins?

Step 2.

Step 3.' _ _ _ _ _ __

7. How much material is cut out tor a 16" diameter neck
opellin~?

S(CP 1.

S[CP 2.

31
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Multi-Step Problems
This is a pauern lor a colonial man's shirt.
The home economics class was making several of
them i()r a Colunial HeriLage Day Celebration.

Usc the pallern.
Describe lhe sleps LO USc to solve the probkm.
't'he

I)JlItlll

calls lor 3 '-

4

10

3t yards of pure
.:

~.

__ t,!.I':!.,. __

lincn or while, muslin fabric 45" wide.
1. If 3 I yd arc bought, how many square inches

CL}lta ..

10'

A

Ld~

2

would Ih~e
hole piecl? of fabric lIleas~re?

:'~P \. ~~~MM

Slep 2.

,__ __

2. If linen COSl $3.95 a yard, how much

Sh,rt bac~
1~ ... :~~J

would be saved by buying 3 {- ralher
I

.

I.

Lhan 3) yards?

,

~::pp ~.~tJ?ItttJ.'lf(M
0 :
.

Alt..rnal,_, t" ~ ........ Idor

~)I"",v",1~.~.z!:>
I

3. COllon muslin costs $2.25 a yard. How
lllw:h less would 3~. yards of it rather

_3~

and

C""t

A.

t.," w.Ll~

.tt u..u{c.r

101 h..·"~IU""IlIIII"

ntJ~~

up.f\'n~

'I'- Xj!.2.L

than linen C~l?'
Slep I.

~~"",,"h A yo"'~ W"
'on'! ( 3" ..., ...j, -.It .....:1"

~

~::: ~. -!}~;;;;;~ .ur//tIt~---':':':"---J
4. What is the area of thc shirt front and
Ihe shin back togcrher?

Slep

l..Kb< Y CM.,h,J

Step 2.

~~, /2Jt&t~v

5. How many square inches of fabric are letl from the two
25" x 25" picn!s atter the 1wo sleeves arc CUI OUI?
, .

Slep l..J.VllL %4£'.4111

Step 2.

Step 3,

Slep 4.

Lltuflifadl!ll/&V

,r'/

.

/.tA:u

K

dHd.0.

I

..2L'.-hc...

:tM~ft$

6. How much fabric is needed a make [he cull's toi 10 shirts?

S«p I. -:

..

~

tep 2. ~.aedWiv Step

1. How much malerial is cut OUL for a 16" diamcrer m:ck
opening?
Slep 1.

~d/& AtW/.tI4Stcp

jJ

.

2.

3.$~4 d:J
.

.

r.2.y311/
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Read the story below. The paragraphs are numbered in the order in which
things happened. Look at the cartoons at the bottom of the page.
Each paragraph describes one of the cartoons. Number each cartoon
to match the paragraph that tells about it.
1. Once a boy named Harold moved
into a.n apartment building. Soon
everyone knew Harold because he
was so awkward. He was always
'bumping into something or falling
over things.

2. The first day Harold lived in the
building, he got trapped in an ele-'
vator. It took five men and a lot
of tools to get t)im out.
3. fhe next week Harold fell down
some steps, pulling with him some
old boxes full of trash. Trash was
all over the steps, and Harold broke
tliS leg. Everyone hoped that would
keep him out of trouble.
4. But soon something more hap-

pened. While walktng on crutches,
Harold lost his balance. His crutch
flew out and hit a woman who was
walking in the hall. She was so
u.pset that she went straight to the
manager about Harold.

5. Within a few weeks, seventeen other
people had gone to the building
manager about Harold.
6. The building manager had quite a
talk with Harold and his parents. If
anything more happened, they
would ha'le to move.
7. Everything was quiet for one week.
Then Harold was walking carefully in
the hall on his crutches when a man
ran out of an apartment. Harold had
just put one crutch forward and the
man fell over it, knocking himself
out. As th.e man lay on the floor,
Harold felt very upset. Now his family would have to move.
8. Someone called the pOlice. When
they came, they arrested the man on
the floor. One policeman shook
Harold's .hand. Harold had caught a
burglar! For once, the right thing
had happened to him. Harold became the hero of the building.

IWdd IIh: ::'dJIY IJLlul/~. I ill; i)i.l1.1UiujJi.:) i..ilt.: nUjjli.Jl~lt.d Iii

diu

lHl.illi ill v'VIII('I.

lhangs happened. Look at the cartoons at the bottom of the page.
Each paragraph describes one of the cartoons. Number each cartoon
to match the paragraph that tells about it.
1. Once a boy named Harold moved
into an apartment building. Soon
everyone knew Harold because he
was so awkward. He was always
bumping into something or falling
, over things.
2. The first day Harold lived in the
building, he got trapped in an elevator. It took five men and a lot
of tools to get him out.

27

5. Within a few weeks, seventeen other
people had gone to the building
manager about Harold.
6. The building manager had quite a
talk with Harold and his parents. If
anything more happened, they
would have to move.

3. The next -week Harold fell down
some steps, pulling with him some
old boxes full of trash. Trash was
all over the steps, and Harold broke
his'leg. Everyone hoped that would
keep him out of trouble.

7. Everything was quiet for one week.
Then Harold was walking carefully in
the hall on his crutches when a man
ran out of an apartment. Harold had
just put one crutch forward and the
man fell over it, knocking himself
out. As the man lay on the floor,
Harold felt very upset. Now his family would have to move.

4. But soon something more happened. While walking on crutches,
Harold lost his balance. His crutch
flew out and hit a woman who was
walking in the hall. She was so
upset that she went straight to the
manager about Harold.

8. Someone called the police. When
they came, they arrested the man on
the floor. One policeman shook
Harold's hand. Harold had caught a
burglar! For once, the right thing
had happened to him. Harold became the hero of the building.

activity 4, key
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Read the story below. The paragraphs are numbered in the order in which
things happened. Look at the cartoons at the bottom of the page. .
Each paragraph describes one of the cartoons. Number each cartoon
to match the paragraph that tells about it.
1. Judy saw the delivery truck in her
driveway. Her new electric stove had
finally arrived. She went out and told
the two men to bring it in through the
back door that led into the kitchen.
<II

2. Tlae two men, one short and thin, the
other tall and husky, carried the
stove into the kitchen. They tore off
the outer cartoo, pushed the stove
against the wall, and plugged it in.
The tall man smiled and told Judy
he was going to make sure that
everything was working.

3. He then turned on every burner and

the oven to the hottest setting.
Ttle stove hadn't been on for long
when smoke began to pour out the
tops of the burners. The man imm,diately turned off everything.
WIlen he opened the oven door.
flames leapt out. He was shocked to
seo that they had forgotten to remove the heavy cardboard inside the
oven.

4. Both men hurnedly put on their heavy

gloves, and yanked the flaming
pieces out of the oven. They opened
the kitchen door and tossed the
burning pieces outside. As they were
doing this, small burning bits fell on.
the carpet. Soon the carpet was
spotted with hot, sffij)lderi~g ashes.

5. Judy rushed to call the fire department, but the men said that everything was under control. Then one
of the men noticed the vacuum
cleaner in the corner. Before Judy
could stop him, he was cleaning up
the hot. ashy pieces. The machine
started smoking. Judy angrily yanked
the plug out.

6. The men spent two hours cleaning
the blackened stove. Judy called the
store. After all that had happened,
the manager told h~r that she would
get another stove. And of course
Judy got a new vacuum cleaner and
carpet.

•
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Read the story below. The paragraphs are numbered in the order in which
things happened. Look at the cartoons at the bottom of the page.
Each paragraph describes one of the cartoons. Number each cartoon
to match the paragraph that tells about it.

J. Judy saw the delivery truck in her

driveway. Her new electric stove had
finally arrived. She went out and told
the two men to bring it in through the
back door that led into the. kitchen.

2. The two men, one short and thin, the
other tall and husky, carried the
stove into the kitchen. They tore off
the outer carton, pushed the stove
against the wall. and plugged it in.
The tall man smiled and told Judy
he was going to make sure that
everything was working.
3. He then turned on every burner and
the oven to the hottest setting.
The stove hadn't been on for long
when smoke began to pour out the
tops of the burners. The man immediately turned oft every.thing.
When he opened the oven door.
flarT)es leapt out. He was shocked to
seo that they had forgotten to remove the heavy cardboard inside the
oven.

4. Both men hurriedly put on their heavy
gloves. and yanked tile flaming
pieces out of the oven. They opened
the kitchen door and tossed the
burning pieces outside. As they were
doing this. small burning bits fell on
the carpet. Soon the carpet was
spotted with tlOt, smolder!ng ashes.
5. Judy rushed to call the fire department, but the men said that everything was under control. Then one·
of the men noticed the vacuum
cleaner in the corner. Before Judy
could stop him, he was cleaning up
the hot, ashy pieces. The machine
started smoking. Judy angrily yanked
the plug out.
6. The men spent two hours cleaning
the blackened stove. Judy .called the
store. After all that had happened.
the manager told her that ~he would
get another stove. And of course
Judy got a ·new vacu um .cleaner and
. carpet.

activi ty 5 J key
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Read each set of paragraphs and the
statements that follow. Then number
the statements in the order in which
the events actually happened.

.

1. Jane was baby-sitting for the first
time in her life. Though it was July,
the night was cold and wet. Jane got
up to go into the baby's room. She
was gbing to put some covers over
him.
Earlier that night, Jane had fed
the baby. Then she had sat down to
watch TV. Now she was afraid that
if she did not cover the baby, he
might catch cold. When Jane went
into the baby's room, she saw that
the window was open.
She watched TV.
.~.. She fed the baby.
She went to cover the baby.
2. The Johnson family was on vacation.
A day before they'd left, Laura had
washed and waxed the car. That
night, everyone had packed their
suitcases and put them in the car.
After the car was loaded, John had
taken their dog to a friend's house.
The friend was taking care of the
dog while the Johnsons were gone.
The night before they'd left, the
Johnsons had gone to bed early.
Everyone had had a good night's
rest. They'd started on their trip
early in the morning.
.
.
.. _.
-_

The· car was waxed.
The Johnsons left on !heir trip.
The suitcases were packed.
John took the dog to a friend.
The suitcases were put in the car.

Read each paragraph and the question
that follows it. Then read the statements. Put a check on the line in front
of the statement that best answers the
question .

3. Lucia and Pete Santos lived in the
city. Their fan:'ily owned a hardware
store and had to work every day.
They never had time to go on tr~ps
out of the city.
Why did the Santos family never
go on trips?
... They lived in the city.
They did not have a car.
They had to work every day.
4. Lucia and Pete helped in the store
most Saturdays. But this Saturqay
was special. They were going on a
camping trip with Pete's class.
Why were Pete and Lucia not
.gDing to work in the store this
Saturday?
- They were going camping.
-- They did not want to work.
.-~ They were sick.
5. The class went to the woods by bu'..;.
Everyone was hungry when they got
there. But no one could eat until
they had built a fire. Then the food
had to be cooked. When lunch was
finally ready, Pete and Lucia agreed
that hot dogs had never tasted so
good.
Why did the hot dogs taste so
good?
_.c
There were not enough hot
dogs.
~ Everyone was hungry.
No one liked hot dogs.
_0

.
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Read each set of paragraphs and the
statements that follow. Then number
the statements in the order in which
the events actually happened.
1. Jane was baby-sitting for the first
time in her .Iife. Though it was July,
the night was cold and wet. Jane got
up to go into the baby's room. She
was going to put some covers over
him.
Earlier that night, Jane had ted
the baby. Tl'len she had sat down to
watch TV. t:'Jow she was afraid that
itshe did not cover the baby, he
might catch cold. When Jane went
into the baby's room, she saw that
the window was open.
~~_

She watched TV.

_L She fed the baby.

}-_ She went to cover the baby.

2. The Johnson family was on vacation.
A day before they'd left, Laura had
washed and waxed the car. That
night, everyone had packed their
suitcases and put ttJem in the car.
After the car was loaded, John had
taken their dog to a friend's house.
The friend was taking care of the
dog while the Johnso~s were gone.
The night before they'd left, the
Johnsons had gone to bed early.
Everyone hqd had a good night's
rest. They'd started on their trip
early in the. morning.
__ 1_ The car was waxed.

The Johnsons left on their trip.
,.'_ The suitcases were packed.
" John took the dog to a friend.
,\ The suitcases were put in the car.

,I-; __

Read each paragraph and the question
that follows it. Then read the statements. Put a check on the line in front
of the statement that best answers th'
question.
-

3. Lucia and Pete Santos lived in the
city. Their family owned a hardware
store and had to work every day.
They never had time to go on trips
out of the city.
Why did the Santos family never
go on trips?
They lived in the city.
-, ,-- They did not have a car.
,.':""- They had to work every day.
4. Lucia and Pete helped in the store
most Saturdays. But this Saturday
was special. They were going on a
camping trip with Pete's class.
Why were Pete and Lucia not
going to work in the store this
Saturday?
-'-~- They wem going camping.
----- They did not want to work.
- - They were sick.
5. The class went to the woods by bus.
Everyone was hungry when they got
there. But no one could eat untit
they had built a fire. Then the food
had to be cooked. When lunch 'was
finally ready, Pete and Lucia agreed
that hot dogs had never tasted so
good.
Why did'the hot dogs taste so
good?
- There were not enough hot
dogs.
,/ Everyone was hungry.
No one liked hot dogs.
activity 6, key
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Read each set'of paragraphs and the
statements that ',ollow. Then number
the statements in the order in which
the events actually happened.
1. After Kathy ate dinner, she decided
to return her overdue books to the
library. No one else in the family
had to go anywhere, so Kathy got
permission to use the car. On her
way home from the library, Kathy
noticed that the left turn signal
wasn't working. When she got to
the gas station, she was told that
a wire was loose.
- - Kathy stopped at a gas station.
_ - Kathy went to the library.
--. Kathy ate dinner.
2. 1)1e Kleins wer~ getting ready for
tlleir weekend trip. Friday morning,
Mike mowed the lawn. That afternoon, Cindy found the suitcases in
the attic. After dinner that night,
the Kleins packed their suitcases and put them in the car. Then
Mr. Klein watered the house plants.
The Kleins left right after breakfast on Saturday. About five minutes later, Mike remembered his
Lamera. It was still sitting on
his desk.
, - - The house plants were watered.
- -- Ci':ldy foun9 the suitcases.
- - Mike mowed the lawn.
_ - They paCked their .suitcases.
-

Read each paragraph and tha question
that follows it. Th~n read the statements. Puta check on the line in front
of the statement that best answers the
question.
3. Carlos got to the airport in plenty
of time to meet his father's plane.
The plane was due to arrive at
three p'clock. Then came the
announcement of. a two-hour delay.
Heavy fog had developed.
Why was the plane going to
be late? .
---- It was late.in leaving.
- - There was a fuel problem.
- - There was heavy fog.
4. Jane had a baby-sitting job most
Saturday afternoons. But this
Saturday she was going to her first
college football game.
Why was Jane not going to babysit this Saturday?
--- - She want~d to stay at home.
---- She was going to a football game.
--~-

She never worked on Saturdays.

5. Thea usually rode her bicycle to the
swimming pool. Today she had to
walk. Her bicycle had been stolen
during the night.
Why did Thea walk to the pool?
Her bicycle had been stolen.
----- Her Qicycle had

a flat tire.

- - Her brakes did not work.

Mi ke remembered his camera.
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Reao each set of paragraphs and the
statements that follow. Then number
the statements in the order in which
the events actually happened.
1. After Kathy ate dinner. she decided
to return her overdue books to the
library. No one else in the family
had to go anywhere. so Kathy got
permission to use the car. On her
way home from the library. Kathy
noticed that the left turn signal
wasn't working. When she got to
the gas station. she was told that
a wire was' loose.

-L Kathy stopped at a gas station.
-L- Kathy went to the library.
---1-- Kathy ate dinner.
2. The Kleins were getting ready for
th~ir weekend trip. Friday morning.
Mike mowed th,e lawn. That afternoon. Cindy f.ound the suitcases in
the attic. After dinner that night.
the Kleins packed their suitcases and put them in the car. Then
Mr. Klein watered the house plants.
The Kleins left right after breakfast on Saturday. About five minutes later. Mike remembered his
camera. It was still sitting on
his desk.
~- The house plants were watered.

--2- Cindy found the suitcases.
._1 - Mike mowed the lawn.

J-- They packed their suitcases.
~- Mike remembered his camera.

Read each paragraph and tha question
that follows it. Then read the statements. Put a check on the line in front
of the statement that best answers the
question.
3. Carlos go.t to the airport in plenty
of time to meet his father's plane.
The plane was due to arrive at
three o'clock. Then came the
announcement of a two-hour delay.
Heavy fog had developed.
Why was the plane going to
be late?
---.-. It was late in leaving.
---- There was a fuel problem.

-~- There. was heavy fog.
4. Jane had a baby-sitting jO.b most
Saturday afternoons. But this
Saturday she was going to her first
college football game.
Why was Jane not going to babysit this Satur.day? .
She wanted to stay at home.

J_

She was going to a football game.

--- She never worked on Saturdays.
5. Thea usually rode her bicycle to the
swimming pool. Today she had to
walk'. Her bicycle had been stolen
during the night.
Why did Thea walk to the pool?

--!- - Her bicyCle had been stolen .
---- Her bicycle had

a flat tire.

---- Her brakes did not work.
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What steps dnes an inventor take 10 invenl and sell an invenllllll'!
Write the following events in the order in whidl they are most likely
to ncclI r.
I. patent the inve'ntinn
2. begin to develop ;1 plan

1. sell the invention
4. huild it

5. lind a prohlem tll solve

6. decide on solutinn/ideit

7. pid a category o/" lire
that interests you
X. reline the idea
9. brainslonn several
sulutions
10. lind needed materials

Write a sCI or instruL,tions 1'01' Llsing a Clllllllwn machine, Ilave a
rriend rollow your instructions. How exact were they? Wen: the steps
III order?
activity 8
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What Sleps docs an invcntor takc to invcnt and sell an JIlVcntilln?
Write the following events in the order in which they arc most likely

to occur.
9

6
10

I. palcnl Ihc illVClllillll
:!. IX'gin III dcvcll)P a plan

3. scll Ihc invcntion

1\

5

B

4. build Lt

3

2

5. IIno a prohlem to solve

7

tIL-ride 1I11 slIluliull/idea
7. pick a category of lite
Ihal interests YOll

(l.

X. rdine the ioea
9. hrainstorm several

sulutions
10. lino

needeo

malerials
:'r "~,

Write a set of instructions for usillg a cnllllllOIl machine. Ilave a
fricllo follow your instructions. How cxact were they? Were the steps

ill oroer'!
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List all nL!l'C~safy materials at the beginning of the instructiuns. The instructions or directions
should be exacl and clear. Write the directions in the order in which they occur.
The fl)lIowing list Jescrihes the process of convcrting useJ bOllles into useful glassware. Number
the fulluwlllg L!VeIllS in the order in whidl they ar.e most likely 10 occur. Answers ma}' ,'ar).
When ,you have several clean bollles, assemble a bottle culler.
Wash lhe bOllles.
Wearing gluves, cardully cUl arounJ the boule at that height.
Measure anJ mark the desireJ CUlling line.
Slore, sell, ur give away the finished glass objects.
Collect bOllles for several weeks.
Carefully sand the cut edge of the bottle until smooth.
Choose an appropriate boule for thc object to be made.
Choose one of the processes lisleJ below. First list the nccessary, materials, then write a set of
instrudions for the process in thc order the evenls should qccur. AIl~\\cr~ "ill ,'ar},.
repair a bicycle tire
Illi.tke an herb garden
make nachos or pancakl.!s
Change balleries in a radio

roll and deliver newspapers
Imlkc candles
groom a pet
dccoratc i.t T-shirt

load a dishwasher
,make a telephone number file
wax an automobile
style hair
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List all lI~cessary materials at the begillning of. the instructions. Jhe instructions or directions
shoulu I>~ exact anu dear. WriJ~ the uirections in the orucr in which th~y occur.
The followillg lis[ uescribes [he process of converting useu bOllles into useful glassware. Number
the fulluwillg events in the order in which [hey arc mostlikdy to occur. AIlS\\ crs ma)' \ ar)'.
When yuu have sever'll deun bnlllcs, ussemblc a boule culler.

2
5

7

Ww.h the bOllles.
Wearillg gloves, carefully cut aroullu the bOllle at thut height.
Measure auu mark the desireu CUlling line.
SlOre, sell, or give away the finished glass objects ..
Collect bOllles for several weeks.
C'<Hdully sand lhe cut eJ~e of the boule until smuoth.
Choose an appropriate bOlllc for th~ object to be mude.

Choose one"uf the processes listed below. First list the necessary materials, then write a set of
instructions for the pro.,:ess in the onicr the events should occur. AIlS'H~rs \\ iU '"af)'.
repair a bicycle lire
make an hah garden
make nachos or pancakes
change ballcries in a radio

roll anu deliver newspapers
make candll!s
groom a pet
decorate a T-shirt

load a dishwasher
make a telephone number file
wax an automobile
style hair

activity 9, key
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Directions for making a desk organizer are given below. H.ead tht~ infor-_
matiOll t.hrough rather quickly to gel an oVl'rview uf the materials Ill't.'tit'd and
the procedure. Then read the directions again, much more slowly t.his tillll-',
and make llure you understand not only each direction but also the n'aSOll for
it. Finally, read the directions once more very slowly, almost as if you were
actually making the desk organizer. Then answer the questions at the bottom
of the page.

Materials:
Two Ii-inch long cardboard tuhes from rolls·
of paper tc)wels; decorated adhesive paper;
white liquid glue; a piece of cardboard at least
6 inches by 6 inches; a ruler; a pencil; a sharp
knife; a pair of scissors
Procedure:
1. Make a mark 5 inches fl'91ll one end of the
lirst tube. Use the knife to cut through the
tube at that mark to make two shorter sections.
2. On the second tuhe, make a mark ay~ inches
from t.he end. Then cut thl:ough t.he tuhe
at that. mark to make two shorter sections.
:I. Use t he end of one of the tuhes as a pattern.
drawing around it and making four cin:l~fs
Oil t.lll' pit!ce of cardhoard.
Each t:irdt·
should touch the ot.her circles, like this:

C8J

4. Cut along the outside of the cirdeH to
form a base for the desk organizer.
5. Wrap the deeorated adhesive paper
smoothly around each tube. Trim off any
excess paper at the tops and bottoms of
til<' tuhes.
6. Glue the two tall tubes together side by
side, making sure the bottoms are even so
that they can stand on it Ilat surface.
7. Place the tall tubes upright on the table
with the seam where they are glued t.ogether facing you. Glue a short tube to
the long tubes at the Sl!am, kl·t~ping t.he
bottom even with the ot.her tubes.
R Glue the other short tube to lhe long
tubes on the opPoHit.e side at. t.he seam, the
bottom even with till! other tullt!s.
~,. Glue the cardboard baSt' to the tubes.
10. All~w the glue to dry before putting various items into the desk organizer, such
as pens, pencils. rulers, paper dips, and
so forth.

1. Why should you use a· knife instead of

isa list of steps to follow in making a desk

scissors in stt.'ps 1 and '2? Put an X ill front
of t h(' correct answer.
Scissors can't cut through cardhoard.

org!}nizer. Write 1 before the first. st.ep you
should do, 2 before the next, and so on.
_ _ Glue t.he. four t.ubes toget.her.

A knife is safer to USt'.
Scissors would t:rush the tulws.
'2. In which step or steps would you use tilt'
scissors? ____________________ ---- --

Wrap the tulws in adhesive paper.

:1. In which step 01' steps would YOII LISP the
I'ul('l'? :______________ ---- - - --- -

Glue the hase to the tubes.
Divide each tube into t.wo sections.
Cut oot the base for t.he organizer.
5. What might. happen if you didn't follow
carefully the directions' in stl'P 10'1

4. Following, arranged in incorrect sequence,
activity 10
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Di~ections for making a desk organizer are given below. Head the information through rather quickly to get an overview of the materials oeeded and
t.he procedure. Then read the directions again, much more slowly this time,
and make sure you understand 1I0t only each direction but also the reason for
it. Finally, read the directions once more very slowly. almost as if you were
actually making the desk organizer. Then answer the questions at the bottom
of the page.

Materials:
Two iI-inch long cardboard tubes from rolls
Df paper towels; decorated adhesive paper;
white liquid glue; a piece of cardboard at least
6 inches by 6 inches; a ruler; a pencil; a sharp
knife; a pair of scissors
Procedure: .
1. Make a mark 5 inches from' one end of the
first tube. Use the knife to cut through the
tube at that mark to make two shorter sections.
2. On the second tube. make a mark al/~ indll's
from the end. Then cut through the tube
at that mark to make two shorter Sl.·cl.iollS.
J. Use the end of one of the tubes as a pattern,
drawing around it and making four circl(·s
011 the piccl.· of cardboard.
Each circle
shou.ld touch tlw other circles, like this:

1. Why should you use a knife instead of

scissors in slt.'ps I and '2? Put all X ill fJ;lln(
of Ill(' l'OITCl'l a llSWCI'.
. __ Scissors can't cut through cardbourd.
____ . _. A knife is safer t.o use,
_2< Scissors would Cl'ush the tuhes.
2. In which s17, '01' steps would you use tIlt.'
scissors?
_. ~_.s..
:l. 1n which sl ep or sl eps would you liSt' I hl'
ruler'! .L~.Z. _ -.-'--___ .

_-._ . _. .

4. Following, arranged in incorrect sequence,

4. Cut along the ou tside of the circles to
form a base for the desk organizer.
5. Wrap the decorated adhesive paper
snioothly around each tube. Trim off any
excess paper at the tops and bottoms of
the tubes.
6. Glue the two tall t.ubes together side by
side, making sure the bottoms are even so
that they can stand on a flat surface.
7. Place the tall tubes upright on the table
with the seam where Uu;y are glued together facing you. Glue a short tube to
the long tubes at the scam, keeping the
bottom even with the other tulJes.
8. Glue the othc"r short tube to t.he long
tubes on the opposite side at t.he seam, the
bottom even with t.he other tuhes,
!). Glue the eardlJoard hase to the lubes,
10. Allow the glue to dry before put lillg various items into the desk organizer. such
as pens, pencils, rult.·rs, paper clips, and
so forth~.
is a list of steps to follow in making a desk
organizer. Write 1 hef()rt~ ttl(' lil'Ht step you
should do, 2 before th(~ next, and so OIl.
If Glue the foul' tuhes togeth!:!f,

3 Wrap the tubes in adhesive paper.
--rGlu!:! the base to the tulJes.
/

Divide each t.ube
2 Cut out the b.lse
il. What might happen if
l'ardully the diredions

into two sections,
for t Iw organizer.
yuu didn't follow
in sh'p IO'!

:;rk rItf-~-~~¥~,
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Following Directions
-----~---,---------------
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The dircdiuns for Illakillg a pizza afl' givl'n below. H.eau [he illformalion
lhl'llllgh rather quickly to get an oVl'l'vil'\\' of till' illgredit'lIls 1It.·t.,dt.·d and lht.'
pl'lIl·t.·dure. Theil n'ad tilt' diret'liolls again. mudl l\Iurt.' slowly I his lilllt." and
Illakt, SlU'e you undt:rstalul IIllt ollly I'at'h dll'l'ct ion bUI also the n'a:-'Ilil fur
it. Filially, reat! the directiolls a lhin.llime, again very slow!y. as if you Wl're
at'lually making the pizza. TlwlI answer lht' questiun~ at the bollul\I of till'
pagl'.

Ingredients:
I ('up lul\t'wanll wat.er

!JiH'kage yeast
tl'aspuulI sugar
ll'asp"oll salt
lal.Jlt·:-,pllIllI l\Iargarillt.' III' vegctal.Jh'
Shul'lenllig
:1 ('ups iluur
uli\'(' oil
;, ('up:> t olllatll SallCl!
I/~ pllllIHI. 1lI11zzi.u·dla cheese that has
IJcell sliced inlo narrow strips
Panuesall rheese, gj'ated
un'gi.tllU

Procedure:
1.

11110 it largt' mixilll-( bowl, !Jul 1 cup of IU~l'
warlll WaleI' alld lbe package of yeast. Stir
I he lIIixllll'e lIntiithe yeast dissolves in lhe
waleI'. Lcl tlw lUixlure stalld for at least f)
IlIiIlUlt.'s.

I. Draw a lille IIl1der each illgredient or Utt.'I1-

sil lhat will be needed to make the pi:ua.
double bel/II'I'
tr t.·up
large IJCJL4'I
('aJ.:(' or pie pans
,

a luhl/'sIWIIII
~.

lIIuljin tillS

Iiour

egg ....

:J (·up."! u/lllilJ{

III what urder arc the illgret.iiellls listcu'?

.) Add the sugar, sail, and m:'lI'gal'ille or Vl'gl'Iahll'shortt.'ilillg. Bt'at well.
3. Add 1 y~ CU}.ls of (lour. Beat the mixt ure
thoroughly.
.1. Add lilt, 1'l~l1Iaining Hour ill ordt.'r 10 1'01'111
a thil'k dough.
5. Put dough on a Houl't::d surface. Knead
(mix by squeeziug andpressing) the dough
11111 il il feds sllillol Ii alld l'laSt il·.
li. Urease three ~)-indl eal~l' ur pil! pails.
7. Divide dough inlo 3 balls of auout the
salue Size. Flat tell each ball. Slrelt.'h
dough gl'lItly until it lits lhe pails.
H. LeI uOllgh risc ill pails for 15l11illules.
~). Preheat uvell to 425°.
IU. Brush dough lightly with olive oil.
11. Spwad tOlllaW sauee over dough. Add
the strips of mozzarella cheese. Sprinkle
lightly with grated.Panllesan cheese alld
oregal\!J;
12. Hake for 2[) minutes ill Ihe oven.

.1. NUlllher llw followillg sleps ill Ihe nllTcct

sequence:
Kllead the c'lough ulltil s1I100th.
Dissolve yeast in waleI'.
Add sugar, salt, and shol'te1ling.
Strelt:h dough to lit pails.
Bake

3. Draw a lim: ullder .the length of lillie you
lhillk it will lake to make the }.lizza IJcf()l'l~
put.liu~

15

it illlo the ovell,

lIlillLlte~

40 millute~

three

hou.r~

1'01'

25 niillutes.

- Add Hour and beat lIIixt.ure wdl.
~}.lreau the dough with tomato sauce.
Let dough rise for 15 minutes.
Divide dough into ;3 balb.
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The directions for making a pi~za are given below. Head the information
throll~h ratlwr quickly to get an overview uf the .ingredients needed and tilt'
IH'on·durt.L '1'lwll read the dirl!l·tiunl'i again, llluch more sluwly this lilne, Hml
make sure you ullderstand not only t!Hch direl'tion but also the reason for
it. Finally, read the directions a third time, again very slowly, as if yuu were
actually making the pi~za. Then alls"Yer the questiolls at the buttoll) of the
page.

Ingredient,;:
1 t:up lukewarm water
package yt!ast
teaspoull sugar
I.ea:>puon salt
lahll!:>pOlllI mlU'gurine or vegetable
shurtening
;3 t:uJls /luur
oliVl! oil
:1 "ups tomatu sauce
y~ puulIll mo~~arella cheese that has
heen sliced into nurrow strips
PanllCSitll cheese, grated
ureganu
Procedure:
1. Illto a large mixing bowl, put 1 cup of lukt·warm waWr ami tl,w package of yeasl. Stir
the mixture until the yeast dissolves ill ltw
waler. Lel the mixture stand for at. least [)
minutes.

1. lJrawa line ulHler mtt:h illgredil~nt or uh'lI-

~.

sil that ~ill be needed to make the pi~~a.
duuble boi/er .
a cUP.
1~1'8.(' lwwl
clIke or pie pu":.s
mullin tins
eggs
II III b/l'SPU()1l
J!0l~/~
:.J ("ups ollltilJ~
In what urdcr ure the illgredients listed?

2. Add the sugar, salt, and margarine or vegetable shortening. Beat well.
a. Add 1% CUllS of Hour. Beat the mixture
thoroughly.
4. Add the remaining tlour in urder to forlll
a thick dough.
5. Put dough on a HOUl'ed surface. Knead
(mix by s4ueezing and pressing) the dough
ulltil it feels slIIouth alld clastic.
ti. (!l'Cal?e tlU'l:e !}.incll cake or pie pans.
7. Divide dough into 3 balls of about the
same Sj~e. Flatten t;ach ball. Stretch'
duugh gently Uillil it lits tilt' pilllS.
K Let dough rise in pans for 15 minutes.
!J. Preheat oven to 4~5°.
lO. Brush dough lightly, with olive oil.
1 L Spread tumato sauee OVl~r dough. Add
the strips of mozzarella t:heese. Sprinkle
lightly with grat.ed Pannesan cheese and
oregano.
l~. Hake for ~5 minutes in the oven.

.1. N ulllher tlw fulluw illg step:,; ill I he

_ sequence:
Knead the dough until smooth.
Dissolve yeasl in water.
Add sugar, salt, and shortening.
Stretch dough lo Ht pallS.
'/

a.

Draw a liuc under the length of time yuu
thillk il will take t.o make the pizza hdon'
15

mil/utes

4U minutes

three hours

Bake fur 25 minutes.

~)- __ Add Hour and beat mixture well.
/

pulling it iutu t.he uvel\.

l'Ul'1'l'd '

Spread the dough with tomatu sauce.
Let duugh rise fur 15 minutes.
Divide dough into

a balls.
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Following Directions
Below are directions for makin& a leather vest similar to those worn by
American Indians of the western plains. As you read these directions. try
to notice and remember two kinds of facts: (1) the things you should do. and
(2)the order in which to do them.

An American Indian vest is a beautiful and
useful garment which you should be uble to
make with a minimum of complications.
Worn over It shirt or blouse. it adds a practical
and colorful touch to allY casual outfit.
If you want your vest to look authentic. buy
any kind of soft leather. preferably in a natural buckskin color. You will need a pattern
for it. so borrow a V(lst thaf fits you and use
it for this purpose. Trace the outlines of the
borrowed vest onto a heavy piece of brown
wrapping paper. making sure you leave about.
an extra half inch wherever there is a seam.
After you've traced the pattern. lay it on youI!'
leather, and carefully cut around it. Then sew
the seams.
Now the really creative part starts - decorating your vest. No two Indian vests are
exactly alike, so feel free to experiment with
your designs. Horses or other animals are

good subjects. So are various arrangements of
geometric shapes: The back of the vest can
have a different pattern ·from the front, so
you'll have a chance to try Hcverul motifs.
Begin by using a scrap piece of leather and
practice on it before you tackle the real thing.
With a soft pencil. sketch out a design on the'
leather. Then brush clear lacquer within the
lines of your design, spreading and smoothing
it down with a flat stick or knife. Let the
lacquer dry. Next, use colored lacquer to
paint the designs. (Be bold - real Indian
vests are ornamented in rich. vibrant colors.)
Before the lacquer is completely dry, scratch
thin lines over it with a needle. keeping the
lines about a sixteenth of an inch apart. This
technique helps to prevent any irregular
cracking of the paint when it is dry. It also
gives your finished vest a more ornate and
authentic appearance.

Below, arranged in the wrong order. are the steps .to follow in making an
Indian vest. Write 1 before the thing you sholJ.ld do first, 2 before the next
step, and so on. Check your numbering by rereading the directions. if yuur
numbering is wrong, correct it.

_ _ Use brightly colored lacquer to paint
vi vid colors on your designs.
_ _ Trace the outlines of the borrowed vest
on a piece of wrapping paper.
____ Sketch out a design on the leather.
__ Lay the pattern on the leather and cut
around it carefully.
__ Buy any kind of soft. naturally-colored
leather for your vest.

- - Scnitch lines in the lacquer to prevent
the paint from cracking.
- - Brush clear lacquer within the tilles of
your design and smooth it down.
____ Sew the seams.
__ Make a pattern from a borrowed vest
that fits you.
__ Use a scrap piece of leather to practice
your designs.
activity 12
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Below are directions for making Ii leather vest similar to those worn by
American Indians of the western plains. As you read t.hese directions, try
to notice and remember two kinds of facts: (I) the things you should do, and
(2) the ordt!r in which to do them.

An American Indian vest is a beautiful and·
useful garment which you should be able to
make with a minimum of complications.
Worn over a shirt or blouse, it adds a practical
and colorful touch to any casual outfit.
If you want your vest to look authentic, buy
any kind of soft leather, preferably in a natural buckskin color. You will need a pattern
for it, so borrow a vest that fits you and use
it for this purpose. Trace the outlines of the
borrowed vest onto a heavy piece of brown
wrapping paper, making sure you leave about.
an extra half inch wherever there is a seam.
Afte .. you've traced the pattern, lay it on your
leather, and carefully cut around it. Then sew
the scamH.
Now the really creative part starts - decorating your vest. No two Indian vests are
exactly alike, so feel free to. experiment with
your designs. Horses or other animals IUC

•

good subjects. So are various arrangements of
geometric shapes. The back of the vest can
have a different pattern from the front, so
you'll' have a chance to try several motifs.
Begill by using a scrap piece of leather and
practice on it before you tackle the real thing.
With a soft pencil, sketch out a design un the
leather. Then brush clear lacquer within the
lines or'your design, spreading and smoothing
it down with a flat stick or knife. Let the
lacquer dry. Ne,xt, use colored lacquer to
paint the d~signs. (Be bold - real Indian
vests are ornamented in rich, vibrant colors.)
Before 'the lacquer is COml)letely dry, scratch
thin lint'S over it wit.h 11 needle, keeping the
lines about a sixteenth of an inch apart. This
technique helps to prevent any irregular
cracking of the paint. when it is dry. It also
gives your finished vest a more ornate and
authentic appearance .

Below, arranged in the wrong order, are the steps to follow in making an
Indian vest. Write 1 before the t.hing you should do first, 2 before the next
step, and so on. Check your numhering by rereading the directions. If your
numbering is wrong, corred it.

9
3

7

'f

_1_

Use brightly colored lacquer to paint.
vivid colors on your designs.
Trace t.he uutlines of the borrowed vest
on a piece of wrapping paper.
Sketch out a design on t.he leat.her.
Lay the pat.tern on the leather and cut
around it. carefully.
Buy any kind of soft, naturally-colored
leather for your vest.

~~ Scratch lines in the lacquer t.o prevent

8
_5

_?:_

~

t.l)e paint from cracking..
Brush cleM lacquer within tht, lines of
your design and smooth it down.
Sew the seams.
Make a pattern from a borrowed vest
that fits you.
Use a scrap piece of leather to practice
your designs.
activity 12, key
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Read the following background information and carry out the assignment below.
One of the most famous poems about carly
American coionists is "The Courtship of Miles
Standish by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
According to the poem, Miles Standish asked
his friend John Alden to tell Priscilla Mullen

how much he, Standish, cared for her, but Priscilla fell in love with John Alden instead. The
poem is fictitious, but its characters, Miles
Standish, John Alden, and Priscilla Mullen,
were real people.

I"

Study the following list of events in the life of Priscilla Mullen Alden. Then write a paragraph
telling about her life, discussing events in the. order in. which they occurred. Use transition words
and phrases, such as then, next, aftt;r that, and finally, to make the paragraph easy to read. Words
may be changed if the facts are not altered.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
H.
9.
10.

born about 1602 in Dorking, in the county of Surrey. England
traveled with her father, mother, and brother to America on the Mayflower
only family member to survive the first winter in New England
was placed in the care of the family of Governor John Carver
married John Alden
lived in Plymouth and had two children
seltled with her husband in Duxbury
had nine more children
one daughter married Miles Standish's son, Alexander.
dale of her death is unknown
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Read the following background information ami carry out the assignment below.
One of the most famous poems about early
American colonists is "The Courtship of Miles
Standish," by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
According to the poem, Miles Standish asked
his friend John Alden to teU Priscilla Mullen

how much he, Standish, cared for her, but Priscilla fell in love with John Alden instead. The
poem is fictitious, but its characters, Miles
Standish, Jo~n Alden, and Priscilla Mullen,
were real people.
'

Study the following list of events in the life of Priscilla Mullen Alden. Then write a paragraph
telling about her life, discussing events in the order in which the'y occurred. Use transition words
and phrases. such as then, next, after that, and finally, to make the paragraph easy to read. Words
may be changed if the facts are not altered. AnSWl'rs will vary.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
fl.

7.
N.
Y.
10.

born about 1602 in Dorking, in the county of Surrey, England
traveled with her father, mother, and brother to America on 'the Mayflower
only family member to survive the first winter in New England
was placed in the care of the family of Governor John Carver
married John Alden
lived in Plymouth and had two children
settled with her husband in Duxbury
had nine more children
one daughter married Miles Standish's son, Alexander.
date of 'her death is unknown

-'-------------

-
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The six paragraphs below describe the steps that two girls
took in planning a trip. The steps are not in the right order.
Read all the paragraphs before marking anything. Decide
the correct sequence of .the steps. Number the PCiragraphs
to show the right order.
_____ As soon as th~y knew how much
money they needed for gas and supplies, Sl:Imi called to find out how
much it would cost to rent the truck.
She added the rental fee to their list of
costs. They added up the list and divided the cost between them.

____ Ida and Sumi packed their supplies into canvas bags. They labeled
the bags so they would know what was
in each. They packed the bags into the
car and fastened the·canoe on top.
They were ready to go.

___ As soon as they had finished making their list of supplies, Sumi said they
must find out how much everything for
the trip would cost. First, the girls figured the nymber of miles they would
drive. That way, they could tell how
much money they would -need for gas.

- ___ After the girls had planned their
route, Ida began to make a list,of the
food and equipment they would need.
The trip on the river would last for
seven days. Their canoe would not
hold many supplies_ They must plan
carefully. Now. the route was marked,
and the supplies listed.

_ Af.ter Ida and Sumi knew how
much the trip would cost, they
collected. their supplies. They carefully
checked what they collected with their
list of supplies. They wanted to be sure
they had all the food and equipment
they would need. The girls had planned
well. Everything was there. Now they
were ready to pack.

___ Ida and S.umi planned to drive to
a river and travel by canoe for seven
days. They' would then rent a truck and
go back to the place where they left
the car. The girls sat down at a table
and looked at maps. They traced the
possible routes they could take. They
figured out how long the trip would
take.
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in r.;jL1II1Hil~ a trip. The steps are not in the right order.
Read all the paragraphs before marking anything". Decide
the correct sequence of the steps. Number the paragraphs
to show the right order.
luul\

_1 __ As soon as they knew how much

money they needed for gas and supplies. Sumi called to find out how
. much it would cost to rent the truck.
She added the rental fee to their list of
costs. They added up the list and divided the cost beJween them.
_3 __ As soon as they had finished mak- .

ing their list of supplies. Sumi said they
must find out how much everything for
the trip would cost. First, the girls figured the number of miles they would
drive. That way, they could tell how
much money they would need for gas.
___ ~___ Atter Ida and Sumi knew how
much the trip would cost, they
collected their supplies. They carefully
checked what they collected with their
list of supplies. They wanted to be sure
they had all the food and equipment
they would need. The girls had planned
well. Everything was there. Now trey
were ready to pack.
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6_ Ida and Sumi packed their supplies into canvas bags. They labeled
the bags so they would know what was
in each. They packed the bags into the
car a':ld fastened the canoe on top.
They were ready to go.

_2___ After the girls had planned their

route, Ida began to make a list of the
food and equipment they would need.
The trip on the river would last for
seven days. Their canoe would not
hold many supplies. They must plan
carefully. Now, the route was marked,
and the supplies listed.

__1 __ loa and Sumi planned to drive to

a river and travel by canoe for seven
days. They would then rent a truck and
go back to. the place where they left
the car. The girls sat down at a table
and looked at maps. They traced the
possible routes they could take. They
figured out how long the trip would
take.
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The following numbered paragraphs. whell arranged in dlfonologiorder. tell a story. Write the llulllcrals (If the paragraphs as they
wuuld appear in dHonolug.lcal order. The !irst paragraph
the
story has been underlined. On your paper draw a ring afOund the
nUllleral of the paragraph that you think is the dimax of the story.
(<II

or

I. The three frightened animals suddenly wllided with lkar.
She (aimed them dowll and as"-ed them what was wfllng.
2. Badger threw up his paws in dismay and joined Rabhit. The
two of them ran to tell Deer the news. Deer promptly joineu
them. auding her cries to theirs.
3. The three smaller animals led Bear back to the ferns. Although they sean.:hed everywhere for the piece of sky, they
could not lind it.
4. One nlllrnillg lo'ng ago, as _t~2~i~~~l~!{~~~~~'~~~ll'l_ll:~~~~ld~~
some ferns, an acorn happened to llJOp upon his head.
5. "The world is coming to an end!" Deer cried to Bear. "A
piel.:e of sky just hit Rabbit on the head!"
6. "Oh, no!" shrieked Rabbit, fearing the worst, as usual. "The
sky is falling' and the world is coming to an end!"
7. So poor foolish Rabbit, whose face was as rcd as a rabbit's
(an be, settled bad into his ferns, .. /h:r promising the uthers
that in the futurc he would investigate malleI'S carefully before sounding the alarm.
S. So Rabbit began to run to and fro warning the other heasls
uf the forest about the end of the world.
9. "Here is your piecc of sky," laughn! Bear. holding up the'
tiny acorn. "You'll have to wait a lillie longer for the end of.
the' world!"
.
10. The lirst animal he mel was Badger. and Rabhil L:ried. "The
s"-y is falling, and the world is wming 10 an end!"
II. "Il-m-m-m," growled Bear, who was not easily frightened.
"Show me the piel:c of sky Ihal hit you. Rabbit."

\.
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The following numbered paragraphs. when arranged in chronological order, tell a story. Write the numerals or the paragraphs as they
would appear in chronological order. The lirst paragraph of the
story has been underlined. On your paper draw a ring around the
numeral of the paragraph that you think is rhe dimax of the story.
\. The three frightened animals suddenly collided with Bear.
She calmed them down and asked thl:m what was wrong.
2. l~adger threw up his paws in dismay and joined Rabbit. The
two or them ran to tell Deer the news. Deer promptly joined
them. adding her cries to theirs.
3. The three smaller anilmlJs led Bear back to the ferns. Although they searched everywhere for the piece of sky, they
could not find it.
4. One morning long ago, as timid lillie Rabbit crouched l~nda
~oll1e ferns, an acorn happened to _drop upon I~is head.
5. 'The world is collling to an end!" Deer cried to Bear. "A
piece ()f sky just hit Rabbit 0.11 the he<nd!"
6. "Oh, no!" shrieked Rabbit, fearing the worst, as usuaL "The
sk y is falling and the world is coming to an end!"
7. So poor foolish Rabbit, whose face was as red as a rabbit's
can be, seuled back into his ferns, after prnmisillg the others
lhat in the future he would investigate matters carefully before sounding the alarm.
!t, So Rabbit began to run to and fro warning the other beasts
of the furest about the end of the world.
9. "Here is your piece of sky," laughed Uear, holding lip the
tiny acorn. "You'll have to wait a lillie longer for the end of
the world!"
10. The lirst animal he met was Badger, and Rabbit cried, 'The
sky is falling, and the world is coming to an end!"
II. "II-m-m-m," growled Uear, who was not easily frightened.
"Show mc the picl:e of ~kY' that hit you, Rabbit"

4

6
8
10

2

5
11
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activity 15, key

The six paragraphs below describe events in a fictional
story. Th·e paragraphs are not in the right order. Read
all the paragraphs before marking anything. Then decide
the correct sequence of ·the paragraphs. Number the
paragraphs to show the right order.

Before Hannah could stop her, the
-neighbor had touched the pendulum. It
began to swing, back and forth, back
and forth. And the clock began to chime:
one, two, three ... ten, eleven, twelve
... thirteen! "It struck thirteen,"
Hannah cried. Her face turned pale.
Her hands trembled. "Of course it
didn't," said the neighbor laughing.
But Hannah only gazed at the
haunted clock.
--~-

-- -- Hannah was afraid of the clock
the moment she.saw it. Her father
had bought it at an auction. He brought
it home and put it on a shelf. Then he
wound it and set the pendulum swinging.
The hands of the clock stood at twelve
o'clock. It began to chime: one, two,
three ... ten, eleven, twelve ...
thirteen!
Hannah died that day. She was
found sitting in a chair, staring at the
clock. The clock, its hands frozen at
twelve o'clock, its pendulum still, stared
silently back.

0_0

__
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___ Only· Hannah heard the clock
chime thirteen. Her father laughed when
she told him. But that same day she
found him dead, staring at the clock.
The clock stared back silently. But now
Hannah knew its secret. The clock w~s
haunted.
_ ._ Then one day a new neighbor paid
Hannah a visit. She noticed the silent
clock. "Doesn't it work?" she asked.
Hannah shook her head. "It's haunted,"
she said. The neighbor only laughed.
"There are no such things as ghosts or
hauntings," she said.
For many years after the death of
Hannah.'s father, the clock sat on the
shelf. Its bands :-vere frozen at twelve
o'clock. Hannah feared it. She wanted
to be rid of it. but she was afraid to
touch it. She was afraid the pendulum
would swing and the clock would
begin to chime: one, two, three ...
ten, eleven, twelve ... thirteen.
0_

'00

_
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The six paragraphs below describe events in a fictional
story. The paragraphs are not in the right order. Read
all the paragraphs before marking anything. Then decide
the correct sequence of the paragraphs. Number the
paragraphs to show the right order.
__~ Before Hannah could stop her, the
neighbor had touched the pendulum. It
began to swing, back and forth, back
and forth. And the clock began to chime:
. one, two, three ... ten, eleven, twelve
... thirteen! "It struck thirteen,"
Hannah cried. Her face turned pale.
Her hands trembled. "Of course it
didn't," said the neighbor laughing.
But Hannah only gazed at the
haunted clock.

_i_ Hannah was afraid of the clock

the moment she saw it. Her father
had bought it at an auction. He brought
it home and put .it on a shelf. Then he
, wound it and set the pendulum swinging.
The hands of the clock stood at twelve
o'clock. It began to chime: one, two,
three ... ten, eleven, twelve ...
tnirteen!

_L Hannah died that day. She was

found sitting in a chair, staring at the
clock. The clock, its hands frozen at
twelve o'clock, its pendulum still, stared
silently back.

__ ~ Only Hannah heard the clock
chime thirteen. H~r father laug~ed when
she told him. But that same day she
found him dead, staring at the clock.
The clock stared back silently. But now
Hannah kn~w its secret. The clock was
haunted.

- 4-. Then one day a new neighbor paid

Hannah a visit. She noticed the silent
clock. "Doesn't it work 1" she asked.
Hannah shook her head. "It's haunted,"
she said. The neighbor only laughed.
"There are no such things as ghosts or
hauntings," she said.

_.3_. For many years after the death of

Hannah's father, the clock sat on the
shelf. Its hands were frozen at twelve
o'clock. Hannah feared it. She wanted
to be rid of it, but she was afraid to
touch it. She was afraid the'pendulum
would swing and the clock would
begin to chime: one, two, three ...
ten, eleven, twelve ... thirteen.
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I{l'ad Ihl' seh of senlelKes. Then wfile Ihl..' sl'lllenCl'S ill dlfonological order
rhl' now I ril..'d ;ll1d Iril'd to rl'ach Ihl' invilillg drops of
Dill' day a now Ihoughl he would dil' of thin. 1.

10 llla~I..'

a slory.

W~Itl'r.

hI..' fOllnd it pitcher that containl'd a ~mall amollnt of watl'f.
tired of Irying thai he almmt gaw lip.
I k quiddy pUI hi~ ~)l'ak illin Ihe Illollih of I hI..' pilchI..'!".
Bill hI..' rl'ali/ed I hI..' pile/ll'f wa ... lOll dl'l'p lur hi:-. ... I}l)n beak.
I'IlI..'ll

'k

\V,IS ~ll

Theil Ill' hdt/

hriliiaul ilka.
hllall~ Ihl..' crow was able to qlll..'nch his Ihir~l.
rIlL'1I hI..' quickly dropped 1110rl..' ,In~f IIlt)!"1..' IlIck ... into Ihl' pitcher.
rhL' llll'k Illade thl' WlItl..'" risl'. hUI only ~Iighlly,
SthHI Ihl' \\;lIl'f msl' all Ihl' way to Ihl..' lup.
I II..- pid'l'd lip a ~lIlall w.ck and droppl'd it into thl' pilchl'r.

__

,!

__l'-.Q ... )

' •. "

- -

-

~~:.,.
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makl' a

~lOry,

The crow tried and Iried to n:ach thl' inviting drllp~ of waler.
One day a crow lhllughl he would dil' of Ihir~l.
rhell he found a pill'llcr that Clllllained ;i ~l11all amount of waler.
I k wa~ '~ll lired of trying that hI.' alnlll~1 ga\'l' lip,
Ik quickly put his beak into the nllHllh of thl' pitcher.
Bul hI.' rl'aliLed thl' pilcher was too dL'L'P for his ~horl bl'ak,
One da)' a lTOW thought he WUllld die of'thirst.
Then hl' found a pitcher that contained

ill

small amount of Willer.

Ill' 'Iui':kl~' Iml his hl'elk inln Ihe mUlllh uf I Ill' pildU'r.

The

lTOW

tried and t.-il'd to real'll the ilH'iling drops of wakr.

Hul hl' n'al,ill'd thl' pitd,"'r

WitS

luu tlt't'P fu .. his shurt ht'ak.

lie was su tired of trying that he almost gan'

lip.

Thl'n he had a brilllani idea,
FiIl;"ly Ihl' crow wa~ ahk 10 quench Iw. Ihir~1.
Then he quickly droppl'd more and IlllHl' rocks inlo Ihe pitcher.
The HlL'k miu,lI: Ihl' waler ri~e. hUI only ~Iighlly,
Soon Illl' waler ro~e all Ihe way lo Ihl' lop,
t k (lid'l'd lip ;1 small rock Lind dmppl'd il·inlo Ihl' pilcher.

l

..

,1

Ir.'

I

, "'" IJ/t

__:==- _ . ~::., ~-: ;'.":

TI1\'n hl' had n hrilliant jdl'a.

_ . __

:1

~_

Ill' pil'kl'd lip a smelll I"Ul'k a~(_J_d_r_u.:...p.:...p_"'(_I_i_~_il_'I_u_II_Il_'.:..p_il_"'_h_er_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~----

'I'll{' n)(:k mad,,· till' \\olll-r ris,,'. hut only slight I~'.
Ttwil ht' '111il'''I~' drnpPl'd mUrl' and nWrl' I'Ol'ks inln the pitcher.

Scum thl' w.lter ruse all the' way lu IIll' tup,
Finall~'

IIll' nun \\ a~ ahll' In '1lIl'IIl'h hi .. lhi ......
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Noting Correct Sequence
Order of Events

.

,---------".......... .... - .
~

The following article is a short biography of Clifford Milburn Holland, a
famous engineer. As you read the biography, notice t.he order, or sequence. of
event.s in Mr. Holland's life. At the holtom of the page some of tll(~se {~vtml.s
are arranged in incorrect sequence. Indicate the correct order of these events
by writing a number befot'l~ each olle. Write 1 before the first event, and so
on. Try to do this without look~ng back.

On October 27, 1924, Clifford Milburn
Holland sat up in his hospital bed after having
his tonsils removed and claimed that he felt
fine. Moments later, he died of a heart attack.
It was only two days later that the oHicial
"holing through" occurre? for his most. import.ant life's work, the first tunnel for motor
vehicles to be constructed under a body of
water. His coworkers felt his loss deeply,
and consequently the tunnel was ofticially
named the Holland Tunnel only u few weeks
later.
Mr. Holland was born in Somerset, MilSsHchusetts, in H~8:1. He entered Harvard
University in 1902 and had to help pay his
expenses there by doing various jobs such as
t.eaching night school, waiting on t.ables, and
doing summer work. He earned an A.B.
degree in HI05 and a B.S. degree (in civil
engineering) the following. year.
A few mont.hs aft.er graduation he moved tu
New York City, where he worked on various
East River. subway tunnels. He eventually
came to be considered t!ie leading authority
on suba4lwous construction. In June, HH!),
he became chief engineer for the New York
Statt; and the New Jen;ey Interstate Bridge
and TUnJwl commissions. His juh was to
His job was to connect New York ulld
New Jersey via a tunnel fol' vehicles.
Mr. Holland was born in Sonwl"s('t,
Massachusetts.
The t lInllt'1 was officially nallll'd till'
Holland Tunnel.

connect New York and New Jersey via a tunnel for cars, trucks, and buses to go under the
Hudson Hiver. Since such a task had never
before been attempted, the engineering problems were numerous, and many were without
precedent. One of the main ditficulties was
properly vent.ilating a t ulllwi in which a high
level of vehicular exhaust fumes existed. The
plan recommended by Mr. Holland was severely e~iticized by mallY compehmL enbrineers b.ut was' nev('rt.heles... finally· adoj)ted,
Mr. Holland died in 1924 after devoting five
years of his life to the tunnel. Alt.hough he
did not live t.o see his project. successfully
completed, he was responsibll' for devising
the method and principles used in the design
and implementation of the underwaler t.unnel.
These principles are still t.he basis for all
vehicular tunnels being built throughout the
world today.
On November 5, 1908, Mr. Holland had
married Anna Coolidge Davenport. of Watertown, Massachusetts, his high school sweetheart. Upon Mr. Holland's death, his wife
moved back to the HusUm art'a wit.h their
fOllr daught.ers. Slw Ilt'Vel' relllarri(~d and
survived her husband hy Jleady fifty years she died on July Hi, IH7;l.

He

mari'ied Anna Davellport.
He entered Harvard U Iliversity.
Mr. Holland died of a heart. attack.
The otficial"holing through" occurred
for the Holland TUIlIWI.
He llIuved to New York City.
activity 18
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Order of Events

The following article is a short hiography of Cli/lord Milburn llolland, a
famous t.'ngilH'cl'. As you read t lw hiography, not in' the ordi'r, or Sl'qlWIU'C, "I'
cvents in Mr. Hollar{d's life. At t1w holtolll of the page solne of thl'se events
are arrallged ill incorred sequence. In'dicate the correct. ordcr of these l'vents
hy writing a number before eal'il one. Write 1 belore the fin;t ('vcnt, and so
Oil. Try to do this without looking back.

On Octoller 27, HJ24 , Clifford Milhurn
Holland sat. up in his hospital bed aner having
hili tonsils removed and claimed that he I'd!.
fine: Moments later, he died of a heart attack.
It was only two days later that the official
"holing through" occurred for his most important. life's wurk, the lirst tunllel for 11101.01'
vehicle::; to be constructed under a body of
water. His coworkers felt hili loss deeply,
and consequent.ly the tunnel was otlicially
named the Hlllland Tunnel only a few weeks
later.
Mr. Holland was born in Somerset, Massal'iHlst'tls, in IHH:l. He entered Harvard
University in 1902 and had to help pay his
expenses there by doing various jobs such as
teaching night school, wuiting on t.ables, alld .
doing summer work. He earned an A.n.
degree in 1905 and a B.S. degree (in civil
engineerin~) the following year.
A few months after graduation ill' moved t.o
New York City, where' he worked on various
East River subway tunnels. He eventually
came t.o he considered the leading aut.hority
on subaqueous constructiM. In June, l!HH,
he became chief engineer for the New York
State and the N~w Jersey Interstate Bridge
and Tunnel 'Commissions. His job was to

_J____

His job was to connect New York and
Nl'w Jersey via a tunnel for vehicles.
Mr. Holland was born in SonlCr~et,
Massachusetts.

~ __ The tunnel was otiicially named I he
Holland Tunnel.

connect. New York and New Jersey via a lunIwl for cars, trucks, and buses 1.0 go under the
Hudson HiveI'. Since such a t ask had never
before been att.empted, the l'ngim'ering problems were numerous, and many Wl'l't' without
precedent. One of the llIain diUit'ulties WllS
properly ventilat.ing a tunnd in whie!l a high
level of vehicular exhaust fumes existed. The
plan recommended by Mr. Holland was sewrcly criticized hy many competent engineers but was nevertheless linally adopted.
Mr. Holland died in 1924 after devoting five
years of his life to the tunnel. Although he
did not live to see rus project successfully
completed, he was responsible for devising
the method and principles used in the design
and implementatiun oUhe underwater tUIllWI.
These principles are Htill the basis for all
vehicular tunnels being built throughout the
world today.
.
On November 5, WOH. Mr. Holland had
married Anna Coolidge Davenport of Watertown, Massachusetts, his high school sweet-.
heart. Upon Mr. Holland's death, his wife
moved hack to the Boston area with their
fOlll' daughters.
She neVl'r n'lnarried and
survived her husband by nearly fifty years she died on July 16, 1973.

,I

He married Anna Duvellport.
He entered Harvard UlliVt'rsity.
,/
Mr. Holland died of a heart attack.
__ ~ The oUieial "huling through" occurred
for the Holland Tunnel.
He moved to New York Cit.y.

..
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The article uclow lells ahout all elephant named Jumuu. As yuu' read lhe
artil'ie, notice tIlt! urd\.~r, or SClIUCIli.'l', or l'Vl'IIIS. At ttw bottOIl\ or the pagt'
:-'(11 II\" uf these eVl~lIts are arranged in illl'Un-Cl't :::>l'qUl'Ill'e. illdil'atl' tIll' l'UlTt'l'1
urder of these events uy wriling it IIlullul'r,udul'l' each une. W lile 1 uefure lhe
lirst evelll, aud su 011. Try to du this wlthuut luoking back.

in IH()l, a baby male elephanl was captured
in Central Afril:a and was sold lo Uw Pari:::>
WO, Four years later, in lH()5, he was traded
to thc Hoyal. Zuolugical Gardens ill London.
This auillwl was the lirst clephuut from Africa
(all otlll'rs were fro(lI ludia, where the cle'phallts are sOlllewhat smaller) to be brought
to Luudon alive. The people there grew very
fond of their giullt-sized elephant who wa!:>
so gentle with slllall children. He is reported
to have !:>tood nearly 11 feet at the shoulder
ami to ha ve weighed ()J/~ tOilS. The nallle of
this elephant was Jumbo.
"'or !:>ixteeu years, Jumbo was a main attradlOl1 at the L~lIdon :wu. But theu, in the
seventeenth year, Jumbo's temperament
changed a:-; he approached maturity, a tillle
when male elephants commonly become
aggre!:>:-;iv\.~. JuUluu hecame irritable and dilli·
cult to handle; he even ripped up his {;age.
The puutic had to be kept away from their
.lId friend. All the ~oo keepers were afraid
of the elephant. except for Matthew SCUll,
who had knuwn Jumbo for many years. During this ditlkult time. PhineU!:i T. Barnum,
t.he greut circus operator of the United State!:>,
utl'tlred tu buy the elephant, and a copy of t.he
sale agreement was !:>igned. When the Englitih
people found out about the agreemtlnt, they
were angry al-Id Uptict. But it wa::> too late,

JUJllUO wa!:> traded to thtl London woo
Jumbo arrived ill New Yurk City.
JUIlIUO traveled with the circu!:>.
Jumuu was cuptured in Central Africa.
_____ Jumbo wa!:>!:>old toPhineU!:iT. Barnum.

'-,

and arrangement!:> wert~ made for Jumbo'!:>
trip to the United Slal~!:>.
On the aHsigned day Jumbo was led from
lhe zoo to till' dUl:ks. wlwre a lwat wailed to
take him aero::>!:> the Atlantic. But when the
gate!:> uf the zoo do!:>ed behind him, Jumbo
!:>topped, trumpeted, and lay down in the
street. He gut up Hgaill only when the gates
were opened ~4 hours ~ater. So a special c·age
wa!:> made to take the elephant to the ship.
On April 9. IHH~, Jumbo arrived in New
York City, He was very popular with the
American audiences. even thuugh he performed no tricks but merely strolled around
the ring un it lead held by Matthew Scott. He
traveled aero!:>s the United State!:> many times
with the Barnum and Hailey circll!:>. Barnum
widdy proclaimed and adverti!:ied hi!:> elephant
as beillg the h.... ge!:>t elephant ill the whule
world.
On Septt:mber 14. IHH5. Jumbo was hit.. by
a freight train and died. Eyewitnesses re• ported that he waved his trunk at Matthew
Scutt before dying. Although the elephant
lived for only three years in the United States.
his name may stay in our language for years
lu COlHtl. The word jumbu ha!:> come tu mean
"very large si~e" and appears on items ranging
from large-sized buxe!:> of cereal and laundry
!:>uap to jumbo jets.

___
__ ._____
___ .__
__._ _

Jumbo ww; ::>old to the Paris zoo.
Jumbo.was hit by a freight train.
Jumbo sadly left the London woo J umbo approached maturity and became

~rritable

and ditficult tu handle.

actj,:y.i ty. 19

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mn,.,.~~,.,.AI
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Order of Events

The article below teUs about an ctephant named Jumbo. As you read the
article, lloliee the order, or ~t'qul'lln~, of ~veilts: At the bottom of tht' page
SOIllC of these events arc arrangcd ill ilH'ul'I'cl.'t SClluelll"e. Iudicate the COlTed
order of tilese events by writing a nUlIlber before each one. Write 1 before the
linit event, aud so on. Try to do this without looking uack.·

In lHol, a hauy male elephant was captured
in Central Africa and was sold to the Paris
:lOO. Four years later, in IH(i5, he was traded
to tht: Huyal Zoologicul Uurdells ill LOlldo".
This animal WiU> Lhe 1irst elephant from Africa
(all others wcrc from lllllia, where the elcphants are somewhat sUlaller~ to Ue brought
to Loudoll alive. The peuple there grcw very
fond of their giant-si~ed elephant who was
so gentle with smal1childrcn. He is reported
tu have stood nearly 11 feet at the shouldl~r
and tu have wl!ighed oY~ tow;. The llame of
thlli elephaut was Jumbo.
For sixLeen years, Jumbo was a main attructioll at the Londun :wu. BuL then, ill the
seventecllth year, Jumbo's temperalllent
changed as he approached maturity, a time
when male elephants commonly become
aggn!~sive. Jumuo became irritaule aud diHicult to handle; he even ripped up his cage.
The puhlic had to ue kept away from tlwir
uld f .. ielld. All the :lOO keepers were afraid
of the el'epluwt except for Matthew Scott,
who had known.Jumbo for many years. During this ditiicult time, Phineas T. BarnullI,
the great. circus operatur of the United States,
offered to huy thc elephallL, and a copy uf the
sale agrct;meUl was signed. When the English
Pl!Oplt· fOUlld out auout the agreemcnt, they
were angry and upset. But it was too late,

3 __
7
8
I

5

JUlllUO was traded to the London woo
Jumuo arrived in New York CiLy.
Jumbo traveled with the circus.
J umbo was captured in Central Africa.
J umbo was l:iold to Phill~as T. Barnum.

and arrangements were made for Jumbo's
trip to the United Stawl:i.
On the assigned day Jumuo was led from
lill! zoo Lo t.he docks, where a Uual wailed Lo
take him acroso the Atlantic. But when the
gates of the .zoo dosed uchind him, Jumuo
stopped! trumpeted, anu lay down in the
l:itreet. He got up again only when the gates
were opened 24 hours later. So a special cage
was made to take the elephant to the ship.
On April ~, IHH2, Jumbo arrived in New
York City. He was very popular with the
American audiences, even though he performed uo tricks uut merely strolled around
Lhc rillg Oil a lead held hy Matthew Scott. Ill'
traveled across the Uuited States many times
with the Barnum aud Bailey circus. Barnum
widely proclaimed and advertised his elephant
as ueiug Lhc largest elephant in Lhe whole
world.
Oil September 14, ltiH5, Jumbo wus hit uy
a freight train and died. Eyewitnesses reported that he waved his trunk at Matthew
Scott before dying. Although the elephant
lived fur only .three y~ars in the United States,
his uume may stay in our language for years
Lu CUUle. The word jumbu has come to lUcan
"very large si~e" and appears on items ranging
from large-siwd boxes uf ccreal aud iauHury
soap to jumuo jets.

__2 __
______CJ_

__ ~_

_~i,--_

J umbo was sold to the Paris woo
JumUo was hit by a freight train.
J umuo sadly left the London woo
Jumbo approached maturity and became irriLable and diHkult to handle.
actiVity 19, key
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Noting Correct Sequence
Order of Events

The following article is a short history of the women's suffrage movement.
As you read the article, note t1w order, or sequence, of events. Ttwn follow
the directions below.

"
Women in the ~ nited States were governed
without representation until they secured the
right to vote. In the 1830's and 1840's, a
number of articulate women attempted to
spark a large-seale women's suffrage movement. These efforts resulted in a meeting t.hat
was called in July, 1848, by Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Lucretia Mott and held in Seneca I"a lis, New York, Mrs. Stanton's hl)me
town. The meeting was att~nded by the IWW
movement's most active and vocal supporters,
and they adopted a Declaration of Principles,
patterned after the Bill of Hights of t}u.' C.OIIslitution. It was b'igned by 68 women and :.12
men, and it began, "We hold these truths to be
self-evident: that nil men Itnd women Ilre
creat.ed equal. ... "
In the following years, more conventions
were held in other states, and the first national
convl'ntion wit.h deleJ.:ates from lIine statl.'s
was held, in Worcester, Massachusetts, in
1850. The movement continued to gain
momentum until after the Civil War, hut. in
May, 1869, the members split over tactics.
One group, under the leadership of Elizaheth
Cady Stant.on and Susan B. Ant.hony, wanted
to gpl al,l anwndmcnt t.o the national const itu tion passt'd that would make woman su Ifragc
(the right t? vote) a federal law. The olher

group, under Lucy Stone and Julia Ward
Howe, believed that a series of state laws
would accomplish their goal more quickly.
The first victory came when the Territory
of Wyoming wrote woman sulrra~e into its
constitution. When Wyoming became a
state in 1890, it was the first state in which
women could vote. By (:oirH~irlence, Hmo was
also tlw year in· which thl! two fadions of the
movement reunited and decided t.o follow
both groups' tactics at the same time.
In 1887-, a bill ~ntitled th~ Ant.hony Amendment was introduced hy Congressman Aaron
Sargent of California. It was this bill that.
called for full voting rights fur women. H
WaH firmly defeated, Hi-a'1, and was ulluwmJ
to rest awhile. Then in HH4, as a result of
some hard pressure from the movement, it
was reconsidered. Again. it was defeated, but
by It very close marbrlll, :14-:lf,.
Meanwhile, other states added woman
suffrage amendments to t.heir ('onstil ut.ions,
including Colorado in 18H3 and Utah and
Idaho in 1896.
During Wodd War I many men wen t overseas, leaving a great many home industries in
t.he hands of women. This helped change people's image of women, and the durable Anthony Amendment finally became law in 1919.

The statements below arC' giv£'n in incorrect sequence.
show the sequence as it should be.

Number them to

Anthony Amendment passed.

Wyoming became the first state in which

First national women's suffrage meeting
held in Worcester, Massachusetts.

women could vote.

Anthony Amendment introduced by
Congressman Aaron Sargent.

Culorado adopled suffrage amendment.

Declaration of Principles adopted.
Members split Clvel' tadies.
activIty 20

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

_____________________
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Order of Events

The following article is a short history of til{' women's sulfragl~ movelHent.
As ~'IlU )'('ad Ilw al'l ide, lIot" I Ill' ortil'r, or Sl'(juelll'e, of eVl'nts. 'l'lwlI follow
the din>ctions below.

Women in lhe United States were governed
without representation until they sel~un~d the
right to vote. In the 18:30's and 1~40's, a
numlwr of arti<.:ulute women attempted to
spark a large-scale women's su ll'rage llIoVeIlwnt. Thes~> efforts resulted in a meeting t.hat
was called in July, 1~4H, hy Eliwheth Cady.
Stanton and Lucretia Mott and held in Seneca I<'alls, New York, Mrs. Stanton's honw
tQwn. The meeting was attended by the new
movement's most a~tive aoo vocal supporters,
and they tldopted a Declaration of Principles,
patterned after the Bill of Bights of the Constitution. It was signed by 68 women and ;12
men, and it began, "We hold t.hese truths to be
self-evident: that all men and women arc
(' n' II t."d eq u a I. . . ."
In t.he following years, more conventions
were held in ot.her states, and the first national
convention with delegates from nille stall's
was held in Worcester, Massachusetts, in
1850. The movement continued to gain
momentum until after the Civil War, but in
May, 1869, the membcrs split over tactics.
One group, under the lcadeniliip of Elizabet.h
Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, wanted
to get an amendment to the nat.ional constitution passed that would make WOJlHUI sutrrage
(the right to vote) a federal la~. The other

group, under Lucy StOlll' and .Julia Ward
Howe, believed that. a series of stale la',Vs
would accomplish their goal mol'l' quickly.
The first vict.ory came when t.he '}'prrit.ory
of Wyoming wrot.e woman sulrragt> into it.s
constitution. When Wyoming lx'came a
state in 1Hllo, it was the lin;t stall' in which
women could vote. Hy coincidence, 18!JO was
also the year in which the two factions of the
movement reunited and decided to follow
both groups' tactics at the same time.
In 1887, a bill entitled tlll' Allthony Amendment. was introduced by Congressman Aaron
Sargent of Ca lifo I'll ia. It was' this hill that
called for full voting rights for wonwn. It
was firmly defeat.ed, 1(;-34, and was allowed
to rest awhilt~. Tlwn in 1!114, as II result of
some hard pressure from the muvel~wnl, it
was reconsidered. Again, it was defeated, but
by a very close margin, 34-35.
Meanwhile, other states added woman
suffrage amendnients to their const.itutions,
including Colorado in 1893 and U t.ah and
Idaho in 1896.
During World War I many men went overseas, leaving a great many home industries in
the hands of women. This helped change pcopie's image of women, and the durable Anthony Amendment finally became law in 1919.

The statements below are given in incorrect sequence.
show t.he sequence as it should he.

~J'-

__

Anthony Amendment passed.
First national wumen's sutfrage meeting'
held in Worcester, Massachllst'lts.
Anthony Amendment illtroduced hy

NUlllIJer them to

Wyoming bccamc t.lll' first.sl.at.(' ill which
women could vote.
D~clur(l~iun of Priflci"l(·s adopted.
Colorado ad'opted sulfragc anwndment..
Mcmhl'rs split. (Ner t.ad les.
ac t i vity 20, key
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Clue Words

In each of the sentences below, two events tuke place. In same Stlntences,
you will noLe that the events take place at the sume time; in others, one
eveut happtll1s before the oLher. Head each ::;en~ence carefuUy. Then draw
a circle around the clue word that indicates the order in which the events
happen. If the events take place at ditl"enmt time!>, draw a line under the
event that happen::; first.

1. After lngrid opened the oven door, the
cake tell.
2. Jeremy let the paint dry on the canvas
before he applied the tini!>hing touches
to hi::; picture.
3. Mamie embarrU&ied her parentI:! by yawning and fidgeting WI they listened to the
fascinating lecture on gardtming.
4. Until you removed that ghastly mask,
1 had aD!>oluteiy no idea who or what
you were.
5. Franclli washed the dog while his best
friend cheerfuUy cleaned out the doghouse.
6. Marion and Chester decided to get married bd'ore Chester found out that his
finn had transferred him to Japan.
7. We waited patiently until Walter opened
our oddly shaped package and got the
surpri!>e of hi::; life.
8. Abraham Lincoln wa::i fatally shot while
he attended a theater performance with.
hi!>. wif~.
9. The kitten mewed piteously until it
occured to Ellen' to give. it Ii dish of
warm milk.
10. Alice tett a huge !>nt!eze coming on just
as she stood up to sing her solo in the
tulent show.·
11. After Sid said he had bad news to teU
me, my heart began topouod in fearful
anticipation of what it might be.

. 12. 'Hal went to the movie!> after he grudgingly cleared every la:it article of clothing
oft' his bedroom tioor.
13. Before I went ahead and lost my temper
completely, I took your advice and slowly
counted up to ten.
14. As the ::;un slowly sank behind the mountains, a nightingale piped a peaceful song
into the still evening air.
15. An unexpected gust of wind hit the sail •
and nearly tipped the boat over before
Wilma WWi able to grab the tiller.
16. Willard and Helena danced a jaunty
polka white the rest of us stood around
and cheered them all.
17. Mrs. Wigglesworth remained bound and
gagged until the mail carrier peered
through the window and came to her rt~cue.
18. Huth made an appointment to see her
counselor after she decided to change aer
schedule of courses.
19. Minutes before the show went on the air,
the conte!>tants sat nervou::;ly under the
hot lights and !nopped their brow::;.
20. Alex shouted in!>ults at hi!> sister in the
ntl.Xt room until he remembered she was
wearing earplugs.
21. The children alternately argued and
played on the long car trip until they
reached their grandmother's house.
22. Lucy 'was a dedicated ballet student before she decided to study law.
activity 21
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Clue Words

In each of the sentences below, two events take place. In some sentences,
ym! will note that the events take place at lhe same time; ill others, one
event halJlJens befOl'e the olllCL Head cach sentence carefully. Then draw
a circle around the clue word that indicates the o~'der in which the events happen. If the events take place at ditferent times, draw a line under the
event that happens lirsl.

1. t'ft,e!)lngrid opened the oven door, till'

cake fel1.
2. Jeremy let the paint dry on t.he canvas
. - - . ----"----- --------------- ..--~1~r9he applied the tillishillg touche:;
to his picture.
3. Mamie embalTassed her parents by yawll. iug and tidgeting e9they listened to the
futicillilting lecture on gardelliug.

1')

5. Franc!:; washed the dog ~his besl
hielld cheerfully cleaned uut the dughouse.
ti. Mariol\ alld Chester dccided to get Illal"---"--

_.---

- - - - ----------

ried ~~Chest~r found
linn had trallsfelTed him to
7. We Waited patiently
OUI' oddly shalJed package
surprise of his life.

out that his
Japan.
.
alter opened
and got lile

@V

~. '~he ~i~~~_~~lCwed piteously e.~ it
occurcd to Ellen to give il a dl:;h of
warm milk.
10. Alice tdt a huge SJlee:w coming 011 ju:;t
as :;he titood up to sing hoI' solo in the
talent show.
11.

~id s~~~e ha'!_~~~_I!.~w~_~~_~c.~_I_
me, my heart began to pound in fearful
anticipation of what it might be.

grudg-

1;1@er~1

went. ahead and lost my temper
completely, 1 took your advice and slowly
counted up tu ten .

14. ®he sun slowly sank behind the moun-

tain:;, a nightingale piped a peaceful song
in to the still evening air.
15. An unexpected gust of wind hit the sail

alld Iwarly t~.I~!d tlw hoal .o~@m:t)
Wilma was able to grab the tiller.
16. Willard alld Helena danced a jaullty
1J01ka ~the rcst of us slood around
and cheered thellluH.
17. Mrs. W igglesworlh remained boulld and

~ag~ed-t§Jltil)themail carrier·-pe~l~~·~r
tlu'uugh the window and came tu her rescue.
18. Huth made an appoilltment tu see her
counselor €fte.t)he de~id~d. to <::!:t~~l~_e her
schedule of courses.

H. Abraham Lincoln was fatally shot ~~~

he attended a theater pcd'onuance wilh
hi:; wife.

1110vies~he

illgly cleared every last an ide of dOL hing
otl' his bedroom tloor.

4. ~you removed that ghastly mask,

I had absolutely no idea who or what
you wen~.

Hal went to the

19.

Minutes~eI(i1'~he

show wellt on the air,
the contestants sat nervou:;ly under the
IWt iIglrtsanJ -lnOp-p~(Ctheirr;wws.

20. Alex shouted lnsul~ at his sister in the
next" ~oom ~c remembered she was
wearing earplugs.
21. The children . alternately argued and
played on the long ~ar trip ~lti()ttley
reached their grandmother'S house.
~~. Lucy was a .dedicated baUet student ~e
fore)he decided to study law.

'lui..... {~~ ~~/""'W'¥L~ /~4.~ ~,,,. .~ AAA-l~'~'~'.
anti.vi tv 2'1

t

kt~y
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Order of Events

As you read the article below, think about the order in which events happen. Beneath the article, arranged in incorrect sequence, are some of the
things told about in the article. Write 1 before the first thing that happened,
2 before the second, and so on. Try to do this without looking back at the
article.

The Montgolfler Brother,' Balloon8
According to history, the first balloon flight
made with pa8Sengers can be credited to Joseph and Jacques Montgolfier of France.
These brothers became interested in the idea
of human flight when they observed and puzzled over the fact that when smoke rises, it
tends to float in the air. Intrigued by this
notion, they experimented with paper bags.
When filled with smoke, the bags became airborne.
In 1783, the Montgolfiers devised a more
complicated bag, thirty-five feet in diameter,
f!1ade of cloth, and again filled with smoke.
This experiment led them to the theory that
smoke was able to lift balloons because it
contained heated air.
Next, the brothers added a charcoal burner
to their balloon design. It sat on a platform
beneath the balloon and produced the necessary hot air. Three months later, they proudly
sent up the first balloon ever to carry living
creatures. With the king of France witnessing
the event, a sheep, ~ rooster, and a duck
sailed aloft in a basket attached beneath the
balloon. They landed unharmed and in good
spirits after an unheard-of flight of eight
full minutes.

This success led at once to a plan to substitute a human being for the previous cargo of
livestock. The king suggested using a criminal
who had been sentenced to death (just in case
the attempt failed) but later, his court historian volunteered his services. If the venture
was succe8Sful, he explained, the human
guinea pig ought to be someone far more
worthy of the honor and prestige that was
sure to follow the event..
A month later, preparations had been completed for this flight. Rozier, a fearless court
historian, ascended to the height of eighty feet
for about. five minutes in a balloon that was
tethered to the ground to prevent an excessive
leap in altitude. Later that year, he and a
friend made a daring untethered ascent, this
time reaching a height of 300 feet while floating over the city of Paris for a full twenty-five
minute8.
The following' year, 1784, marked a climax
in the Montgolfier brothers' aerial efforts. An
enormous hol-air balloon carrying seven passengel1i soared 3,000 feet over the city of
Lyons, proving conclusively to the amazed
citizens below that air travel had indeed
become a reality.

__
__
__
__

__
__
___
__

Plans were made for a human ascent.
They made a smoke-filled cloth balloon.
The king suggested using a criminal.
They discovered the heated air theory.

__ Rozier and a friend ascended 300 feet.

Seven people made a 3,000 foot ascent.
Rozier made his historic flight.
rhey experimented with paper bags.
Living creatures made an ascent.

__ The brothers added a charcoal burner.
activity 22
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Order of Events

As you read the article below. think about the order in which events happen. Beneath the article, arranged in incurred sl~quence, are SOIlW of the
things t.old auout in the article. Writt! 1 before. the tirst thing that happened,
2 uefore the second. and so on. Try .to do this without looking back at. the
article.

The Montgolfler Brothers' Balloons
According to history. the first balloon flight
made with passengers can' be credit.ed to ,Joseph and Jacques MontgoUier of France.
These hrot.hers became interest.ed in tht! idt'"
of human flight when they observed and puzzled over the fact that when smoke rises, it
tends to float in the air. Intrigued hy t.his
notion, t.h(~y (~Xperiml'nted wit.h papl'r hags.
When HJled with ::;moke. the bag::; became air:'
borne.
In 17t!3. t.he Montgoltiers devised a more
complicated bag, thirt.y-live feet in c1iamdl'r,
made of cloth, and again filled with smoke.
This experiment led them to the theory t.hat
smoke was able to lift balloons because it
cont ailwd heat.ed air.
Next. the brothers added a charcoal burner
to their balloon design. I t. sat on a platforlll
beneath t.he balloon and produced t.he nt'cPSsary hot. air. Three months latcr. they proudly
sent up the first balloon ever t.o carry living
creatures. With t.he king of France wit.nessing
the event. a sheep. a rooster. ancl a duck
sailed aloft in a basket attached heneath the
balloon. They laneled unharmed and in good
spirits after an unheard-of tli~ht of eight
full minutes.

This success led at once to a plan to suhstitute a human being for the previous cargo of
livestock. The king suggested using a criminal
who had been sentenced to tll'ath (just. in case
the attempt failed) but later. his court historian volunteered his services. if the venture
was successful, hl~ explailwd. the human
gllin(~a pig ought, to Ill' SOllll'OIH' far lIIore
worthy of the honor and prestige that was
sure to follow the event.
A month later. preparations had hCPIl completed for this flight. Huzier. a fearll'ss court
historian. ascended to the height of eighty feet
for about five minutes in a halloon that was
tethered to the ground to prevent. an exn'ssive
leap in altitude. Later that year. he and a
friend made a daring untet.hered ascent. this
time reaching a height of :100 feet while Hoatillg over the city of Paris for a full twenty-five
mill utes.
The following year. 17t!4. marked a climax
in the ·Montgolfier brothers' aerial efforts. An
enormous hot-air balloon carrying seven passengers soared 3.000 feet over the cit.y of
Lyolls. proving 'conclusivt'ly t.o I he ~mazed'
cit.izens below that air travel had indeed
become a reality.

_(p~ Plans were made for a human ascent.

_L(J~ $even people made a :1.000 foot ascent.

_~~ They made a smoke-filled cloth balloon.
_l The king suggested using a criminal.
_3_ They discovered the heated air theory.
3_ Huzier and a friend as;ended 300 feel. .

-.1_
_J_
_:5_

H.ozier made his historic flight.
They experimented with paper b.ags.
Living creatures made an ascent..

~ The hrothers added a charcoal burner.
activity 22, key
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Clue Word.

In each of the sentences btllow, two events take place. In some sentences, .
you will notl:! that the ev~nLs take place at the same time; in otheJ1j, one
event happens before the other. Head each sentence carefully. Then draw
a circle around the clue word that indicates the order in which the events
happen. If the events take place at different times, draw illine under the
event that happens tiJ1jt. 'rhe first on~ has been done .for you;

1. Lon£befor~ my sleepy lieU was ready to
leave my bed, the bitter winter air jolted
me awake.
2. Ad Edwina gave the signal from acrotiS the
room, the school band started to play
"Happy Birthday."
3. After months of staling at the painting in
my living room, I noticed that there was
a famous tiignature in the corner.
4. You and 1 were much better off ~fore we
foohl:ihly mudtl the deci::lion to hike up tho
rocky side of the tallest mountain in the
state.
5. While I had to stay in the hospital, my
friends came to visit me, bringing words of
encouragement, boolul, tiowers, and many
amusing gifts.
6. After I looked out of the window, I knew
there WaH entirdy too much snow for me
to be able to' go to school.'
7. We were able to continue the discussion
much more .courteously after we had a
nictl ~ot cup of tea.
8. I will phone Emily and task her to take
care of the cats; then we can leave on our
trip to the city.
9. After we mow the gra88 and trim the
hedge, we can relax and enjoy the aroma
of spring in the air.
10. Befort! the tratfic was able to move
smoothly again, all of the wrecked cars
had to be towed to the garage.

11. The hammering continued for hours into
the night until one angry head peered
out a window 4Uld ~reamed, "Stop that
infemalnoise!"
. 12. After the huge ship poked out of the
harb.or, the friends and relatives left on
shore sadly puUed themselves together
and went home.
13. After the' American colonies overthrew
Great Britain's rule, the revolutionary
fevar spr~ad quickly through much of
Europe and Atiia,
14. My poor geranium plant never recovered
at~er I careletiSly forgot to water it for
a week.
•
15. Until Alice became an overnight success,
she was only another hopeful, struggling
starlet.
16. After Marjorie gently twisted and prodded
the key to open the lock, she gave up,
. turnfld the key violently, and winced as
half of it broke off in her hands.
17. Before the pioneer work of Dr, Joseph
Lister became known, 8teriliz~d, antiseptic opel'ating equipment was not considered important ..
18. The femal~ wolf digs a small cave with
a very narrow opening before she gives
birth to her pups.
19. Before the two men faced each other in
the early morning duel, they selected the
weapons they \,!ould use.
activity 23
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Clue Words

In each of the sentences below, two events take place. In some sentences,
you wiUnote that the events take place at the saille time; in others, one
. event· happens before the other. H.ead each sentence carefully. Then draw
a circle around the clue word that indicates the order in which the event4
happen. If the event,,; takc place at ditferent times,_ draw a line under the
event that huppens first. The Hrst one ha~ been done for you.

1. Lunll!>efor9 my sleepy self was reudy to

11. The hammering continued for hours into

leave my bed, the bitler winter air jolted

the night GmtilJone angry head peered
out ~ window and screamed, "Stop that
infernal noise!"
12.~ the huge ship poked out of the
harbor, the friends and relatives ldt on
shore sadly pulled themselves together
and went home.

me awake.

2.

@'~dwina gave the signal from

across the
room, the school band started to play
.. Happy Uirthduy."
3. ~\ollths of staring at the paint.ing in
Illy livillg room, 1 noticed that there was
u famous signature in the· corner.

I:.!.

4. You and 1 were much better otf~for§)we

Illade thc decision to hike up the
rocky side .01' the tallest mountain ill the

(W hil~l

had to stay in the hospital, my
friends came to visit me, bringing words of
encouragement, books, tlowers, and many
amu~ing gifts.
6. QrITill) looked out of the window, 1 knew
there was entirely too much snow for lIle
to be ablc to go to school.
7. We were able to continue the discussion
much more courteously fftei)~e hud a
5.

~~:~ __~~t!l-_ ~~~f tea.

t:!. ~ ~!"l ~ho!_~e __~~!jjy _~~~_~~~~'!~ ~~ __ ~~~~_

l]~'~~~[ the cats; ~e can leave on our
trip to the city.

!l Qfnc,)we mow the gras~ and trilll _the

hedge, we can relax and enjoy the aroma
of spring in the ai!'.
10. ~G~ the tratfic was able to move
i::imoot~ly again, aU of the wrecked cars
had to be towed to the garage.

Anicrican colonies ovc_rthrew

Great B'ritaill's rule, the revolutionary
fever spread quickly thl'Ough much of
Europe and Asia.

fooli~hly

slale.

~ the

14. My poor ge~anium plant never recovered
~l

carelessly forgot to water it for

a week.
15. ~lice became an overnight success,

she wus only another hopeful, struggling
starlet.
16. ~al'jorie gently twisted and prodded
the key to open the lot:k, she .gave up,
turned the key violently, and winced us
half of it ul'Oke oil' in her hands.
17.~the pioneer work of Dr. Joseph
Listcr became ~.nowll, i::iteriliwd, aJlliscptic opera"ting equipment was not consid-erect important.
l~.

The female wolf digs a small cave with
a~;~;;';~~~p;Tl~g~ef~1~0she gives
birth to her pups.
19. <fleforythe twq men faced each other in
the early morning duel, they selected the
weapons they would use.

SELECTING INFORMATION ACTIVITIES
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SELECTING INFORMATION ACTIVITIES OVERVIEW
This

section of curriculum materials

numbered twenty-four through twenty-eight.
by an answer key.

is

composed of Activities

Each activity is accompanied

Skills are stressed in this section that will foster

the ability to select and eliminate details that are in keeping with a
given topic.

OBJECTIVE FOR THE SECTION
Students will demonstrate the ability to select factual information
associated with given topics.

Students will complete the activities

with 90% accuracy.

SUGGESTED USES
1.

Activities

24-26 are

in the easy to moderate difficulty range.

They should be used for those

students who need practice with

selecting information skills that have been previously introduced.
2.

Activities 26-28 are more difficult and should be used by those
students who need to be challenged in their uses of selecting
information skills.

t~ L AS,~~~ ~F '", t:\~(~ ~r~i ~ :, ()t'U..J\l~L"r »0, "

!~~

~~l.·~'."Pli

'petS?

'

'T'
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Things can be grouped according to the qualities they share.
Read through the list of money-making activities. Then list each job under the proper classification on each of the three charts below. Two have been done for you.
sweep the sidewalk of a business area
make and sell bottle-cap doormats
collect and sell night crawlers as fish bait
get rid of gophers from gardens

trim shrubs'
supervise children on playground
make and sell hot pads
clean oil spots off garage floors

Sell a Product

Perform a Service

•

-

I)rimarily Indoor Jobs

Primarily Outdoor Jobs

.'
-,

I'

.

.
Know How to Do It Now

Need to Learn How to Do It

.
Now choose a money-making activity that you like. Write the name of this activity below. List any
equipment and supplies that would be needed. (Equipment includes tools that can be used again,
such as a hammer. Supplies arc used up as you make things or perform services.)
Money-making activity:
Equipnient needed:
Supplies needed:
activity 24
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Things can be grouped

a~cording

to the qualities they share.

Read through the list ·of money-making activities. Then list each job under the proper classification on each of the three charts below. Two have been done for you. Answers may vnry.
sweep the sidewalk of a business area
make and sell boule-cap doormats
collect and sell night crawlers as fish bait
get rid of gophers from gardens

trim shrubs
supervise children on playground
make and sell hot pads·
cle~m oil spots off garage floors

Perform a Service

Sell a Product

swecQ the sidcwalk of a business area

make and sell hot Qads

'rim ~brubs

collect and sell night crawlers as fish bait

f:et rid of f:ol!hersfrom gardens

make and sell bottle-cae doormats

dcan oil S(!ots off garage floors
sUI)crvise children on I!lal:ground
Primarily Outdoor Jobs

. Primarily Indoor Jobs

the sidewulk of a husiness urea

deun oil sl!ots off garage floors

IlWCC(!

makc and sell hot (!ads

trim shrubs

make and scll bottlc-cae doormats

gct rid of goehers from gardens
sueervise children on elal:ground
collect and ·sell night crawlcrs as fish bait

Know How to Do It Now
~Answers

will

Need to Learn How to Do It
tAnswers will varl:.!

var~.}

4

Now choose a moncy-making activi.ty that you like. Write the name of this activity below. List any
equipment and supplics that would be necded. (Equipment includes tools that can be used again,
such as a hammer. Supplies are used up as you make things or perform serviccs.)
~oney-nlaking activity:

Equipment needed:
Supplies needed:

~~(A~ns_·w_e_r_s_w~il_l_v~ur~y~.~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(Answers will vary.)
(Answers will varl:')
activity 24, key

C h JuS,og
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Circle T (true), F (false), or NEI (not enough
information).
Mark bought the following items at the
department store: a cassette tape for $6.99,
a book for the price of the tape, a pen for
$1.89 less than the book, and a T-shirt for
over $5.00. T~ere was no tax.

t

1. The book and pen cost more than the cassette tape.

T

F

NEI

l. The T-shirt cost at least $2.68 more than the book.

T

F

NEI

3. The T-shirt cost $3.00 more than the book.

T

F

NEI

4. The bill was more than $14.76.

T

F

NEI

S. Sue has 5 .. 569 m of yarn all t,?gether.

T

F

NEI

6. Sue plans to use 7.1 m of the yarn to finish the rug.

T

F

NEI

7. Sue has 1.369 m more yellow yarn than red yarn.

T

F

NEt

8. Sue will have 2.1 m of green yarn left after finishing the rug.

T

F

!'lEI

T

F

NEI

10. Karen has $6.90 all together.

T

F

_ NET

11. Karen has 81 coins.

T

F

NEI

12. If Karen spends $1.00 she will have 5 quarters left.

T

F

L~EI

Sue has 4.2 m of green yarn. She has 0.36 m less red yarn than
green yarn. The amount of yellow yarn she has is 1.009 m more
than the amount of green yarn. She plans to use half the yarn
to finish a rug.

Karen has $2.25 in quarters, $0.85 in nickels, $3.80 in dimes, and
the same number of pennies as nickels.
9. Karen has 19 pennies'.

activity 25

Choosing Information
Circle T (true), F (false), or NEI (not enough
information).
Mark bought the following items at the
department store: a cassette tape for $6.99,
a pook for the price of the tape, a pen for
$1.89 less than the book, and a T-shirt for
over $5.00. There was no tax.

t

®

NEI

F

NEI

T

F

®

&EO

F

NEI

®
CD

NEI

1. The book·and pen cost more than the cassette tape.

T

l. The T-shirt cost at least $2.68 more than the book.

.ED

3. The T-shirt CQst $3.00 more than the book.
4. The bill was more than $14.76.

Sue has 4.2 m of green yarn. She has 0.36 m less red yarn than
green yarn. The amount of yellow yarn she has is 1.009 m more
than the amount of green yarn. She plans (0 use half the yarn
to finish a rug.

S. Sue has 5.569 m of yarn all together.

T

6. Sue plans to use 7.1 m of the yarn to finish the rug.

T

7. Sue has 1.369 m more yellow yarn than red yarn.

Q)

8. Sue will have 2.1 m of green yarn left after finishing the rug.

T

NEI

F

NEI

F

@)

Karen has $2.25 in quarters, $0.85 in nickels,.$3.80 in dimes, and
the same number of pennies as nickels.
9. Karen has 19 pennies.
10. Karen has $6.90 all together.
11. Karen has 81 coins.
U. If Karen spends $1.00 she will have 5 quarters left.

T
T

lD
T

cD
®

NEI
NEI

F

NEI

F

@)

. activity 25, key

w'b:n YUU sui vc worJ pi uuh:ms, sometimes there are too many
facts, and sometimes there are not enough facts.

Use this map and information to solve the problems. If there is not
enough information, tell which facts you need .
• c.nlcA....

Hotel: $24.00 double room;

c.
u

:ll

en

. $18.00 single room --:- per night

Beach Campground:
$4.00 per campsite per day
Forest Campground:
$3.50 per campsite per day

1. How much does a double room in the Hotel cost for
2 nights? __________________________________

2. If 27 rooms are taken, how many vacant rooms does the Hotel
have? ________________________~------------------___
3. How many more campsites does the Forest ~ampground have
than the Beach Campground? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. How much

~ould

you save if you spent 3 nights at the Forest

Campground rather than the Beach Campground? ______________________
5. For 1 night, how much more does a single room at the Hotel
cost than a campsite at the Forest Campground?
6. How many years passed between the time the Old House was
buill and the time the Schoolhouse was built?
7. How far is it from the Beach Campground to the
Schoolhouse? ______________________________________________
8. How far is it from the Hotel to the General Store by the
shortest way? ____________________________________________________
9. How much closer to the Old House is the Beach Campground
than the Forest Campground?
10. How much closer is the General Store to the Schoolhouse than
to the Beach Campground? ____________________________
activity 26

Ww.:n you solve word problems, sometimes there are too many
facts, and sometimes there are ~O[ enough facts.

1.. U"'Jt!"'1 on,j
2 Pion

3 Work

Use this map and information to solve the problems. If there is not
enough information, tell which facts you need.

•
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ac.nIcA ....
'..--~:::::::::;----

1.3km

l£

,Forest Campground
30 campSites

Hotel: $24.00 double room;
$16.00 single room - per night
Beach Campground:
$4.00 per campsite per day
Forest Campground:
$3.50 per campsite per day

1. How much dO;; a double room in the Hotd cost for
2 nights?

f:t; (}{)

2. If 27 rooms are raken, how many vacant rooms does :~ Hotel

have?

'iZt~ ML/l4wdtivf~)

3. How many more campsites does the Forest Campground have
than the Beach Campground?

/<2 dot1-Zt UJ71~2'z~,k

4. How much would you save if you spent 3 nights at the ~rest
Campground ,ather than the Beach Campground?

_~Y:-L"....30,~£~L)o.::___________

-

5. For 1 night, how much more does a single room at the, Hotel

cost than a campsite at the Forest Campground? __/}///
L~::;~:...L->""L..l..??<:::"- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
&. How many years passed between the time the Old Ho,,!se was

built and the time the Schoolhouse was built?'

_---'/~.._~u;b.::..~_4~~'U2Z~~1&~---------

7. How far is it from the Beach Campground to the
Schoolhouse?

e2 q .f!m

8. How far is it from the Hotel to the General Store by the

shortest way?

'

'1U~" 4. ~~~46~' tvaC~&'vf;tp,a:&7Ae

9. How much closer to the Old House is the Beach Campground

than the Fo";', Campground? :IlLU'/.z2, ~~#'~~e /

10. How much closer is the General Store to the Schoolhouse than

~ C'l#'~~~

to the .Beach Campground? _k:&~;....J...?.-:./jLmU'-L--_________________
ac ti.vi ty 26, key
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PrO~!~$o_~~!n~.

CHOOSINCi

INfOItMA'._IO_N--I.m~ _

Palll Novak work. al The Sporb Place.
A Lu.luO\.:c u.k. hlllI. Whu, II u,., lUI.:
pm~ lvr 11m p.s.;ki 1"Ju ,....: IS '111"111":.
1I1idpad. arc on .ak lur ~5 k>s UllIIl
ltae rellular pn..:e. He need:. LU I inJ Ita.:
..ale pno.:c ul Ihe Ilfcen p;i.:k.
I'au! ollen u>c. U catalug 10 Ii lid
in/ormullon. The cUllllo" hu. mute
IUlormauon 1ta.1Il he lIeed •.

Calaloll I'ncc; ~II. 'ill
115 on - 5.00
Sale Pm:e: '114"3. 'iii

First Pliul lind:. the rellular pm:e.
Then he .ubtract:. ~) LU fllld Ita.:
.1Ik pm:e.

U.c Ihe ,",lalull dc:..:npuon LO all.wer ltae qLie>lion. If ltaere is Ill)(
enough IllIutmalioll, Wille M ••• m..: F...:I.
I. WhlIl I' Ihe calaloll number lor Ihe Ilreell padJ

2. How lIIuch 10llger Will Ihe: paw be

011

>ilk?

3. How hlllh .. Ihe hec Spim pad: and Iram.:?
4. Wruu I' Ihe lax on Ihe "'ree Splnl pack and InulIc?

5. Will Ihe Free Splnl pild. and Irilille Iii a person 1110' em ~m
Ii. When Ihe pad. I. cmplY. Will Ihe Free Splfll pad md Inune be
k .. Ihan IU kg?

activity 27
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Paul NuYoIII: wurll:. al Th.: ~pun. l'la.:.:.
A LU>lumer a.lI:. lum, 1f'/4oJ1 " 11u: '<J/~
pn..., J~r Ih!' P<J<:ki 1M I<JI: .. lIum,'l'
llilcJ,.plld. arc on Silk .or :)) Ie .. Ul4U
me: rq:ular price. He: llCeds 10 tiru.J me:
~c pno: of me: green pad.
1'.ul 0I11:1l u>es • cawlo!! 10 lin.!
uuonnauUll. The: CIIlalu!! ha. llIore
iIlforlllauoll man he IlCCJ!..

hal Paul imJ!. the regular price:.
Thcll he .ublCaCI. :)5 III .iud Ihe
.ale pr ..:c.

ulOliog Price:: ~1l.l)1l
$') 011 - '1.W
~illc I'w.e; :)-IJ.1I11

u.e: the CIIlalog d<!o.:npuoll IU anowe:r the qucsuoll. If there
enough lIIfUnUilliull, Wrlle M"""II F<Jd.

I>

/lui

I. Wh.l1 .. Ilw calalu!l"umber IUf the !lrecil pacll:? bOASb21
~

Huw Illu!:h IUlIger will the pad•• be un salef MI~"('9 Filet

J. How high

IS

the Free

~Plfll

p"d ilud frllllle? So em

4. W IWI .. the W:l on the Free Splnt paLII: ilnd trame?

1-4,.,,°9

FdCt

5. Will !he ,,'rcc: SPin! paL:II: and Irame Itl a person lllO' !:1lI tall? Yes
Ii. When the piI!:J,. I> ellipty. Will the Free: Spllll pil!:1I: and Inul}e: be:
Ie.. thau '10 J,.gf ¥~)

activity 27, key
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10

'

..

~

',t

: 4-pmCf! RAFT OtrI'FIT Includes
" taft, 2 OlIn,

pump.

, 8OAS.147•............ only $44."

. INIlt.ATABLB RAFT can hold up
:. to 140 kg. Wood-grain look.
toA53472A -'{48 kg) ...... : $ lUI

r'l

!'

FOOT PUMP baa 1~ bOle.

1OA1i3473 - (7.5 kg) ..•..... $14...

PAIR RAFT OARS (or small
inflatable boats. 11O-cm aluminum
shaft.
1OAS.1471 - (5.2 ka) pro ..... $12.."

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......._ _io.....- •• ~_ _ _ _ _ __

If Ihere is nOI enough informal ion, deSl:rihe Ihe lacts you need
in order 10 solve the prohlem .

Solv~.

.. There is a sales lax of $2.2~ on the raft outfil. How mu..:h must a
CUSlomer pay in all 10 buy the rafl, ou!'il?
7. How much does il cOSI to huy Ihe raft, rump, and two oars
separalely inslead of hUYlng Ihe oUlfil?

8. How much can yuu save by huymg the rah outfit

inste~d of

bUYing the 4 pieces ".,,,.lratcly?
II. The Sports Place will pul Ihe raft outfit on sale in October. How
louch cao you save by huying Ih~ raft outfit al the sale price?

Ill.. The raft oolfll

I> someumes I'a<:kagcd for shipping in a 1.2 kg
boll. What is the 10lal mass of Ihe ralt outfit and box?

ll. How much will

II COSI (0

ship the raft oullil III Helena, Montana?

Three fmOOs, Carlo, Jan, and Kim. deCide 10 buy the raft oUlfit
together.
12. Carlo can pay SIB and Kim can pay S13.50. Jan says she will pay
lhe rest. How much WIll Jan pay? How much change Will she
receive frum a $20-bjll?
•
13. "arln, Jan and K,m waOl III kno~ how many of Ihem can lin nUl
on the rafl al the same lime. WIll Ihe raft huld all three friends?
Which 01 the fnends may safely go OUI in the raft logether?
Carlo' b7 kg
Jan: 79 kg
Kim: 56 kg

activity 28
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!9¥_,\'-' 0'1;

'.-, , " " ,

""'!;'<~""""

,. 4-PIBCE ItAPT OtJTPtT Include.
'. taft, 2. oaR, pump.'
" tlA&:W70 ........ i,' • ,only ·$oK.II

RAFt

,-INPLATAbLE
can hold up '..
r to 140 q. Wood-lVlllt look.
'
iM5:H72A'--{48 kg) ..•..
:.StU'
,
:1cf. \' ',' ,

>

"

....

~".

,"r·.·

PAIR RAPT ~ARS fot small
Inflallblc boa... ll<k:m aluminum
.haft.

,

•

"

fOOT i-uMP hu l2lkn\ hOle.
10.\33473 - (7.S kg) .•.•.... SlUI

1IA~71- (S.2

ka> pro ..... 112.111

~

Solve. If there is nOI enough informalion, deSCribe Ihe facts you need
-in order III solve the problem.

a. There is a sales IIX of $2.25 on the

raft ourfi[' How much must a
cuslOmer pay in all to buy the rafr outfic? f 'j12,'j
10 buy the raf!. pump. and two oar~
separalely instr-ad of huying the oUlfil? $41 '17 WIthout tt\~ .sales 1-,11\:

7. How much does il cOM

Il. How much can you save by buymg the raft outfit inslead of
buying Ihe 4 pieces !oCparalely? $ 2.Qa
I. The Sporn Pljl\.:e will PUI the raft ouU II on sale in OCIllOer. How
much con you save by buymg Ihe ralr oUlfit al Ihe sale pnce?
N(>('a ~Ie pn'e of the out/,t
IlL TIu: ralr ouu-il IS sometimes packaged lor shipping m a 1.2 kg
hull. What,s Ihe 10lal mass 01 the raft oUlfil and lxlll? bl q k9

fl. How much will il ensl 10 ship the raft outfil In Helena, Monlana?
Need (Ost ptr ",logram to sh,p r~ft
Three friend., Carlo. Jan. and Kim. deCIde 10 buy the raft oUlfil
10l(clhcr.

12. Carlo can pay $18 and Kiln can pay $(3,"0. Jan says she will pay
the reSI. How much will Jan pay? How much change Will she
receive from a 1>ZO-biJl? $ 11 'lq " $ {, S I

11 Carlo. Jan and Kim wanl to know how many of them can go oul
In Ihe raft al Ihe samo lime. Will Ihe rail hold all Ihree !riends?
Which of the fnends may safely go OUI '" the ratt tugether?
Carlo: 67 kg
No.

(arlo and

Jan: 79 k~

Kim;

Jan and K,m

Kiln: S6 kg

activity 28, key
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SELECTING DETAILS ACTIVITIES OVERVIEW
This

section

of

curriculum

materials

numbered twenty-nine through forty-four.
by

an

student

answer
to

key.

combine

Skills

stressed

sequencing

and

in

is

composed

of Activites

Each activity is accompanied
this

section will assist the

information

selection

activities.

This will be accomplished through the use of outlining.

OBJECTIVE FOR THE SECTION
Students

will

demonstrate

the

ability

to

select

appropriate

details and list them in sequencial order through the use of an outline.
Students will complete the activities with 90% accuracy.

SUGGESTED USES
1.

Activities 29-33 deal with the selection of major divisions (Roman
numerals)

and major

division within

the

Roman

numeral

sections

(capital letters).
2.

Activities 34-43 provide practice in extending outlining to include
details listed under Arabic numerals.

3.

Activity 44 challenges the student to construct an entire outline
from a given article without any assistance.

78

Make a concise outline of the material in the paragraphs below. Do not try to include aU the
mah.:rial in the outline.
Maurice Herzog led a French team of eight mouillain
climbers to Annapurna I in 1950. Their goal was to climb a
mountain over H,OOO meters high. No one had ever climbed
to the top of such a peak before. Permission -to climb Annapurna 1 came from the Maharajah of Nepal in 1949. The
French government helped finance the climb, and the rest of
the money was raised by mountaineering organizations.
Supplies and equipment came from the French army and
from special manufacturers.
After the climbers arrived in Nepal, finding their way to
the base of Annapurna I was no easy maller. The few available maps were inaccurate. Nepalese people who lived in the
valleys knew lillie about the peaks. After hacking their way
through the jungle, the members of the expedition climbed
up and down mountain passes. They hiked around lakes and
cautiOUSly crossed swollen river gorges.
Finally reaching the base of Annapurna I, the climbers •
began looking for ways to make the ascent. The mountain
rose over three vertical kilometers above them. Steep ridges
were ..:uvered with snow and icc. The southern, eastern, and
western sides looked impossible to climb. All that remained
was the mountain's northwest flank. For many days the'
climbcrs and porters moved food and c4uipment up the
mountain to a chain of higher camps where the climbers
would live before their assault on the summit.

l. Maurice Herzog led a French team of climbers to Annapurna I in 1950.
A.

B.

C.
11. The It!am had diHicuhy reaching the base of the mountain.
A.

B.
C
Ill. On..:c at the base of the moumain, lhe climbcrs planned thc ascent.
A.

B.

C.
activity 29
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Make a concise outline of the material in the paragraphs below. Do nOl lry
material in the outline. Answers may vary.

to

include all the

Maurice Herzog led a French team of eight mountain
climbers to Annapurna I in 1950. Their goal was to climb a
mounHlin over 8,000 meters high. No one had ever climbed
to the top of such a peak before. Permission to climb Annapurna 1 came from the Maharajah of Nepal'in 1949. The
French government helped finance the climb, and the rest of
the money was raised by mountaineering organizations.
Supplies and equipment came from the French .army and .
from special manufacturers.
Afler the climbers arrived in Nepal, finding their way to
the base of Annapurna I was no easy matter. The few available maps were inaccurate. Nepalese people who lived in the
valleys knew little about the peaks. After hacking their way
through the jungle, the members of the expedition climbed
up and down mountain passes. They hiked around lakes and
cautiously crossed swollen river gorges.
Finally reaching the base of Annapurna I, the climbers
began looking for ways to make the ascent. The mountain
rose over three vertical kilometers above them. Steep ridges
were covered with snow and icc. The southern, eastern, and
western sides looked impossible to climb. All t~at remained
was the mountain's northwest flank. For many days the
climbers and porters moved food and equipment up the
mountain to a chain of higher camps where the climbers
would live bcfQre their assault on the summit.
l. Maurice Herzog led a French team of climbers to Annapurna I in 1950.
A. They wanted to beltle first to climb a peak over H,OOO meters hi.,:h.

ll. III

1'J4~

the Maharajah of Nepal gave them permission to climb Annapurna.

C. Moncy came from several sources.
11. The team had difficulty reaching the base' of the mountain.
A. Area maps were inaccurate.

ll. Valley residents knew little about the mountains.
C. The hike to the base was long and arduous.
1I1. Once at the base of the mountain, the climbers planned the ascent.
A. They saw steep ridges covered with icc.
B. The northwest tlank seemed the only route.
C. Food and equipment were moved to camps higher up on the mountain.
activity 29, key
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Organize the information below and complete the three-level outline.
A good attendant in a full-service statio,:,
must be capable of the physical. mental. and
persol'lality requirements of the job.
To be physically able for the job, the attendant must be strong enough to lift wheels,
tires, and other heavy automobile parts. The
attendent must have the energy to work
quickly during busy days .
. Certain mental abilities arc also important
for a service station attendant. Listening and
attentiveness arc import\lOt. For instance, if a
customer asks for only five gallons of gasoline,
the attendant must not fill up the tank.
Other mental requirements of the job
include math skills aDd mechanical aptitude.
The attendant must figure and total charges
and make change. An understanding of the
mechanical workings of automobiles is hclp-

ful to the attendant in doing repair work.
The attendant's personality is also important in pleasing customers. An attendant's
friendly attitude may be the reason a customer
chooses one station instead of another. An
altendant's ability to remain pleasant when
dealing with cont1icts is ·helpful. Also, when
the time allows, an attendant's willingness to
do extra service work, such as adding air to
tires or pointing ou~ nceded repairs, will
please the customer.
The job of a service station attendant can
lead to opportunities for advancement. Many
service station attendants become certified
mechanics. Some go into related jobs, such as
tank truck driving. Some young attendants
may eventually manage or buy a station.

I. General requirements for service station attendant
A. Physical abilities
.
1. Strength to lift heavy objects
2. Energy to work quickly

n.
I.

2.

J.

c.
I.

2.
].

II. Opportunities for advancement

A.

B.

c.

activity 30

Organize the information below and l:omplete the three-level outline. Answt.'rs may vary.
A good atlendant in a full-service station
must be capable of the physical, mental, and
persol'\ality requirements of the job.
To be physically able for the job, the attendant must he strong enough to lift wheels,
tires, and othcr heavy automobile parts. The
attendent must· have the energy to work
quickly during busy days.
Certain mental abilities arc also important
for a service station attendant. Listening and
attentiveness arc important. For instance, if a
customer asks for only five gallons of gasoline,
the attendant must not fill up the tank.
Other mental requircments of the job
include math skills and mechanical aptitude.
The attendant must figure and total charges
and make change. An understanding of the
mechanical workings of automobiles is help-

ful to the attendant in doing repair work.
The attend<lnt's personality is also important in pleasing customers. An attendant's
friendly altitude m<ly be the rC<lson a customer
chooses one st<ltion instead of another. An
altend<lnt's ability to remain pleasant when
dealing with conflicts is helpful. Also, when
the timc allows, an attendant's willingness to
do extra service work, such as adding air to
tires or pointing 'out needcd repairs, will
please the customer.
The job of a service station attendant can
lcad to opportunities for advancement. Many
service station attendants become certified
mechanics. Some go into related jobs, such as
tank truck driving. Some young attendants
may eventually manage or buy a station.

1. General requirements for service station attendant
A. Physical abilities
1. Strength to lift heavy objects
2. Energy to work quickly

n.
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MentHI .. hilitil's
I. Listenin~ .and uttl'ntiveness

2. Math skills'
3. Mechanical aptitude
C. Perstmality tnlits
I. Friendl)' nttitude
2. Ahilit)' to remain cHlm
3. Willill~ness to' do extra work

II. Opportunities for advancemcnt
A. Ccrtilied mcch~mic
. U. Rl'Iated johs

C. l\1anaJ.,!e or own stiltion

activity 30, key

Choo.sing Main Topics and Subtopics
for an Outline
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Head thfl article below and decide whut its muin topics and subtopics are.
Then complete the outline at the right of the page by using the items listed
at the bottom of the page.

Kind. 01 Cartoon.
When you come across a cartoon in a newspaper or a mugllzine, do you kn.ow what bUtiic
type it is? Even though artists develop their
own highly personal style of expression, they
do recognize certain forms and types of car:
toons, which you, too, should be able to
identify.
One such type is the editorial cartoon. Instead of writing his or her opinion about an
issue, the cartoonist tries to influence your
opinions through pictures. One way this is
done is by making a single drawing that illustrates a newsworthy' event. This can appear
with or without a caption or title. Another
way to deal with editorial issues is tp make a
caricature. Here, an exaggerated picture of a
well-known person is drawn in order to make
that person seem slightly ridiculous.
A second kind of cartoon is the comic strip.
Often, an artist develops a continuing adventure story that unfolds day after day in a
magazine or newspaper. Other comic strips
have an unchanging list of characters thtlt
appear regularly in different humorous situations each day.
Ga~ cartoons art' nnotlwr form of pietorial
humor. Using a single panel, the cartoonist
comes up with a one-line caption to show
what the character in the panel is saying.
j

•

Sometimes, however, no captions arc used.
Instead, the artil:it mllkcs a series of pant.omime panels. These show the cartoon characters behaving in a way thl;lt requires no
words to make them seem humorous or entertaining. Both types of gag cartoons appenr on .
a ~me-time basis, not as a continuing daily
feature in a newspaper or magazine.

Kind.

0' Cartoon.

A.
B.
II.
A. _________________________

III.
A. _________________________

B. ____________________

Comic strip

Editorial cartoon

Caricature

Pantomime panels

Continuing adventure story

Humorous situations

Gag cartoon

Single panel

Single news-event drawing
• .ac tiyi ty 31

Choosing Main Topics and Subtopics
for an Outline
Head the article below and decide what it.s main topi(:s and subtopics are.
Then complete the outline at the right of the page by using the items !ish.'d
at. the bottom of the p'age.

Kinds of Cartoons

When you come across a cartoon ill a newspaper 01' a magazine, do you know what basic
type it is? Even though artists develop their
own highly personal style of expression, tht,y
do recognize certain forms and types of cartoons, which you, too, should be able to
identi(v.
Olle such type is the editorial cartoon. inst.ead of writ inl-( his or Iwr opillion ahout an
issut.', the cart.oonist tries to intiuence your
opinions through pictures. One way this is
dOlw is by making a single drawing that. illust.rates a Ill'wswurt.hy eVt'n!. This cun apJll'ur
with or without a caption or. title. Anotht!r
way t.o deal with editorial issues is to mak(' a
caricut.uH'. HNe, an exaggerated picture of a
well-known pl'rson is drawn in order to make
t.hat person seem slightly ridiculous.
A second kind of cartoon is t.h~ comic st.rip.
Often, an artist develops a 'continuing adven, ture story that unfolds day after day in a
magazine or newspaper. Other comic strips
have all unchanging list of characters that
appear regularly in different humorous situations each day.
(~ag cartoolls are another form of pictorial
hUlllor. Using a single panel, the cart.ooniHt
comes up with a one-line caption to show
what the character in the panel is sayinl-{.

Sometimes, however, flO capt ions are used.
Instead, the artist makes a series of pantomime panels. These show the Cllrtoon characters behaving in a way that rcquirt~s no
words to make them st.~em humorous or entertaining. Both types of gag cartoons ap\1l'ur on
a one-time basis, not as a cont.inuing daily
feature in a newspaper 01' magazine.

Kinds of Cartoons
l . .~ ...~
A.

_~A1j4_~::!!~nt:(b~~

~
Ii. __
.___ .___ .___.___. ____._._________ . ___ .___ .. __
II.

~_~ __ .__

_

(1/n'J~hUUhtA ~ dA1U
A ..~~""':'~-----~--_. --.... - -"::~--:-:'-r
B.

III.

_~--~------.-A.

______ .. _.. __ ....__

~_~_________ ;_~ ___.

H._f?~.~._

Comic strip

Editorial cartoon

Caricature

Pantomime panels

Continuing advent ure story

Humorous situations

Gag cartoon

Single panel

Single news-event drawing
activity 31. key

Choosing Main Topics, Subtopics, and Details 84
for an Outline
Head the following articit! and think about a title for it and its main topics
and subtopics. Theil complett! the outliJltl at tht! right by using the items
listed at the bottom of the page.

When an animal is being attacked by an
enemy, there arc various ways in which it can
defend itself. Many anima hi use the defense
of tightillg the attacker. Thelit! animals may
be e4uippl.~d with special weapons such as
claws, sharp teeth, tU::iks, antlers, or beaks,
which they usc in attacking their predators.
Other animal", that fight attackers, like the
boa constrictor and some other large snakes,
have long, muscular bodies that coil tightly
around th~ enemy to cut oft' its air supply.
Still other fighting animahi have cheUlical
weapons such as thotie used by inl:itlcts, snakes,
and the familiar skunk.
Other animals ulie the defense of ha ving
tiomc liurl of l1rotective outl:lide covering to
hide within. Turtles and clams have shells
illto which they can withdraw, and the arrllililillo has au armorlike skin that covers its
vulnerable parts wht!u it curhi up into a ball.
The pon:upine has sharp quills as its protection from l1reda torti.
Attempting to escape from the enemy is a
defense uSt!d by many animals under atlack.
The antelope, horlre, deer, ~nd ostrich find.
that fUnniug away is their uest defense, uecause thtlY can usually outruu their predators
in both sl1eed and distance. Others, particularly smaller animals, tind that their ue::;t
defense is Heeing to a protected spot, such ali
u hole in the ground or dense foliage, whew
thc cnemycauuot l1ursue thcm.

Shw-p (juiUs
Huulliug away
Staying stiU
Long muscular bodies
Animal dcfellliCs

Another defense iii playing dead. The
opossum ili famous for tlWi trick. Often the
l1redator loses iuterest if it thinlui the intcnded
l1wy is already dead.
One last method of defenliC is doing Ilothing
at all. If the animal stays very still, it may
blend iuto the ~ackgroulld and hence go Ulldetected. Many birds, deer. and toadli fall into
this last ea legory. _

I.

A.
B. _______________________________ _
C.

11. ____ .___ _

A.

B. ____ _
C.

111.

A. ___________________________
B. _________________
IV.

Chemical weapOtlS
Atteml1ting to escape
Armorlike skin
Fighting the at tucker
Shells

V.

Special weal10ns such as claws
Fleeing to protected sl1ut
Having protective outside covering
Playing dead
activity 32
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Read the following article I.Uld think about a title for it and it.:) main topics
and subtopics. Then complete the outline at the right by using the items
listed at the bottom of the page.

When an animal is being attacked by an
enemy. there are various ways, in which it can
defend itself, Many animals use the defense
of fighting the attacker. These animals may
be e,!uipped with special weaponl:l such as
claws, sharp teeth, tusks, antlefl:l, or bew,
which they u~ in attacking their predators.
Other anima1s that tight attackers, like the
boa constrictor and /:lOme other large snakes,
lutve long, muscular bodies that coil tightly
around the enemy to cut off its air supply.
Still other fighting anima1s have chemical
weapons such us those used by insects, Imakes,
and the familiar skunk.
Other anima1s use the deferuw of having
some sort of protective outside covering to
h.ide within. Turtles and Clams have shells
into which they can withdraw, and the armadillo has an lUmorlike skin that covers its
vulnerable parts when it cur1s up iuto a ball.
The porcupine hal:i sharp quills as its protec- .
tion from predatofl:l.
Attell~pting to escape from the enemy is a
defenl'JC ul:ied by many animals under attack.
The antelope, hOfl:le, deer, and ostrich tind
that fuuning away' is their best defense, because they can usually outrun their predators
in both !;peed and distance. Others, particularly wlutller anima1s, tind that their best
deferuw is tieeing to a protected spot, l:iuch us
a hole in the ground or dense foliage, where
the enemy cannot pUfSue them.

Sharp quil1s
RWlning away
Staying stili
Long muscular bodies
Animal defenses

Another defense is playing dead. The
opossum is famous for this trick. Often the
predator loses interest if it think.s the intended
prey is already dead.
Oue lust method of defense is doing nothing
at all. If the animal stays very still, it may
blend into the background and hence go undetected. M~ny birds, deer, and toads fall into
this tWit ctltegory.

Chemical weapons
Attempting to escape
Armorlike skin
Fighting the attacker
Shelll:l

Special weapons such as claws
Fleeing to protected spot
Having protective outside covering
Playing dead
activity 32, key
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the following selection.

Sharp Cracks a Case
Dr. Greg Barton of Aerospace Company
kept a notebook of secret papers. Many
people knew that its secrets were worth
lots of money if the notebook could be
sold to the right people. But no ~ne
knew that Barton kept the notebook in
a secret place in his desk. Yet one
morning, the notebook was gone.
Detective Ella B. Sharp was called in.
After being told where the notebook
had been hidden, Sharp looked for
clues. She noted a window next to
Barton's desk. Then she noted a window in a building across the street.
Sharp knew that someone could see
into Barton's office from that window.
Sharp set a trap. First, she made a
notebook like the missing one. Then
she started a rumor. The rumor was
that a fake notebook had been stolen
and the real notebook was still in
Barton's office.
Soon a person began watching
Barton's office from the window across
the str-eet. Sharp had Barton hide the
second notebook as he stood in front
of the window.

The following outline lists only the
important paints of how Sharp cracked
the case. They are listed in the order
of Imparlance 10 the case. Fill in the
missing parts of the outline.

Sharp Cracks a Case
I. Clues

A.
8. _ _ _ __
II. Trap

A.
B. _ _ _ __
1. ___________-----2. _ _ __
C. As person watched. Barton hid
III. Result

A. Thief tried _ _ __

B. _ _ _ _~-------------C. _________________

As expected, the thief tried to steal
the second notebook. The thief was
caught. The first notebook was found
in the thief's hotel room.
activity 33
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Read

t~e

following selection.

Sharp. Cracks a Case
Dr. Greg Barton of Aerospace Company
kept a notebook of secret papers. Many
people knew that its secrets were worth
lots of money if the notebook could be
sold to the right people. But no one .
knew that Barton kept the notebook in
a secret place in his desk. Yet one
morning, the notebook was gone.
Detective Ella B. Sharp was called in.

The following outline lists only the
important points of how Sharp cracked
the case. They are listed in the order
of Importance to the case. FIll In the
missi·ng parts of the outline.

Sharp Cracks a. Case

After being told where the notebook
had been hidden, Sharp looked for
clues. She noted a window next to
Barton's desk. Then she noted a window in a building across the street.
Sharp knew that someone could see
into Barton's office from that window.
Sharp set a trap. ~irst, she made a
notebook like the missing one. Then
she started a rumor. The rumor was
that a fake notebook had been stolen
and the real notebook was still in
Barton's office.
Soon a person began watching
Barton's office from the window across
the street. Sharp had Barton hide the
second notebook as he stood in front
of the window.
As expected, the thief tried to steal
the second notebook. The thief was
caught. The first notebook was found
in the thief's hotel room.

activity 33, key
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Read the selection in the first column.
Complete the outline of the selection
in the second column.
Yuccas
Yuccas are strange evergreen plants.
They have long, sword-like leaves.
Their flowers are white or creamcolored. They grow in dry places in
North America and Central America.
There are many different kinds of
yuccas. One kind is the Spanish Bayonet. It is found in warm, dry places of .
the southwestern United States. It has
one, tall stalk topped with pOinted
leaves.

Yuccas
I. What they are
A. Evergreen plants

1. _____________________
2. ______________________
B. Grow in dry places
II. Some types
A. Spanish Bayonet

1. ______________________
2. G~ows tn warm, dry Southwest

B. _______________________
1.. Very tall, many branches
2. __ __________________
~

Another kind is the Joshua Tree. It is
a very tall yucca. It has many branches.
It grows only in the desert. Joshua Tree
National Monument in California was
set up to protect this odd-looking plant.
A third type of yucca is Adam's Needle.
It can grow in colder, northern places.
It is low. It has almost no stalk. It
is often grown in gardens.
Yuccas are useful plants. The American
Indians of the Southwest used the
yucca for food. They ate the flowers
and fruit. The Indians also used the
tough fibers (inside parts of the leaves)
to make things. They boiled and
pounded'the leaves to get out the
fibers. Then the fibers were made into
rope, shoes, mats, and blankets. The
underground parts of the yucca were
used as soap by the Indians. These
parts were pounded to a pulp. When
water was added, suds formed. The
mixture did a good cleaning jOb.

C. ________________________

1. _________________

~

_____

2. ______________________
3. Often grown in gardens
III. Uses mqde of yuccas by Indians

A. _____
B. Things ~ade out of fibers

C.

actiVity 34
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Read the selection in the first column.
Complete the outline of the selection
in,the second column.

Yuccas
YLJccas are strange evergreen plants.
They have long, sword-like leaves.
Their flowers are white or creamcolored. They grow in dry places in
North America and Central America.
There are ~any different kinds of
.yuccas. One kind is the Spanish Bayonet. It is found in warm, dry places of ,
the southwestern United States. It has
one, tall stalk t9Pped with pointed
leaves.
Another kind is the Joshua Tree. It is
a very tall yucca. It has many branches.
U grows only in the desert. Joshua Tree
NatIonal Monument in California was
set up to protect this odd-looking plant.
A third type of yucca is Adam's Needle.
It can grow in colder, northern places.
It is low. It has almost no stalk. It
is often grown in gardens.
Yuccas are useful plants. The American
Indians of the Southwest used the
yucca for food. They ate the flowers .
and fruit. The Indians also used the
tough fibers (inside parts of the leaves)
to make things. They boiled and
pounded the leaves to get out the
fibers. Then the fibers were made into
rope, shoes, mats, and blankets. The
underground parts of the yucca were
used as soap by the Indians. These
parts were pounded to a pulp. When
water was added, suds formed. The
mixture did a good cleaning job.

Yuccas
I. What

the~

are

A. Evergreen plants

"'"e ~

1.
./JINu'-k4k I't:aA
2. Uttt!.dWt?1.? 'tItAki: .

a.

Grow in dry places

II. Some types

A. Spanish Bayonet
1.

0w Zaa~ dta£Lu

2. Grows in warm, dry Southwest

B.

~Ul Z1.l:'::

1. Very tall, many branches

2~~ c.~:~/4%-t:
C.

~~ ~~~~7
1.~
.jj{L~'1L~1aMtJ

2.

'

.,~~HI~nl'

3. Often grown in gardens
III. Uses made of yuccas by Indians
A.

/iaLL'~~~

B. Thmgs made out of fibers
C ..

~<ekk~/

Sp"~l>h B"y~f\et

n"'\jhl ..to..... t 1.;1 teet

~
•

- "~'

"",vo~::.u

~ .)b

__ _ _
•

_ _"'1'

' . A..>...... ·>~u41e.
h"':lhl ..10" .. 1 .1 Y.L t.:.e.l

..

t
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Read the selection in the first column. Then complete
the outline of the selection in the second column.

The News Story
A news story in a newspaper tells about
an event that has just happened or will
happen. The story has a lead and a
body.

The News Story
I. Tells about current events
II. Has two parts

A. _ _ _

1.
The lead tells the news. A good lead
always includes the five W·s. These are
the who, what, when, where, and why
of the event.

2. Includes _______

The body of the story explains information given in the lead. Or it gives
more facts about the event. Each succeeding paragraph of a news story
gives information less and less important. This is so that the story can be
cut off at any paragraph to make room
for a more important story in the next
issue.

c. ______

Here are some news story leads. See if
you can fin~ the five W's in each.
A family of five escaped a fire in their
home Friday night because a boy. lost
in the neighborhood, saw the flames.

~

_ __

a. _ _ _ __
b.
d. _ __

e.
8.
1. _ _ __

2.

3. Each paragraph less important
Note that every point made in the
article has its place in the outline.

Hot school lunches will cost 43 cents
beginning in November. The eight cent
hike is needed to keep the hot lunch
program, said Ms. Joan Sims, principal
of Crabb School.
Monday will be the last day drivers can
display old city license stickers. Police
will begin arresting drivers Tuesday,
if their cars do not show new stickers.
activity 35
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Read the selection in th~ first column. Then complete
the outline of the selection in the second column.

The News Story
A news stor'y in a ,newspaper tells about
an event that has just happened or will
happen. The story has a lead and a
body.
The lead tells the news. A good lead
always includes the five W's, These are
the who, what, when, where, and why
of the event.

The News Story
I. .Tells about current events
II. Has two parts

A.

.~

&t!.

_~ at' fo<l{;J/
2., Inclu,des t2tLU~ If:i

'1.

a. ~A()

-;r-

/£~,/=

The body of the story explains infor··
mation given in the lead. Or it gives
more facts about the event. Each succeeding paragraph of a news story
gives information less and less important~ This is so that the story can be
cut off at any paragraph to make room
for a more important story in the next
issue.
Here are some news story leads. See if
you can find the five W's in each.
A family of five escaped a fire in their
home Friday night because a boy, lost
in the neighborhood, saw the flames.

Note that every point made in the
article has its place in the outline,

Hot school lunches will cost 43 cents
beginning in November. The eight cen't
hike is needed to keep·the hot lunch
. program, said Ms. Joan Sims, principal
of Crabb School.
Monday will be the last. day drivers can
display old city license stickers, Police
will begin arresting drivers Tuesday,
if their cars do not show new stickers.
activity 35, key
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Choosing Main Topics, Subtopics·, and Details
for an Outline
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Read the following article and, decide what its main topics, subtopics. and
details are. Then complete the outline at the right by using the items listed
at the bottom of the page. The first main topic has been tilled in for you.

The Bald Eagle

Our national bird, the bald eagle, has some
very interesting habits. Its diet is quite varied
since it exists on three main sources of
food. It may eat carrion (dead and decaying
meat). but more often it catches and eats fish.
To catch fish. the ~agle may use one of several
techniques. It may circle in the air until it
sees a fish and then dive into the water, just
as an osprey does; it may wade into shallow
water and spear a fish with its beak, as a heron
does; or it may steal a freshly caught fish from
another bird. If there are no fish available.
the bald eagle may turn to waterfowl (such as
ducks and geese) for its meal. Again. the
technique used in catching the prey is one of
several. I t may simply fly down, pounce on
its prey, and fly aw~y with it; it may force a
duck or other diving bird t~ keep diving until
it becomes exhausted and is easily caught; or
it may use the amazing technique of catching
a goose on the wing, which means catching the
goose in full flight. To do this, the eagle dives
under the goose and attacks from underneath.
sinking its sharp talons into the breast of the
goose.
Another interesting thing about the bald
eagle is that it mates for life. The pair will
often use the same nest year after year.
Moreover, t.he pair will share in the raising of
their family. Both parents help to hatch the

Dives into water
Pounces on prey
Mates for life
Catches fish
Eats carrion

two eggs that are laid each year. After the
chicks hatch, both parents continue to work
together in feeding the chicks.
The Bald Eagle

~ AI1II£i.uL did;

I.

A.
B.
1.

2. _

3.

C.
1.

2.
:1.

II.

Has varied diet
Both parents hatch eggs
Catches waterfowl
S.pears with beak
Steals from other birds

A.
B.
1.

2.

Both parents feed chicks
Catch.es goose on the wing
Uses same nest every year
Shares in raising family
Forces prey to keep diving
. actiVity 34
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Read the following article and decide what its main topics, subtopics, and
details are. Then complete the outline BIt the right by using the items listed
at the bottom of the page. The first main topic has been filled in for you.

The Bald Eagle

Our national bird, the bald eagle, has some
very interesting habits. Its diet is quite varied
since it exists on' three main sources of
food. It may eat carrion (dead and decaying
meat), but more often it catches and eats fish.
To catch fish, the eagle may use one of severa.l
techniques. It may circle in the air until it
sees a fish and then dive into the water, just
I1S an osprey does; it may wade into shallow
water and spear a fish with its beak, as a heron
does; or it may steal a freshly caught fi!:lh from
another bird. If there are no. fish available,
the bald eagle may turn to waterfowl (such as
ducks and geese) for its meal. Again, the
technique used in catching the prey is one of
several. It may simply fly down, pounce on
its prey, and flyaway with it; it may force a
duck or other diving bird to keep diving until
it becomes exhausted and is.easily caught; or
it may usc the amazing technique of catchiug
a goose on the wing, which means catching the
goose in full flight. To do this, the eagle dives
under the goose and attacks from underneath,
sinking its sharp talons into the breast of the
goose.
Another interesting thing about the bald
eagle is that it mates for life. The pair will
often use the same neAt year after year.
Moreover, the pair will share in' the raising of
their family. Both parents help to hatch the

Dives into water
Pounces on prey
Mates for life
Catches fish
. Eats carrion

two eggs that are laid each year. After the
chicks hatch, both parents continue to work
together in feeding the chicks.

A.~C~
C:U~kIv

B.

1.

£)~~~
'--__

2.~~·~
3.~~~~
v
C. __~~____ .__
1.

fcJ~~ m J!~-------

~to ~~_~
~~ 0"!!:_4~

2. :ft.YKU
3.

11._~~Ap.-

Has varied diet
Both parents hatch eggs
Catches waterfowl
Spears with beak
Steals from other birds

A.~~~~_~
B.

~~/UU.4-l~_~
1. Sodz. ~ ~_~_
2.8d~fud-~
Both parents feed chicks
Catches goose on the wing
Uses same nest every year
Shares in raising family
Forces prey to keep diving
activity 36, key

Choosing Details for an Outline
When you are outlining an article, you will often want to include the delails
that arc given Itbout some of the subtolJics. As you read lhe aniclc below,
decide what its main topics, subtopics, and details are. Then complde the
outline Itt the right by using the items listed ut the bottom of the pltge.

Whales arc tl}e lal'gel:it animals the world
has ever known. They ure found in every
major oceiill, and ulthough they l'esemule
huge fish, they ure reully mammals. One important way whales difler from fish is in their
lJOdy temperature. They are warm-blooded,
dO their temperature remains constant despite
the surrounding climate. Extra protection is
provided by blubber, a thick layer of fat that
, kcelJS them warm even in the coldest water.
W hales also diner from fish in their mallner
of breut.hiug. Equipped with lung); instead of
gilb, they arc forced to hold their breath while
underwater. When' a whule's supply of fresh
Itit runs out, it must surface to breathe; otherwise it would' drown: Another ditfercllcc
that sets whules UpUl't from fish is the way
they treat their young. Babies are uom alive
and ure nursed on their mother's milk until
they arc old enough to feed themselves.
For centuries people huve hUl.lted whales
for a variety of profitable reasons. Although
whale products arc not as sought-after today,
they arc still used t.hroughout the world.
Whale oil gOelS into making margarine in
muny European countries, and it i~ often
found in various kinds of explosives. Some
laundry sou~, l:itill contain whale oil. The
meat of u whale is not as widely valued w; the
oil, but many manufacturerl:i Ul:ie it in callHed

dog and cut food. Whale meat is even eaLeu
.by human beings in such countries as Norway
and Japan.

I.

Mzwet444 "'/IA/Wn/M£

A.8~4nyw~

1. ___________________________
2.

PA<4'i<t ~ 44tt&u

B.
1. ______________~__,_--------

2. __________________________

c.
1. ____________________________

2. ______________________
II.

Margarine
Whale products
Lungs instead of gills

Breathing
Warm-blooded
TreatnlCnt of young

Protected uy blubber
Food for animals
Babiet> born alLvl!

Whale oil
Food for humans
Body temperature

lIJie&r pYtrt<dt"
A.

1. ________

~

__________________

2. __________________________
3.
B.
1.

Explosivel:i
'How whales differ from {ish
Whale meat
Must surface to breathe
Laundry soaps
Young drink mother's milk
activity 37
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Choosing Details for an Outline
When you are outlinillg an article, you will often want to include the detaib
that are given about some of the subtopics. As you l't.!ild the al'lide beluw,
decide whut its main topics, sulllopics, and detaib art!. Then complete the
uutline at the right by using the items lil:>ted at the bottom of the page.

Whale:s are the large::;t animall:> the world
has ever kuuwn. They are fuund in every
majur ocean, alld 1l1lhough they resemble
huge fish, they are really mammals. One impurtant way whales ditl'er from (ish is in their
body teniperature. They are warm-blouded,
su their temperature remaiul:> CUIl:stant despite
the surrounding climate. Extra protection is
provided uy uluhbcr, a thick luyer uf fat that
keep::; them warm even in the culde:st waleI'.
W hales also difl'er from fish ill their manlier
1)1' LH'eathing. Equipped with lungs instead of
gills, they an: forced tu hold their breath while
underwater. When a whale's supply of fresh.
air runl:> out, it must surfuce to breathe; utherwi:se it would drOWll. Anuther ditl'el'enCl!
that sels whales apart h'om tish is the way
they treat their young. Habiel:> are born alive
and are Jlun:ied on their mother's milk until
they are old enough to feed them::ielve::;.
For centuries people have. hunted whales
for a variety of profitable rea:sons. Although
whale products arc not a::i sought-after today,
they are ::;till used throughout the world.
Whale oil goes into making margarine in
lllany EUl'Ope~n countries, and it is often
found ill variuu::; kinds of explosive::;. SOIlUo~
laUl~dl'Y soaps still l:ontain whale oil. The
meat of a whale is not as widely valued a::i the
oil, but many lUanufacturers u:se it in callned

dog and cat foud. 'Whale meat is even eaten
by human being:s iu such countries as Norway
and Japan.

lWnve+al;4, rltllM;f'mn foL

1.

A.

.8~

1.

2.

-4nywaffi ag,..

0)'1
;}J
I
,o~,'.t/i./~,t _[,(..('0{.J.'{~',

I

C

~<L ~_&Ue1t

B. B~L/won:l1.

£'.;:-;)'..v _..: ~~.J.(,"'.i.-~'iI:-~.!.~
i "
!)

..

-!::--

1/.:.:LJ,t 4Mf'-G/ o& d4,..t vU/
O

2.
C.

:Z'Ud;},LP~~~)i..:.~nif~;~__

6o-v,.["

1.

B.df.t..t,J.,

2.

~dw~/~/"Jd

ah°rG-

lIJkle! jYVtrI«e4

II.

A.~~

l.~

2.~

______ _

3.~~

B.?IJ"~
1.

:r~ ~ ~-=--_

2.:7~~_

Margarine
Whale pruducts
Lungs in!:ilcau of gill::>

lil'cathing
Warm-blooded

Explosives
How whales ditfer from fish

Treatment of young

Whale meat

Protected by blubber

Whale oil

Mu:st surface to breathc

Foud 1'01' anim.als
liabies bol'll ali Vtl

Foud for humans
liody temperature

Laundry I:>oaps
y oun~ drink mother's milk
activity 37, key
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Organizing Notes in Outline Form
Below are notes on the subject Some Illtere:;tinc Mammal:; of Au:;lraliu.
Head through the notes carefully. Then try to decide which notes should be
listed as main topics in an outline. Write those main topics on the lines below.
Now decide which noles should be listed as subtopics. Write ~hose subtopics
on the proper lines. Laslly, read the nutes again, looking for details. Write each detail under the subtupic to whicll it refers. rl'he outline has been
started for you.

1. Wombat and Tasmanian Devil are mam-

mals that have pouches.
2. Wombat is able to dig holes rapidly.
3. Duckbill platypus is a good swimmer and
euts worms and grubs.
4. Spiny Anteater can dig very fast.
5.. Duckbill platypus tUld Spiny Anteater W'e
numuuals that lay eggs.

6..Wombat may live to be as much as thirty
yelU1i old." .
7. Tasmanian Devil is about three feet long
and look.l:llike a small bear.
S. Spiny Anteater has no teeth and eats ants
and termites.
9. Wombat eats grass, roots, and the inside
bark of trees.

Some Intere.tlng Mammala of Au.aralla

A. ________________________________________. -________________

1. ____________________

2.

~--------------------------------------------

3. --------------------~-----------------------------.~
.
t7\

Z

B.~P-I'&<
1. _________________________________________________

2.

11.

1lza..m.tma4 &Ad ~~

A. ___________________________________________________
1. ____________~--------------------------------------

2.
B.

---------------------------------~----------

---------------------------------------------------1.
2.
3.

~

_____________________________------------------------

!au.

~ ClAAd ~:#
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Organizing Notes in Outline Form
Below are notes on the suuject Suwe lilleresting Mammab; ui Australia.
Head through the notes carefully. Then try to decide which notcs should Ue
lis Led lUi main tOlJics in an outlinc. Write those niain topics on the lines below.
Nuw decide which nutes should ue listed as subtopics. Write those subtopics
on the proper lines. Lastly, read the notes again, looking fur detail::;. Write
each delail under the suutopic to which it rct"ers. The' outline has been
sturted for you.

1. Wombat and Tasmanian Devil are mam-

2.
3.

4.
5.

mals that have pouches.
Wombat is able to dig holes rapidly.
Du(:kuill platypus is a good liwimmer and
cats worms and grubs.
Spiny Anteater can dig very fast.
Duckbill platypus and Spiny Anteater arc
malllllulJIi thut lay eggl:!.

Some Interesting Mammals of Australia

6. Wombat may Jive to be as much as thu·ty
ycar~ old.
7. Tasmanian Devil is about three feet lung
and look.o:; like a small uear.
H. Spiny Anteater has no teeth and eats ants
and tennites.
9. Wombat cats gruss, roots, and the inside
bark of trees.

·..------------------------------------------------------------------~- ----Choosing Main Topics, Subtopics, and Details
for an Outline
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Head carefully the following group of paragraphs, which gives information
about some ditferent breeds of swine. As you reud, try to decide which items
you would use as main topics, 8ubtopicI'I, and details. Then complete the
outline at the bottom of the page.

Although tlwre nre many different breed!:! of
hogs in the United States, they can be classified into two general groups. These two
groups are known as the Old Breeds and the
New Breeds.
One of the best known Old Br~eds of swine
is the Berkshire. It origina,ted and was developed in the Shire of Berks, England, before it
was imported into this country. The Berkshire
is usually black with a splash of white on its
face; it is noted for its meatiness and lack of
excess fat.
Another member of the Old Breeds is the
Duroc. It originated in the northeastern part
of the United States. The Duroc is colored
either a light or a dark red. and it is especially

not.ed for its hnrdiness in different climates.
New methods of crossbreeding have produced the category of hogs called the New
Breeds. One of these is the American Landrace. T~is hog is a descendant of Danish
Landrace hogs that were imported into the
United States. It is noted for its body length
of sixtelm or seventeen pairs of ribs. -The
American LandJ'ace became un olIicially recorded breed in the year 1950.
Another of the New Breeds is called the
Maryland Number One. This breed originated from careful crossbreeding between the
_Landrace and t.he Berkshire varieties. The
Maryland ~umber One became officially recorded in 1951.

I. ______________________________________________________

A. ________________________________________________
1.

2.

lMk(4~

Mal.

e

rl4 a...~d't,t..q.-A,&

4n

Aa

3.

B. _________________________________ _______________
~

1. ________________
2. ___________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________

n.

:Ute' &"</4",
-A. __________------______________________________________
1. ______

~

____________________________________________

·2. _________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________

B.

~,J ~ (fb,p

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________,________________________________
• actiyity 39
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for an Outline
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Head carefully the following group of paragraphs, which l{ives informat ion
about some different breeds of swine. As you read, try to decide which items
you would use as main topics, subtopics, and details. Then complete the
outline at the bottom of the page.

Although tht~re are many diffe,:ent breeds of
hogs in the Uilited States, they can be dassified into two general groups. These two
groups are known as the Old Breeds and the
Nl~W Hreeds.
One of the best known Old Breeds of swine
is the Berkshire. It originated and was developed in the Shire of Berks, England, befure it
wa~imporft~d into this eountry. The Berkshire
is usually black with a splash of white on its
face; it is noted for its meatiness and lack of
exct'ss faL
Another member of the Old Breeds is the
DUfoc. It originated in the northeastern part
of the United St.ates. The DuJ'O(~ is colored
either a light or a dark red, and it is especially

not.l'd for its hardiness in ditferent c1imat.es.
New met.hods of crossbreeding have pro-·
duced the category of hogs called the New
Breeds. One· of these is the AJlwrican Lllndrace. This hog· is a descendant of Danish
Landraee hogs that were illlPurted into the
United States. It is noted for its body length
of sixteen or ~eventeen pairs of rihs .• The
American Landrace became an otlicially recorded breeq in the year 1%0.
Anot her of tlw New Breeds is call1'd the
Maryland Number One. This hrped originated from careful crossbreeding bdwecn the
Landracc and the Berkshire varieties. The
Maryland Number One became officially recorded in 1951.

------------

---

... -
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Organizing Notes in Outline Form

.1__________________________________________________________________________

Below are noteli on ihe subject Kinds of Whales. Rt;lad through the notes
cartlfuUy. Then try to dtlcidtl which nottlS shou!d be listed as main topics.
liubtopics. tll1d details. In thtl outline below. first write the main topics. Then
go on to till in the liubtopicl:i and oetanls. Tne outline ha.s been started for you.

1. Male Narwhal has lipiral ivory tusk.

2. Bottle-NOtied found in North Atlantic and
J}ntarctic; Narwhal in Arctic.
J. '1'wolUndsofwhales: without teeth (Baleen)
and with teeth (Toothed).
4. Bottle-NolStld and Narwhal are toothed
whaltls.
6. Among Baleen are Blue W hale and Gray
Whalt!.

6. Maximulll length of Bottle-Nosed is 30
feet; weight. 10 tons. Narwhal is 18 feet in
length; weight. 2 tons.
7. Blue is largt!st animal that ever lived.
H. Blue found in all ot.:eans; Gray only m
North Pacinc.
9. Maximum ltlngth of Blue is 95-100 fetlt;
weight. 150 tons. Gray is 50 feet in length;
wtlight. 40 tons.

Klndl of Whalel

I.

lJI.i.t4J twA(~)

A. ___________________________
1. ____________________________________________________

4.

B.

7114
~
1.
2.

3.

II. __________________________.______________

~

____________

A. _____________________________________. -___________
1. ____________________________________________________

2.
3.

----~--------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

B. 77~~

1. ____________________________________________________
')

~.

3.

--------------------------------------------~------------------------------------~------------------------

4. ______________________________________________________
activity 40
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Organizing Notes in Outline Form
Below arc notes 011 the suhjecl KlJld.'i ol Whale:;. Head thruugh the nult's
carefully. Then try tu decide whidl lIulcs should be }i::;led a::; tHaill tupil'::i,
subtopics, aud details. In the outlille hduw, til'st write the main topics. Thcn
go on tu /ill ill the suutopics and details. The outhne luis been stalted for you.

1. Male Narwhal has spiral ivory tusk.

ti. Maximum length of Dottle-Nosed is 30

2. BOllle-Nm;ed found in North At1autil' aud
Antarctic; Narwh~d in Arctic.
3. 'l'wukilldsufwhales: without teeth (Balcell)

feet; weight, 10 lun::;. Narwhal is l~ feet in
length; weight, :! tuns.
7. Blue is largc::;l anililal that ever lived.

and with teet~ (Toothed).
4. BOllle-Nosed and Narwhal are toothed

~.

whale.s.
5. Amung Baleen are Blue Whale and Gray

Whale.
Kinds

0' Whales

Blue found in all oceans; Gray only in

N urth Pacific.
!-J. Maximum length of Blue is !-J5-1OU feet;
weight, 150 tons. Gray is 50 feet in length;
weight, 40 tons.
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Read the selection in the first column. Complete the
outline of the selection in the second column.
If You Go to Europe, Sail

There are two good reasons for sailing
to Europe. One is to relax as you wish
while traveling. The other is to enjoy
the fine service given on a big ship.
Sailing has a number of good points.
You have a nice cabin. In a cabin, you
may be alone, if you wish. You sleep in
comfort in a bunk.
Aboard ship, you eat in a large and
beautiful dining room. There are maoy
foods to choose from. The food is prepared and seryed well.
You find good entertainment on a Ship.
If you want to see a film, you go to a
theater .. In the main salon, there is
music by an orchestra or band. You
may dance, if you wish. You can join in
many games, such as handball or
cards. Many big ships have swimming
pools.
If you really wish to rest, you may sit in
. a deck chair in the sun. But when you
want to move about, you can walk around the decks.

Of course, there are some bad points
that may be reasons for not sailing. It
may cost more than flying. Sailing
takes longer than flying by planeabout five days or more to Europe.
Sometimes there are storms at sea.
And some people get seasick.
But for elegance, sailing can't be beat.

If You Go to Europe, Sail
I. Reasons for sailing

A. _ _ _ _-'-__

B.

---

---------

II. Good paints of sailing

A.
1. _________________________________ _

2. _______________ -________ _

B. ________________
1. ________ - _____________
2.
C. Good entertainment
1. _______ _

2. _ _
3. __________________________________

4. ______________________ _

5. _____________________________________ _
D. May rest or wafk around
III. -_________________________

A. _____________________ _
B.

______ --______________________ _

C. _______________________________ _

D.

activi ty 41
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Read the selettion in the first column. Complete the
outline of the selection in the second column.
If You Go to Europe, Sail
There are two good reasons for sailing
to Europe. One is to relax as you wish
while traveling. The other is to enjoy
the fine service given on a big ship.

If You Go to Europe, Sail
I. Reasons for sailing

A. .

l2r!ea~

B.

/Vd4t.t.<-6

I

__ -__----

Sailing has a.number of good pOints.
You have a nice cabin. In a cabin, you
may be alone, if you wish. You sleep in
comfort in a bunk.
Aboard ship, you eat in a large and
beautiful dining room. There are many
foods to choose from. The food is prepared and served well.
You find good entertainment on a ship ..
If you want to see a film, you go to a
theater. In the main salon, there is
music by an orchestra or band. You
may dance, if you wish. You can join in
many games, such as handball or
cards. Many big ships have swimming
pools.
If you really wish to rest, you may sit in
a deck chair in the sun. But when you
want to move about, you can walk around the decks.
Of course, there are some bad pOints
that may be reasons for not sailing. It
may cost more than flying. Sailing
takes longer than flying by planeabout five days or more to Europe.
Sometimes there are storms at sea.
And some people get seasick.

5.

.

.

J1L4.Nd?t-.$.d~ - -----

D. May rest or walk around

.6'aa.~'lfk4 &~~.
A. /k!41/~2&z~~~,
B.~k7'0kU:Za'.~1I

III..

C.
D.

a-

K~1lhk
<1M ,_~/ztZU/_

But for elegance, sailing can't be beat.
activity 41, key
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Read the following.

Complete the outline below.

Conservation Jobs

Conservation Jobs

We all know that .we must work toge~her
to save and protect our land. forests.
wildlife. air. and water. Conservation,
the right care of our surroundings. is
important to our very lives.

I. Professional
II. Nonprofessional
A. Places to work

1.
Many young people become so interested in conservation that they choose
it as tneir life work. They go to
.
college to prepare themselves. But
many young people interested in
conservation cannot go to college. Yet
lots of jobs in the field are open
to them.
.

2. _________________
3. _________________

4. ________

5.--B. Types of businesses
1. Federal agencies

Ttf~se people may do work very much

like that of college-trained people.
They work in fish hatcheries. greenhouses. ~ildlife refuges. offices. or
laboratories. The places belong to
federal or state agencies or private
companies.

Many jobs are outdoors. People who
like the outdoors enjoy such jobs as
these: Counting and marking trees.
Planting. trimming. and caring for
trees. Measuring rainfall. Testing so~1.
Advising farmers on land use and care.
Catching birds and putting bands on
their legs. Moving wildlife from one
place to another. Working with and
caring for machines used in conservc1tion. Firefighting in forests.
To get these jobs. a person must be at
least eighteen years old. It is best to
have finished high school. For the outdoor jObS. a person must be in good
physical shape.

2.

3.

._--

--------

C. Some types of outdoor work
1.

2. _____________ _

3.
4.

5.
6. ____________________
7.

8.
9. ____________________
III. Qualifications
A. __________________________
B: ____________________
C.
activi ty 42
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Read the following.

Complete the outline below.

CORlutrvation Jobs

Conservation Jobs

We all know that we must work together
to save and protect our land, forests,
wildlife, air, and water. Conservation,
the right care of our surroundings, is
important .to our very lives.
Many young people become so interested in conservation that they choose
it as their lif~ work. They go to
college to prepare themselves. But
many young people interested in
conservation cannot go to college. Yet
lots of jobs in the field are open
to them.
These people may do work very much
like that of college-trained people.
They work in fish hatcheries, greenhouses, wildlife refuges, offices, or
laboratories. The places belong to
federal or state agencies or private
companies.
Many jobs are outdoors. People who
like the outdoors enjoy such jobs as
these: Counting and marking trees.
Planting, trimming, and caring for
trees. Measuring rainfall. Testing soil.
Advising farmers on land use and care.
Catching birds and putting bands on
their legs. Moving wildlife from one
place to another. Working with and
caring for machines used in conservation. Firefighting in. forests.
To get these jobs, a person must be at
least eighteen years old. It is best to
have finished high school. For the outdoor jobs, a person must be in good
physical shape.

I. Professional

II. Nonprofessional
A. Places to, work~
1.

,

~;aWft,'Ut:v

2..1!M1f-::1NktN
··3.. YI~~ 4t/Lt~

zr·

~

4.~
5.

.

.

z41/~-k

B. Types of ·businesses

::EE~A

·3.

ik~==~~~~

C. Some types of outdoor work

::~~tbri~

3.
4.

/,

~1

-4.+l[.L4.l~

5. ~~~~~~~~£

6.

~~~~~~~~____

7.~~.~4d

::~1J:~:t'

III. Qualifications
A.

'1

'~.dd.L1d~(~~/~/;1~d..L.:LL.::.~
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Choosing Main Topics, Subtopics, and Detailslo6
for an Outline
Head the following article and decide what its main topics, suo topics, and
details arc. Thcn complete thc ouiLline at the right oy using the items listed
at the bottom of the page. The tirst. main topic has ~en ti!ltld ill for you.

Most IJcrt'onuauces of today's theater take
place on one of three ditfertlnt ty}.les of stages.
i"irst, there is the prosctmium stage, or thc
traditional picture frume stage. The actioll of
any performance is viewed only frum the
frunt, and the adors and audience are usually
far a}.lart becausc there is an orchestra
pit 01' fUftlstage area betwetm thcm. The upen
stagtl is the secund type of stage and is a raised
platform that extends out into the audience.
COllsequently,-the action is viewed from three
sides, and the actors and audience arc fairly
close to each other. The la!)t type of stage is
the theater-in-the-round where the action of
the play is performed in an open space at fioor
level. The action' of any performance is
viewed from aU sides, and the actors and audience are very close to each other.
The adors who perform on these three
types of stages must adapt their ading somewhat to the kind of stage being used. Actors
using the probcenium stage must face to the
front at all times, and thdr gestures are oftcn
exaggerated in order to be clear to the far-away audience. Adors using the open stage
must turn to three sides often in order to be
lWen by aU people in the uudience. More facial
~~pfes::lions are used now becaWie the audience it; dose enough to see them, and the
actor~' gestures are less exaggerated. Actors
using theuter-in-the-round must turn quite

frClluently in IllI direction::;, uud every faciul
eX}.lrcssioll becomes important.

{[/uu tIjpeLt/ 4iArv

1.
A.

l.

2.
B.
l.

2.

C.
l.

2.

II.
A.
'l.

2.

B.
l.

2.
~t

C.
l.

2.

Open stage

Three types of stages

Three types of acting

Viewed from all sides
Turn in all directions
Proscenium stage
Face to front
Using open stage
Gesture::; exaggerated

Using proscellium stuge
Vi~wed from three sides
Ge::;tures less exaggerated
Viewed only from front
Turn to three sides
Theater-in-the-round

Every expression important
Actors and audi~nce fairly close
More facial expressions used
Actors and audience far apart
Using theater-in-the-round
Actors and audience very close
activity 43

ChoQsing Main Topics, Subtopics, and Details
for an Outline
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Head the following article and decide what its main topics, subtopics, and
detaih> arc. Thon complete the outline at the right by using the items listed
at the bottom of the page. 1'he tin;t main topic has been tilled in for you.

Most perfonnances of today's theater take
pla(;e on olle uf three ditfeftmt types of stages.
First, there is the prOl:icenium stage, or the
traditional picture {rume stage. The action of
any performance is viewed only from the
front, and the actors and audience arc usuaUy
far apart because there is an orchestra
pit or forestage area between them. The open
tltage is the second type of stage and is a raised
platfol'm th~t exttmds out into the audience.
Consequently, the action is viewed from tlu-ee
sides, and the actors and audience are fairly
clolSe to each other. The 1atlt type of stage is
the theater-in-the-round where the action of
the play is performed in an open space at Hoor
level. The action of auy performance is
viewed from aU t:lide:;, and the actors tUld audience are very close to each other.
The actors who perform on these three
types of l)talies must adapt their acting l)omewhat to the kind of stage beiug used. Actors
utling the proscenium st.age mWit face to the
front at all times, and their gestures are often
exaggerated in order to be clear to the faraway audience. Actors using the open stage
must turn to three sides often in order to be
titlell by all ptlople in the audience. More facial
expressions are used now because the audicnce is close eno\lgh' to see them, and the
actors' gestures are less exaggerated. Actors
Wling theat.er-in-the-round mWit tUfn quite
Open st.age
Viewed from all sides
Turn in aU directions
ProHceniuOl stage
J;'~ce to front
Using open stage
Gcst.ur~s exaggerated

frequently in all directions, and every facial
expression becomes in~portallt..

Three types of st.ages
Using proscenium st.age
Viewed from three sides
Gestures less exaggerated
Viewed only from front.
Turn to three sidel:l
Theater-in -the- round

Three t.ypes of acting
Every exprel:ltiion important
Actors and audience fairly close
More facial expressions used Actorl:l and audience far apart
Using theat.er-in-the-round
Actors and audience very close
activity 43, key

f'H:p:m; an outline ot the selection below. List mairr headings that have been adapteJ faulI! lIlI.':
paragraphs in the selection. Add at least two subheadings that develop, describe, and support tlit9 8
idea in each main heading.

"Snowshoe" Thompson
The first pioneers settled on the eastern
side of the Sierra Nevada about 1850. The first
five winters were very hard for the pioneers.
Heavy snows kept anyone from crossing the
high Sierra during those months. So from
November through April the pioneers received no mail or supplies. They were cut off
from the rest of the world all winter.
Late in 1855, an ad appeared in a California newspaper. It said that there was a job
open for a mail carrier. This person would
have to carry mail across the Sierra Nevada in
winter. In spite of the difficulties, a young man
named John Thompson applied for the job.
He said that he would use "snowshoes" to
cross the mountains. Back in those days,

I. FQr

set_t~~~<:?n

the east side of the Sierra

--~-

Americans called skis "snowshoes." Thompson was given the job. He made his first trip
across the Sierra Nevada and back in January
of 1856. The snow was deep, but Thompson
made the trip easily. His ten-foot-long, fourinch-wide skis helped him glide over the
snow.
John Thompson carried the mail across the
high Sierra for twelve winters. Many times he
had to drive off wolves with his long ski pole.
He rescued a number of miners trapped by
early snows and took medicine to people who
were ill. He even carried part of a printing
press for a newspaper. "S~owshoe" Thompson quickly became famous as a result of his
a~complishments.

Nev_~da,

the first five winters were hard.

--------------------

activity 44

Prepare an outline of the selection below. List main headings that have been adaptea trom the
paragraphs in the selection. Add at least two subheadings that devclop,describe, and support the
idea in each main heading. Answers may vary.

"Snowshoe" Thompson
The first pioneers settled on the eastern
side of the Sierra Nevada about 1850. The first
five winters were very hard for the pioneers.
Heavy snows kept anyone from crossing thc
high Sierra during those months. So from
November through April the pioneers rcceived no mail or supplies. They were cut off
from the rest of the world all winter.
Late in 1855, an ad appeared in a California newspaper. It. said that there was a job
open for a mail carrier. This person would
have to carry mail across the Sierra Nevada in
winter. In spite of the difficulties, a young man
named John Thompson applied for the job.
He said that he would use "snowshoes" to
cross the mountains. Back in those days,

Americans called skis "snowshoes. Thompson was given the job. He made his first trip
across the Sierra Nevada and back in January
of 1856. The snow was deep, but Thompson
made the trip easily. His ten-foot-Iong, fourinch-wide skis helped him glide over the
snow.
John Thompson carried the mail across the
high Sierra for twelve winters. Many times he
had to drive off wolves with his long ski pole.
He rescued a number of miners trapped by
early snows and took medicine to people who
were ill. He even carried part of a printing
press for a newspaper. "S'nowshoe" Thompson quickly became famous as a result of his
accomplishments.
II

I. For settlers on the east side of the Sierra Nevada, the first five winters were hard.
_--,-"A,-,-'......:Deep snow prevented travel.
_ _D_._~o mai.1 or supplies came to them.
II. In 1855 an ad appeared for a mail carrier,
_ _A_,_T.he carrier would have to
_ _fi_,_John

T!!~_mpson

ca~mail

across the snowy mountains,

thought he could do i.t.

bcc~!l~~

he knew how to use "snowshoes, "

_ _C_._Ue made his first round trip in January of J!?6..:. . ._____________

III.

Tho~on

_ _~Jfe

was on the job for twelve winters,

~.E'ye

off wolves with his ski pole.

0, He rescued miners.

-----

.~~~-----------

_--,,-C-,-, He
_ --,-D-,-.

'~.Q~

---------------------

medicine and part of a printing Picssc-'i:.::n:.::to=-:::th:::ce~m~o::..::u:.::n:!:ta=:::i:.::.:n::::.s=_._ _ _ _ _._ __

1:I~~ined

fame as a result of his exploits.

activity 44, key
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FLOWCHARTING ACTIVITIES

llO

FLOWCHARTING ACTIVITIES OVERVIEW
This

section of

curriculum materials

numbered forty-five

through sixty-one.

by an answer key.

Skills

student to

stressed

is

composed of Activities

Each activity is accompanied

in this

section will assist the

gain skills in working with flowcharts in order to solve

various types of problems.

OBJECTIVE FOR THE SECTION
Students will
problems

demonstrate the ability to solve various types of

through the use

of

flowcharts.

Students will complete the

activities with 90% accuracy.

SUGGESTED USES
1.

Activities 45-48 serve to review the concepts of constructing and
using the flowcharts.

2.

Activities 49-51 are used to practice the concepts of flowcharting
with exercises that are not extremely challenging.

3.

Activities

52-61

are

more

challenging

activities

mathematical thinking on a more advanced level.

that

require

111

Algorithms end Flowcharts
The step-by-step procedure for solving a problem is called an
algorithm. The following is an algorithm for averaging
students' grades on a math quiz.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Input grades and the number of grades.
Add all the grades.
Divide by the number of grades.
Print the average.

Add all the
grades.

A flowchart is a map that describes an algorithm. Each step
in the algorithm Corresponds with a flowchart symbol. Here.
is the flowchart that describes the algorithm above.

Divide by the
number of grades.

Some flowchart shapes and what they represent:

SlART

or END

Input or
Output

Process or
Calculation

Print

0 0 I~----,I D

Flowline

1:

On Your Own

1. Rewrite the algorithm and flowchart above using this data:

students' grades on a math quiz are 83, 92, 76, 80, 94.

2. Write the algorithm and design the flowchart for raising a
number to the third power.

3. Choose a topic that interests you and show the algorithm
and flowchart .

•
activity 45
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Algorithms and Flowcharts
The step-by-step procedure for solving a problem is called an
algorithm.' the following is an algorithm for averaging
students' grades on a math quiz.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Input grades and the number of grades.
Add all the grades.
Divide by the number of grades.
Print the average.

Add all the
·grades.

A flowchart is a map that describes an algorithm. Each step
in the algorithm corresponds with a flowchart symbol. Here
is the flowchart that describes the algorithm above.

Divide by the
nLimber of grades.

Some flowchart shapes and what they represent:
SlrART

or END·

Process or
Calculation

Input or
Output

Print

Flowline

o 01~-----I' D 1

average_,__

Din Your Own
1. Rewrite the algorithm and flowchart above using this data:
stude s' grades on a math quiz are 83.92,

6,80,9

e./

20 Write the algorithm a d design the flowchart for raising a
numbef ~the third power.
$1//flZ£&2k

t J:lJfJt;£.dM

.

3. Choose a topic that interests you and show the algorithm
and flowchart.

t?)t.U,t0U/

't"!tt~~

4lCbUJ:

activity 45, key
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Mora Flowcharting
The diamond-shaped symbol is called the "decision" symbol.
It indicates that a decision must be made. The decision
symbol has two different flowlines. one for a "yes" answer
and one for a "no" answer.
Here is a flowchart for finding the perimeter of a rectangle
or a square.

Measure all
4 sides.

NO

Find perimeter
0'
rectangle by
adding the lengths
ot the sides.

Find pari meter
of square by
multiplying length
of one &Ide by 4.

<0

Print the
parimete,.

On Your Own
1. The

in a flowchart is called the _ _ _ _ _ __

2. Draw the flowchart to show perimeter of a triangle with
sides' of 3 different lengths.

3,.. Oi'aw ~our own flowchart using at. least. one decision s'tmbol .

.

------------------e--'·~·------------------------------.-~;~>~.·j~.!M12;~L·~iJ~~Mj~,t~'"~.~
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Mlora Flowcharting
The diamond-shaped symbol is called the "decision" symbol. .
It indicates that a decision must be made. The decision
symbol has two different flowlines, one fol' a "yes" answer
and one for a "no" answer.
Here is a flowchart for finding the perimeter of a rectangle
or a square.

Measure all
4 sides.

NO

Find perimeter
of square by
multiplying length
of one side by 4.

<>

Find perimeter
of rectangle by
adding the lengths
of the sides.

Print the
. perimeter.

On YO&,fr Own
1. The

.

ina ftowchart is called the,&taitM

,&?~

2. Draw the flowchart to show perimeter of a triangle with
sides of 3 different lengths.
??'7t.:ttl0ta.. ~~(:e d~
3. Draw your own flowchart using at least one decision symbol.

-

activity 46, key
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Flawc;hart& with Decision Symbols
To Indicate a question on a flowchart. you use a diamondshaped symbol called a .. decision" symbol. The next step .
depends on whether the answer to the question is'''Ves'' or "no."
The flowchart below shows the steps needed to round a
whole number to the nearest ten.

Round up.

Yes

No

Round down.

END

The following symbols are often used in t~owcharting.

(_~ I
START or END

Input or
Output

lei

1

Process or

.Decision

Calculation

On Your Own
1. Use the flowchart above to round the numbers to the
nearest ten.

a. 568

b. 7093 ___

c. 425

2. In a flowchart. a decision is represented by which shape?
a. oval . b. rectangle c. diamond d. parallelogram
3. Design your own flowc:hart uSing a diecision symbol.

activity 47

Flowline
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Flowch~rt8

with Decision Symbols

To indicate a question on a flowchart. you use a dlamondshaped symbol called a "decision" symbol. The next step
depends on whether the answer to the question is "yes" or "no:"
The flowchart below shows the steps needed to round a
whole number to the nearest ten.

Round up.

Yes

No

Round down.

The following symbols are often used in flowcharting.

START or END

Input or
Output

.Process or
Calculation

1
Decision

Flowline

On Your Own
1. Use the flowchart above to round the numbers to the
nearest ten.
8. 568 £70
b. 7093 ,7t77t) c. 425 9'31)
2. In a flowchart. a decision is represented by which shape?
8. oval b. rectangle <E;> diamond d. parallelogram
3. Design your own flowchart using a decision symbol. t?~&J(!0W

I

'/(-c-tc. 4~,tjl-

activity 47, key
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FLOW CHARTS
The boxes In tile' dlllqrJIll ,H the rl911t contilln the
Instructions that you might use to lell someone how to
find the decimal numerlll of the product of 4 Jnd 79.
The order In which the Instructions are to be cJlfled
out IS shown by tho arrows JOIIlIIl~J the boxes.
Such t.I diagram IS called a flow chart.
Notice that the boxes have different shapes:
"Start" and "End" are In oval boxes.
In thiS flow chart. the first box after "Stalt" IS an
"Input'" box. and the last box before "End" is an
"Output'" box. They have the Sllme shape. ThiS figure
IS called a parallelogram.

CSfJ

~

--,-----'

79
·
Wnte: x 4

---

---------]
c
~J

Write "6" below
the "4" and "3"
allove the "7"

MultIply 7 by 4

and add 3 to
that product

The boxes between the "Input" and "Output" boxes
In this flow chart are "OporJtlon" boxes in which
computations and other procedures llre described.
They all have the same shape. ThiS figure is called a

rectangle.

----CWrite

'~31" to t~el

left 01 the "6" ~

~~~~1=-

Writeth~
___ __ '~n~~ut-31-~-~

[-

G~

activity 48
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The flow chart below sllOws the steps that you have lO wkc; to
round d wllOle number tu the Ileilrest Ilundred. (See PJ~e 117.)
Here JllOl~WI kind 01 step JJJpeLHs A queStion IS asked and the
steJJs to be taken depend on whether the all$Wer to Uw question
IS Yes or No TI)is question is wlltten In a dli.llllOlld-shaped box.

l

C~

---,--

y" [

eild the d e
.. c t nlill lIullleriJl .0. I
the IIU Illuer

---

-

~

Add '-t-o 1I!1:!
tdCI:! lIalue 01 the
hUlldrl:!d~' dlYlt

---

-

~-~

Rl:!pldCI:! thl:! tl:!ns'
dnd units' dIgits
with "O's"

-~---

--W;;tl:! the dCCII[jlill
lIu 111 I:! 1 011 01 thl:!
dpprOXlll)dtlOIl

L
Notice that a flow chart may be wfltten in any dllectlon. You
simply reJd It III the direction ot. the arrows.
The box sh<.tpes that we shall use

In

-~-EL;

flow charts are shown below.

Box Shapss for Flow Charts
CSt.JiD

-T
(-E~id
Stilrl

01

)
end box

{L}
--r--Input-output box

You often use vari<.tbles

In

[ __1 __]

~
Yes

--~-

OperiJtlon box

lIlakmg a flow cllarl

. Dl:!clsion box

For example:

[_C_~_I~_~,_~t_I:!~I---.""~rw~,,

f-o-nD

Do you see th,.lt if you replace a with "4" and b with "5," the
OU1JJut will be 20 ?

activity 48
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Exercises
State the kind of instruction indicated by the shape of the box.

<>

3.

C]

2.

1.

4.

C",--_)

Each step below should be enclosed in one of the shapes shown above.
In each case, state tho correct box to liSt!
5. SIJrl

6. nUdU mpul
number

-~

1 O. For the progr ,1111

• =.SWi4WiI

If1 [X()ICI~eS

_au

I

Uti

7. Multiply
Input by 7

--,.

B. Wille

---..

e sa .....'lU'/III..."".IMI!_________•.

Exercises

Sample 7:

R "~d
~u

input

'J

•

[

JI---~

1
---

MultiiJly the
result in Step

Add 14 to
Input

Input: a. 3

Solution:

2 by 6

b. 0

Step 1

3

Step 2

3+14=17

Step 3

6(17)

=

102

102

n

C.

a.

Step 4

9. llld

fi- ~). ~;I .. II(' Ihe uutpul If the IIIput IS 8

For each flow charI, construct a table showing the operation performed at
each step with the given input numbers.

T

..

plOduct
(outPUI)

o+

b.

C.

0

n

14 = 14

6(14)

=

84

84

n + 14
6(n + 14)
6n + 84

activity 48
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,-: xercises

,

State the kind of instruction indicatud by ahu shape of the box.
.

2.

<>

3.

C7

4.

C______)

start or end
operation
input or output
decision
Each step below should:be enclosed in one of the shapes shown above.
In each case, state the correct box to use
parallelogram (2 above)

5. Start - - 6. Road Input - - 7. Multiply
-oval
number
Input by 7
(4 above)
parallelogram (2 above) rectangle (1 above) .

8. Write
product
(output)

9. End

--

oval
(4 above)

, O. For the program In Exercises' 5-9, slale the output If the Input IS 8.

56

Exercises
For each flow chart, construct a table showing the operation performe~ at
each step with the given input numbers.
Sample 1 :

___ cr_.
Write the

Mulliply the

Add 14 to
input

Read
input

result in Step
2 by 6

[

result of

Step 3 .
(Output)

-}
0 0
n

b. 0

Input: a. 3
Solution:

C.

a.
siep 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

3

3 + 14
6(17)

= 17

0:

102

102

o+

n

b.

c.

0

n

14

= 14

6(14) = 84
84

+ 14
6(n + 14)
6n + 84
n

activity 48, key
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-,------------------------------------------------------Decimal Addition and Subtraction
Complete column B in the chart by following (he steps of
the flowchart.

START

A
Choose a
number from
Column A.

15
1.5 .
0.&

Add 12.6
to the number.

Subtract 3
from the sum.

32
8.56
.

Add 9.015
to the result.

'i.7
J

12

O.Oq

Subtract 2.986
. from the result.

215.8
Print answer in
Column B.

30.53

10.6

0.'16

Yes

STOP
t·

B

122

---------------------------~----------------------

Decimal Addition and Subtraction
Compktt column B in

lh~

chan by following lht SltpS of

-(he tlow(han.

START

Choose a
number from
Column A.

Add 12.6
to the number.

Subtract 3
from the sum.

Add 9.015
to the result.

Subtract 2.986
from the result.

A

B

15

EO, tr:J.q

1.5 . / '/, 151 !
C

O.f,

32 f7 I/:J.CJ
8.56

1£-"1

112

)J llt:7!

0.0'1 IS: 711
~..J/' /;;19

30.53 fV,IS9

10.6 -111), ,jd.9
O.Q6 1?,SJ9

Yes

-

~'f,

't.7 ';S':3J9

215.S
Print answer in
Column B.

11/, Lf.JCJ

STOP

activity 49. key
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Rounding with a Flow Chart
Follow the How chart to round the numbers in the exercises.

Circle the digit in
the place to which
you are rounding.

No

Add 1 to
circled digit.

Yes
Leave circled
digit the same.

Round to [he nearest whole number.
1. 3.H_

2. 6.2 _._

3.8.5_

4.7.4 _

5. 15.39 _ _

6. 21.72_

7. 9.59 _ _

8. 47.25 _ _

RounJ to the nearest (emh.

9.0.93_

10. 0.36 __

11. 0.79 _ _

12. 1.65 _ _

13. 0.209 _ _

14. 0.H59 __

15. 1.338 __

16. 7.099 _ _

Round

[0

the nearest hundredth.

17. 0.317 _ _

18. 0.845 __

19. 0.753 _ _

20. 0.199 _ _

21. 0.2715 __

22. 0.3082 __

23. 0.6917 _ _

24. 0.5038 __

27. 0.5927 __

28. 0.1795_

Round to the;: nearest thousandth.

25. 0.1518_

-

26. 0.0032_

124

Rounding with a Flow Chart.
Fulluw the Huw charl

to

round the! numbers in the exercises.

Circle the digit in
the place to which
you are rounding.

No

Add t to
circled digit.

Yes
Leave circled
digit the same.

Round to the nearest wholt number.
1. 3.81

2.6.2-k

5. 15.39

6. 21.72

Round

[U

£

4. 7.4

7. 9.59 ~

8.

the nearest tenth.

9. 0.93 (J!L

Ld!J
14.0.859 M
10. 0.36

13. 0.209

1Zd..

Round

the nearts[ hundredth.

[U

Y.J..

-.2
47.25 J.7

3.8.51

/lLf.J--

17. 0.317 l?~~

18. 0.845

21. 0.2715

22. 0.3082

t!.t27

Llil

7

U. 0.79.M

15. 1.338

E

12. 1.65 /,

16. 7.0992L

lt9. 0.753

t2-2,j-

20.

O. "99

cJ;~LJ

23. 0.6917 ~9

24. 0.5038

£250

27. 0.59274593

28. 0.1795

L2JJL)

Round to the nearest thousandth.
25. 0.1518

£/S;:L

26. 0.0032 ~3

ncttvitySO, kay
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Usc a protractor to measure angles. Be sure to place the
l.:enler of the protractor at the vertex of the angle.

Namin, An,leli
Measure
(he angle.

acule L

Adjacent angles share a vertex and a side.

1,/\

Measure (he angle.

2'L

G-; ve fhe

rnetlSare mellf, Na me fhe antJ/LI

3'L.

..-----

activity 51

126.

Use a protractor to measure angles. Be sure ro place the
cemer of (he protracror a( (he vertex of (he angle.
Namin, An&les

Measure
lhe angle.

Adjacent angles share a vertex and a side.

1./\

Measure the angle.

L1f:obfu.se

activity 51, key

NUMBER NAMES AND OPERATIONS

Solution:

8. 4 X 8
b. 6 X 8
output
c. 8 X 8
output

= 32 ahd 32 < 40. The output is 32. Answer
= 48. but 48 > 40. Compute 48 +- 4 = 12. The

is 12.

Answer

= 64. but 64 > 40.

is 16.

Answer

Compute 64 +- 4 = 16.

The

3.

Add 1B to

input

Add 5 to

result of
Step 2

Input: a. 3

b. 5

c. 7

4.

T
0-[ ~:~ 7-,--~_~p_u~_!_e

....

Add 12 to

result of
Step 2

5

Input: a. 6

b. 12

Subtract 7
from result
of Step 3

c. 18

activity 52
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NUMBER NAMES AND OPERATIONS

Solution:

4 X 8 =
b. 6 X 8 =
output is
c. 8 X 8 =
output is
8.

128

32 and 32 < 40. The output is 32. Answer
48, but 48 > 40. Compute 48 -;- 4 = 12. The

12. Answer
64. but 64 > 40.
16. Answer

Compute 64 -;- 4 = 16.

The

a.

b.

c.

3

5

7

3+18=21 5 + 18 = 23 7 + 18 = 25
21
23 + 5 = 28 25 + 5 = 30
28
30

3.

Add 18 to
input

0>{
4

--

ALld 5 to
n~sult of
Step 2

a.

Input:

3
21

8.

b. 5
28

c. 7
30

4.

b.
c.
6
12
18
2(6) = 1,2 2(12)=24 2( 18) = 36
12 + 12 = 24 24 + 12 = 36 36 + 12 = 48
24
4U .- 7 -= 41 •
36
41

-~

Double
input

AdLl 12 to
result 01
Step 2

~
5

SlIbtract 7
from result
of Step 3

Input: a. 6 24 b. 12 36 c. 18 41

activity 52, key
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5.

COIllPU tc L - _
T-dt/J

Yes

/

rCo~~.,puitl
J Wf~ Lr E. j \
L_N
~~~~:--""'o-fL!!~ . "-- I_'~--"

!comPlIle
LN'.3T
Inp'ut: a. "3" for

d,

"4" for b

b. "4" tor

d,

"5" tor b

C.

"5" for a, "7" tor b

C.

"2" tor

6.

COIllPUlt!

COIllPU ltl 1----... (

N

Input: a. "2" for

~

T=Ntb:

2d/J

a, "4" for

b

b, "3" tor

ii,

"5" for b

activity 53

a, "6" tor b

..l.

3, b '" 4
3+4=7
3(7) :;: 21

5.

d ;;;;

21

b.

4+5"79
3(9) ;;;; 27

27

130

•

Compute

T-d-t/J

21

a = 5, b = 7
5+7=12
4( 12) ::: 48
48

a=4,/.)=5

COIilPU Ie '---_ /

Input: a. "3" for a, "4" for b

c.

N'"'

4T

b. "4" fOI a, "5" for b

27

c. "5" for a, "7" for b

48

6.

a.

a=- 3, b = 5
2(3)(5) = 30
16 + 5::: 21
30 + 15 = 45
21
c. 45
Cornpult!
a
=
2,
b = 6
T- N -t 5
2(2)(6) = 24
24 + 5 = 29
29

.

Cornpu Ie t-----<

N

=0

b.

2sJb

a = 2, b = 4
2(2)(4) = 16

f Tr
]~ r

Compute

T=N -t 15 ~------.&.....jo Write

Input: a. "2" for a, "4" for b

21

b. "3" for a, "5" for b
45

End

c. "2" for a, ·"6" for b

29

activity 53, key
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Tho fuclidoiln AIQorithm
lilul U I~ "
WIIU~ll

'JUI YulliclulIl

W.JY

Iu IllId IIIU Ull!dIU~1 CUllin lUll IdCIUI

LUlllp";ll: I.JCIUllldlllJll IIldY IlUl IH! lJd:'y

(U II. 1 iJ~~)). l!llluw

ullWO Ilumuur::,
"ilL! lieF

lUI lJAdlllplu. 10

IIIU 11I:.lluclllJlI:, III lliu IILlW cli.1I1

l.)llIllle Ille !II e<ller
nUIIIUC(
the ~I11<1l1cr

uy

DIIIlllc IIIL! Ollll~or III
lire fll et.:Ct/IIIY 1I1111~iull
~Iej..l LJy Ihe I ell 1.. 11 Ille,
III 111.11 ~lCj..I

Thu GCf I:' thu dllllliO'
In thu SlUjJ whuw Ihe
101lI"lInt/u, I:'

0

Ie 110

GCF (817. 17329) -

activity 54

Illdl U I~ J IICI Y CI1IC1CIII WJy Iu IIIIU lilt; \JI IJd Ic:.1 L.UIl 111IUII I,lL. _,,, ul i ,\" : 'u,
wllu:,u cOlfltJlele IJC\UlllJliOn lIIuy Ilul

(817, 1732!-J), follow tllO

1l1:ilrucllOI\S III

Dililue the greater

nUilloer tJy the sm"lIer

be

CO$y. FUI CXJ11ltJle, 10 Imd

11ll: fluw

CllJ11.

Get-

•

21
817 )17329
1634
989

&17

172+-0

4

Dillide tht:: dlllisor in
thtl prtlcedlny dlliislOn
~Iep

172 )817
688
129

0

f

tJy Ille IIJ1lhHl)(jer
III tildl step

1
129 )172
129
43 ,c 0

The GCF is the di"Isor
10 the slep whele the
remilllldtlr IS 0

3
43 }129
129

Ov

GCF (817. 17329)

~

43

activity 54, key

132

..

l33

DII/ldc fI

uy
L-:.llllliltC

u£eavera g]
as a new e£tunattl
of J;I

---I

Find average
of divisor and
quotient

Example:

Find Y 5 to the tenths place ..

Solution:

A Estimate \ 5.
, 4- = 2, v9 = 3, and, 4 <: , 5" <: ,'9. Sinc~ 5 is
nearer to 4 than to 9, you might try a number closer
to 2 than to 3, say 2.3, as a first e~·timate of v 5.
8 Divide 5 by the estimate.

2.10

2.3)5.0.00
'-.A
\.".
46
--40
23

17
C Average.

?2i2 2 ..10 = 2.20.

This is the new estimate of v5.

2.27
8 (again) 2.20)5.00-:-06
-...A.JII
'_A...tI
440

-600

Now the quotient and divisor agree
to the tenths place, so v5 .; 2.2.
Answer

440

,-{fbO

1540
-6-6

activity 55

GEOMETRY
ALiIi

Exercises

UC=d,

State the square root.

1. ~4·

2. ~9

3.

~16

5.

Vi 49

6. v'64

State the first digit in the decimal numeral for each square root.
7. ~3

8. v/65

9. v/lOb

10.

,,/93

11. ~47

12. y230

State the next estimate for the square root of the dividend in each exercise.

Sdmple:

3.6
2)7.3

Solution:

The average of 2 and 3.6 is ?0:!.6 = 2.8.
Therefore. the next estimate is 2.8. Answer

3.6

n. 3)10~8

b.7

12.8

15.6

14. 5)28.5

15. 12)154.0

16. 15)235-:0

Exercises

.'..~....~.~.n'~".~i••~.~".4""".'~=~.••••~'.4i.~ia.4mU"~="""~"4
State the whole number named by each expression.

. / ' " ...- ..- ..--4. v 169 - 144

i

1. Y'100

2. v l

Find each of the following to the tenths place.

7. ",:125
8. v/56

9.

'/89

11. v'99

1 O. "/~9

12. ~199

Use the Pythagorean Property to find the measure of the missing side of
the right triangle. with c the measure of the hypotenuse.
13.

iJ

=

3. b

= __1_. C =

15. a ~'" __1_. b = 1 5. c = 1 7

5

14. a= 12.b= 5.c=_2-

16. a~= 21.b= _1_.C= 29

n.

19. a = 4.6. b

18.

=
a=

a

11.4.

b=

_1_. C

._.!_. b = 6.3. c

= 19.2

=

9.2

20.

iI

==

._7_.

=

11.5. c =

_1_

b = 10.4. c = 26.2

activity 55
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GEOMETRY

............................ ....................
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Exercises

~,

State the square ro~t.

2

,. V4

2.

Vg

3

6. ,,' 64

8

State the first digit in the decimal numeral for each square root.

7. V 3 1

8. V65 8

V105

9.

1010.

"/93

9

11. '/47 6

12. y'230 15

State the next estimate for the square root of the dividend in each exercise.

Sample:

3.6

2)7j
S olution:

The average of 2 and 3 .6

. 2 -+2
3.6
28
- = ..

IS

Therefore, the next estimat~ is 2.8. Answer

3.3

3.6

13. 3)10.8

5.35

5.7

14. 5)28.5

12.4

12.8

15. 12)1b~O

15.6 15.3
16. 15)235.0

Exercises

. .I.I. .~RB. . . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~$. . . . . . . . . .~. ..

. State the whole number named by each expression.

1.,,10010

3.,/3G-v'93

2.Yl

4. v'1 G9 -

144

5

Find each of the following to the tenths place.

5. ,,91

9.5

7. V125 11.1

6. '/20

'4.4

8. Vb6

7.4

9. VS9 9.4
10.

,,/99

11. V9.9

9.9

3.1

12. v19~9 4.4

Use the Pythagorean Property to find the measure of the missing side of
Ihe right triangle, with c the measure of the hypotenuse.

13. a = 3, b

= _,_, c = 5

15. a

4

14. a= 12,b= 5.C=_'_13

= 11.4. b =
a = ._1_. b =

_,_.

la.

6.3. C = 9.2

C

_,_,

1 6. a = 21. b

= 19.2 15.4

17. a

=::

6.7

19. a
20.

=

a=

= 1 5. C =
= _,-. C =

b

17
29

8
20

= _,_
_,-. b = 10.4. C = 26.2
4.G, b = 11.5. c

12.4
24.0

activity 55, key

Ei\(!ICi~}';'i .It,) - JU, lur ttlti tlow chari !:ihown boluw U!Vtl lile OUlfJul lUI
lilt! given Input.

•• 1"

._5£__
Add 42.17
to Input

Add 19.213
to result 01
Step 2

Is

136

__SR_
No [Add 10.1

j

to result of

-'1---

Step 3

writU

result of

Step 5

25. 8.91
26. 12.06

27. 0.813
28. 2.916

29. 7.913
30. 8.088

activity 56

,II

LiHjrCI~tJs

2b-30, for the flow churl shown below Ylve thu output for

the given input.

~di"

137

Add 19.213
lO result 01
Step 2

--p-~

Is

Add 10.17
to result of
Step 3

25. 8.91

27. 0.813

29. 7.913

--!J

26. 1206

28. 2.916

30. 8.088

End

25.70.293
26.73.443

... t

Add 42.17
to input

27.72.366
28.74.469

29.79.466
30.79.641

.

Write
result of
Step 5

activity 56, key

In Extlrcibu::I 29-34, litata the output from thu
chart lor the given input.

R"d

Add 31.97
in p--:;-' to Iliput

PWCUliS

138

bhown i~ this flow

SullUdct

Add 17.4 lO
(t:~ull of
Step 2,

rt::iult 01
Stt:p 4
trom 61.2
YIlS

SUblrdct

61.2 trom
ft:sult 01
Stt:P 3

29. 11.80
30. 111.1ti

32. 11.04

31. 10.!:l3

34. 12.16

33. 11.83

activity 57

"
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In Extlfcisus 29-34, state the output from thu process shown in this tlow
chart for thu \:liven input.

Add 31.97
to input

~W17.4to

l

No

result of
Step 2

Subtract
result of
Step 4
from 61.2

Sublract
61.2 from
result of
. Step 3

29. 11 .80 0.03
30. 1'4.16 2.33

32. 11.04 0.79
33. 11.83 0

31. 10.93

34. 12.1G 0.32

0.9

activi ty 57, key

COMPUTING WITH DECIMALS

In Exercises 25-30, state the output from the process shown in the flow
charI for the given input.

2

~ __

___ ..

-~n-

2
Add 31.
to InPlit
'--___ ._

MlIltlPIY}result of
Step 2 by
0.72

result at
Yes
Step 3 ~reater
than 62.7
)

Subtract
62
7 from
f
result a
Step 3

I-~~~~~;~~.,~il l-"~E7~
- - - -- - _ _ -

... _- '5'
25. 43"7
26. 10.6

28. 85.89

27. b588

30. 101

29. 60.3

62.7

Step 6

J~

I---(_E_~d ~

activity 58

COMPUTING WITH DECIMALS

In Exercises 25-30, state the output from the process shown in the flow
chart for tho given input.

C~·cQ

~

0f~@
1

Read Input

dd31.2
.

to Inpu

t

----C?- }__
Multiply
re5ull 01
Step 2 by

0.72.
•

25. 43.7

8.772

26. 10 6 32.604

27. 55.88 {).0024.

~:: ~~:~9 ~:~~48
30.101

32.484

_jo

cv-1--su~traC~~~I~
5

l q?
sr
i

IsIt 1~
r.esu 0
Yes
Step 3 greater ,

~a-n;67

of Step 3 from

&-T·Write
result of
Step 5

141

--J

Subtract
2
6 .7 Irom
result of

Wnt~-l·--

6
. ST )
result 01.

C-En~

activity 58. key

PERCENTAGES AND STATISTICS

I--.-J C OlllpU II! ilo'Yo 1-_ _-<
Rt·qular
of Rt!!IUlar
PIIC(,
Price
Head

Is
Customer

Compute
9!:i%of
> - - - - - - - 1 Result of

Yes

Swp 2

'--------'

C)~j(Pllt

[

Re~llit

Slep

Output
Result of

of

'2

Step 4

1. If an article is.prtced at a discount of 30% and Ihon an additIonal discount
of 20% 15 given on the discounted PfiCC. what percent of the regular
pflce IS the final price?
2. If tile price of an article IS raised 20% and a 20% discount is given on the
Increi.lsed prIce. what percent of the anginal ~Jflce IS the final price?

activity 59
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f1tHCtNIA0tS ANU

~/AII~"L~

143

1----1 Compute BO'Yu 1-_ _ <
Re'lular
of. Re!IUI,u

Read

PriCe

PriCe

Is

Com~ute

Yes
95% 01
) - - - - - - 1 Result of
Step 2

Ou tput
Result of
Step 4

1. If an article IS pllced at a discount of 30% and then an additional discount
of iO% IS \Jlven Of) the discounted price. wllat percent of the regular
pnce IS the fmal price? 56%
2. If tho price of an article IS raised 20% and a 20% discount IS \JIven on tlIe
Increased pflce. whJt percent of the Ofl\jlllal price IS the fll1al pflce} 96%

activity 59, key

IYh'CfNTAGES AND STATISTICS

10
20
30
40
50
60

(the time ill yedrs,

Illimoer 01 Ilines
corllpounded l!<Jch yeilr)

70
00
90
100

To fmd the PJlnclpal after 2 years, type
prmt· out IS S~lOwn below.

K

K

1
2

K
K
K
K

4
!>
6

K
K

3

7

7
8

In

I'

P
P
P
I'
I'
I'
I'

LET \{
04
LET!' 1000
LETT 1
LETN - 4
LETM c N*T
FOR K 1 TOM
LET \' r. "'R/N
PRINT "K .", K, "I' -", P
NEXT K

END

tlw step !illown al the riyht. lhe

30 LET T - 2

10lD
1020.
1030. 3
1040 .6
1O!>1 01
1061 . !>2
1072 14
1M2 86

Solve.
1. Whdt wdl $1800 amount to after 9
quartclly ?

month~

Jt 4% per year compounded

2. At G'X, per year, compounded semiJnllually, how much will $3475
alTloutlt to m 2 years?
3. Fmd tile interest. compounded scmiannUidly, on $4750 for 2 years at
4% per yC:lr.

4. Find tile Interest on $375 at compound Interest for 4 years at 4% per
year,tlw mlerest being compounded ilnnuJlly.
5. What IS the difference between the sllnplc and compound (compounded
seml;)llnually) mterest on $250 in. 2 years cit 4% pel yeLlr?

activity 60
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PI h'CENTAGES AND STATISTICS

10
20

30
40
50
bO
70

/

{~
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LET R .04
LET P 1000
LET T 1
LET N - 4
LET Me N*T
fOR K 1 TO M
Ll::T I' ' P t P*RJN

~~~;~K"".K, .. P~";p

10~ END

If you wish to print only the fmill
ilnswer dS in the flow chdrt, remove

90 NEXT K, add 75 NEXT K.
To find the principal after 2 years. type In the step sllown at the right. The

print-out

IS ~;hown

30 LET T

~

2

below.

K K c 2

P
P

K

3

P

c

4

P

=

K

~

K
5
K - 6
K
7
K - 8

P=
P

r

P

1010
1020 1
J030 3
1040. 6
1051 01
1061 .52
1072 14
1082 86

Solve.

1. Whdl Will S1800 arnount to after 9 months at 4% per year compounded
quarterly? $1854.54
2. At G% per yeor. compounded semliJnnuiJlly. how much Will $3475
amount to In 2 years? $3910.92
3. find lhe mtelcst. compounded scmi,mnu;dly. on $A750 for 2 yedrs 31
4°,{, per yeilr. $391.55
4. Fmel tile mterest on $375 ill compoullCl mterest lor 4 yeilrs at 4'J{, per
yUdr. tile mlcrest bomo compounded annually. $63.69
5. What IS the dlflerence hetweell the Simple ,md compound (compounded
serTliannually) interest on $250 in 2 years 3t 4% per year? Compound interest is
61t more.

activity 60, key

1,,-;(1,.,, liiLllll1 lill, ic)jl..:JLJI"~ l ·' . .11'1"': lil~.~ " .. ~, d IIU/,ILl\.;1 ~IVUII.

8.00 AM.,

II) Ule SOluIIUI\. SUllie ullllc exelClse$
also COl)liJ11l IllHllellcdl "tfulIlldtlull (thlt IS !lut
needed III tile solutIOn of tile prublom IJ SU, yuu should select
tile Ilecessary information and ignore tile lust
Illell

that luI/ow

was not used

I11JY

----~ClICC~ ~ululiOIl

l

No
HeliJte re:iults of
Slep 2 [0 oillcr

III c4uallon
dllll 111 ora Yillal

tdetS, U:iIlIY

all

equiJllOlI

. plOulclII

----r-----"

Nu

~Y;..;;.c;..-:i

~

_C

ri1c

1~IC (\...blU )

dllswcr

---

,
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OPEN NUMBER SENTENCES

Exercises

15. Joe lives tWice as far from school as Mona does If together they travel 5.4
miles to school. how far from schuol does Joe live?
16. K;:nen spent $16.00 on theater tickets Adul I tickets cost tWice as much
as student tickets. If she bought 2 adul t lIckqts and 4 student tickets.
how much does each kind of ticket cost?
17. A metal plate cut In the form of Lin Isosceles triangle wel~Jhs 43 pounds.
If the trlCingle has congruent silies that are odch G tn. longer than the base.
Lind the perimeter of the trliwgle IS b I In . find the length of each Side of
the tflangular plate.
18. Two delivery trucks start from Central CIIy and Pottsdam. which are 39
mllos apart. and make dellvefles along Roule I The truck leavtng Central
City makes 7 stops dnd the truck leaVing Pottsdam makes 9 stops. If.
when the trucks meet. the truck frum PO\lsdarn has traveled 11 miles
tarther than the truck from Central City. how tdr from Central City do the
trucks meet 7
19. One number IS 3 more than tWice a second number. and the second
number IS

43 of a third number.

If the sum of Hw first two numbers IS 30.

flfld the three numbers.

20. One of the angles of a tflangle measures 30" more than tWice lhe measure
01 d second any Ie. and the secund dll~Jle rne.Jsures 10" moru thiln the

thlfd angle Recalling that tile sum uf Hw Ilwasures of the arigles tn a
triangle IS 180°. find the meilsure uf eadl allCJle.

activity 61
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Ur'LiV

/livlvilJLtl

:'-UVIl.lvL • .,

.1...................................

Exercises

1 fi. Joe lives tWice as far from schuol ilS Mona docs If together they trdvei b <I
miles to school. how far frum school does Joe live? 3.6 miles

16. Karen spent $16.00 on theilter tickets Adult tickets cost tWICe as much
as student tickets. If she bounht 2 adult tickets and 4 student tickets.
how much does each kind of ticket cost ?
Adu~t $4.00

Student $2.00
1 _'I . A metal plato cutin the form of an Isosceles trl<lIlUle wOlghs 43 pounds

If the trliHloln hilS congruent Sides that ilre Odell li Ill. longer tliiln the bJse.
and the perimeter of the tflJWlle IS b 7 III . find tlte Jength of each Side of
ttw tfl,m\J\Jlar pldte. 15 in., 21 in., 21 in.

18. Two delivery

tr~cks start from Central City ilnd Potlsdam. which are 39
miles apJrt. ilnd milke dellv(Hles Jlon~l Route 7. Tile truck leaving Central
City makes 1 stops Jnd the truck leJvll'lg Poltsd.lm makes 9 stops. If.
when the trucks meet. tile truck from POltSddlll lidS trilveled 11 miles
!..Htlier than the truck from Central City. 110W far frum Central City do the
trucks meet ~ 14.miles

19. One number IS 3 more than tWICe J second number. and the second

3

number IS 4" of a thifd number
lind the three numbers.

.

.

If the sum of ttle first two numbers IS 30.

21, 9, 12

20. One of the angles of a triangle measures 30" more than tWice the measure
of il second angle. and tile secund annie measures 10° more than the
Hmd an~lle Recdlimg that the sum of tile measures of the angles In a
tflangle IS 180". find the measure of each c.ln(Jle 110", 40", 30"

activity 61, key
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WORKING WITH COMPUTERS ACTIVITIES

149

WORKING WITH COMPUTERS OVERVIEW
This
numbered

section of

curriculum materials

sixty-two through eighty-four.

by an answer key.

is

composed

of Activities

Each activity is accompanied

Activities in this section will provide opportunities

for the student to use skills in previous sections in pre-programming
All

activities.
hardware.

activities

may be

completed without the use of any

Some activities at the end of this section are of general

interest.

OBJECTIVE FOR THE SECTION
Students
programming

will

demonstrate

activities

by

their

completing

readiness to begin working with
lessons

from

this

section with

90% accuracy.

SUGGESTED USES
Activities
programming

and

microcomputer.

62-84
to

are

to

introduce

be

used

students

to
to

create
the

student
various

The activities may be used in any order.

level of difficulty associated with this section.

interest
uses

of

in
the

There is no
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Microcomputers
A microcomputer is a small machine designed for the input.
storage, processing. and output of information. Any
microcomputer system consists of machinery, called
hardware, and programs. called software. 80th parts are
needed for a computer to function effectively.
Hardware includes the computer's Central Processing Unit,
or CPU, and other parts such as the keyboard. television
screen, printer, cassette recorder, cassette tapes, disk
drive, floppy disks. and joystick. Sometimes a modem is
included to connect the microcomputer a0d a telephone for
commumcation with other computers.
Software. or computer programs. are
step-by-step instructions given to the
computer to solve problems. Some
computer languages are BASIC,
COBOL, and' LOGO. Software can
consist of programs designed to
perform specific tasks such as drilling
students on number facts or
processing a company's payroll.

r-

~,~

f~

"'

rl-

l-

f",

V

~"~-

""

t-l::::

~
-

On Your Own

1. Name the parts that make up a microcomputer's
hardware.

2. Find out the names of four other computer languages.

3. Name three types of tasks you would like to have computer
software do for you.

XL>

~

f--
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Microcomputers
A microcomputer is a small machine designed for the input,
storage, processing, and output of information. Any
microcomputer system consists of machinery, called
hardware, and programs, called software. Both parts are
needed for a computer to function effectively.
Hardware incluQes the computer's Central Processing Unit,
or CPU, and other parts such as the keyboard, television
screen, printer, cassette recorder, cassette tapes, disk
drive, floppy diSks, and joystick. Sometimes a modem is
included to connect the microcomputer and a telephone for
communication with other computers.
Software, or computer programs, are
step-by-step instructions given to the
computer to solve problems. Some
computer languages are BASIC,
COBOL, and LOGO. Software can
consist of programs designed to
perform specific tasks such as drilling
students on number facts or
processing a company's payroll.

-
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~
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On Your,Own

:

1. Name the parts that make up a microcomputer's

f~~~~~~~A
~===: ~=~icV~;'Ij-tP4</ ~/lU

2. Fin)ii out the names of four other computer languages.
ftJ4t1ti; £tJer.etlilj /lg-7 . )/1/{,I&L> diLll1r'l;

LI5P

3. Name three types of task7JYou w~uld like to have computer .
software do for you.

rMdL,~ d"lUttuz,.v '{[/L<-

/~-+~~~~~~~--~------------------------

d~~~~~~~~.~~

_____________________
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Computer Memory
In microcomputers, the memory is an electrical part called a
chip or integrated circuit [IC). Its size is smaller than 1
sqlJare centimeter. There may be many memory chips inside
a microcomputer.
The two types of memory are the permanent Read Only
Memory, or ROM, and the temporary Random Access
Memory, or RAM. ROM is the memory'that contains the
computer's own operating system. It cannot be changed by a
person using the computer. RAM stores programs and data
for a short period of time.
.
A byte is the measure used in
dascribing the computer's memory
storage. One byte is the space needed
to store one character, such as "A",
.. *", or "9". Since the number of
bytes is in the thousands, the letter
"K" is used to denote 1 OOO's. For
example. a microcomputer that can
store 1 6, 000 bytes is described as
haVing 16K of storage.

On Your Own

1. What

IS

the difference between ROM and RAM?

2. Tell whether each statement

IS

true or false.

64K means 64,000 bytes of storage.
b. 1, 000, 000 bytes of storage IS described as 1 OK.
c. 48K of storage can hold 48,
characters.
B.

ooa

3. Find out the storage capacity of 3 brands of
microcomputers on the market.

. .'

~

,
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Computer ·Memary
In microcomputers, the memory is an electrical part called a
chip or integrated circuit [Ie]. Its size is smaller than 1
sq~are centimeter. There may be many memory chips inside
a microcomputer.
The two typ~s of memory are the permanent Read Only
Memory, or ROM, and the temporary Random Access
Memory, or RAM. ROM is the memory that contains the
computer's own operating system. It cannot be changed by a
person using the computer. RAM stores programs and data
for a short period of time.
A byte is the measure used in
describing the computer's memory
storage. One byte is the space needed
to store one character, such as ., A" ,
.. *", or "g". Since the number of
bytes IS in the thousands, the letter
10K" is used to denote 1 000'5. For
example, a microcomputer that can
store 16,000 bytes is described as
havIng 1 6K of storage.

".

On Your Own
1. What is the difference between ROM and RAM?

2. Tell whether each state ent is true or f se.
a. 64K means 64,000 bytes of storage.
b. 1,000,000 bytes of storage is described as 1 OK.
c. 48K of storage can hold 48,000 characters.

3. Find out the storage capacity of 3 brands of
microcomputers on the market.

dttWraaJ ~.46Utp
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Computer Memory
The heart of any computer is the Central Processing Unit, or
CPU. In a microcomputer the CPU is a microprocessor chip,
a tiny electrical part consisting of thousands of CirCUitS. A
chip is smalle.' than a square centimeter. The computer's
,. intelligence" is located in the CPU.
By itself, the CPU cannot work. It needs a memory system
to hold both information being processed and programs for
getting the information. The memory of a -microcomputer is
located on a chip separate from the CPU chip.
There are two types of memory. Read Only Memory, or
ROM, is permanent and remembers only information that
was put in at the factory. Random Access Memory, or
RAM. stores information for a short period of time. When
the computer is turned off. RAM loses its information.

On Your Own

1. Match each term with ItS description.
CPU

A. Permanent memory of the

chip :-._ _

B. The part of the ~ompuier where the
"intelligence" is located.

RAM

C. A tiny computer part consisting of

ROM

D. Temporary memory of the
computer.

computer.'

thousands of circuits.

2. How can a microcomputer save information for
future use?

-

activitY' 64
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Computer Memory
The heart of any computer is the Central Processing Unit, or
CPU. In a microcomputer the CPU is a microprocessor chip,
a tiny electrical part consisting of thousands of circuits. A
chip is smaller than a square centimeter. The computer's
"intelligence" is located in the CPU.
By itself, the CPU cannot work. It needs a memory system
to hold both information being processed and programs for
getting the ,information. The memory of a microcomputer is
located on a chip separate from the CPU chip.
Ther~ are two types of memory. Read Only Memory, or
ROM, is permanent and remembers only information thaj;
was put in at the factory. Random Access Memory, or
RAM, stores information for a short period of time. When
the computer is turned off, RAM loses its Information.

On Your Own

1. Match each term with its description.
CPU

--11-

chip

~

RAM

j)

ROM

L

A. Permanent memory of the
computer.

B. The part of the computer where the
"intelligence" is located.
C. A tiny computer part consisting of
thousands of circuits.
D. Temporary memory of the
computer.

2. How can a microcomputer save information for

fU?i1:Z~4'
~':!/-deL //(~
~.= ~==v;~
activity 64 key
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Extension of Computer Memory
Since Random Access Memory loses its Information when
the computer is turned off, storage outside the computer is
necessary. Devices, called peripherals, are used with the
computer. A computer and its peripherals are called .
hardware.
Peripherals fall into three groups.
Input Only
Keyboards are devices used to enter
programs and data.
Output Only
TV SCI'eens, or CRT's, and printers are used
to display programs and information. A CRT
loses information when the computer IS
turned off. 'A printer saves Information
on poper.

oaaOOOQaOQQQQQ

Q Q

a

Q

g

Q

a

Q

a

Q

Q 0

0 gOO Q a g

Input and Save Information
Casqette tapes with tape recorders and
floppy disks with disk drives both Input and
save Intormatlon.

On Your Own
1. List all the parts that make up a computer's hardware.
_._- ._---------- - - - - - - - -

2. Choose three different models of microcomputers and find
out the following Information tor each:

Is the keyboard connected to the screen?
b. Which device IS offered--cassette tape or disk drive,
or both?
c. Is a printer available?
3. Design your own microcomputer. Draw a diagram and label
the peripherals.
B.

activity 65
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Extension of Computer Memory
Since Random Access Memory loses its information when
the computer is turned off. storage outside the computer is
necessary. Devices. called peripherals, are used with the
computer. A computer and its peripherals are called
hardware.
Peripherals fall into three groups.
Input Only
Keyboards are devices used to enter
programs and data.
Output Only
TV screens. or CRTs. and printers are used
to display programs and information. A CRT
loses 4nformation when the compute.' is
turned off. A printer saves information
on paper.

QaQaOOgOOOQacaa
Q " 0 a 0 II Q 0 a a a 0 a gO
aoooaoaaoaaoaoao

U

Input and Save Information
Cassette tapes with tape recorders and
floppy disks with disk drives both input and
save information.

On Your Own
1. lIst;all the parts that make up a computer's hardware.

.

7~~%A.p'~~r~j ~"~
.

?J

2. Choose three different models of microcomputers and find

out the follOWing information for each:
a. Is the keyboard connected to the screen?
b. Which device is offered-cassette tape or disk drive.
or both?
c. Is a printer available?
3. Design your own microcomputer. Draw a diagram and label
the peripherals.
activity 6S» key
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Calculator. Computer or Pencil
If you had to solve ten multiplication problems similar
to 35 x 40, you would do them by hand or use a calculator.
But if there were fifty problems similar to 9021 x 5682,
you would want to consider entering a program tor
multiplication into the computer. The computer would
complete the task much faster than a calculator.
How would you sort the following ten
cards into numerical order?

The best way to do this job is by hand.
However, suppose there were 2000
cards to sort. A computer could do this
task very quickly once you provided a .
program that would tell the computer to
compare numbers and arrange them in
numerical order.

On Your Own

1. Identify the best method to use ir I completing these tasks.
Solve 5 division p~oblems that halle a 4-digit dividend
and a 2-digit divisor.
b. Put 1 names in alphabetical order.
c. Solve 50 addition problems with 1 0 addends in each
problem.

II.

a

2. Name three types of math problems that cannot be done
easily by calculator.

3. Most calculators have a memory key. Describe how a
calculator's memory works.

159
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Calculator. Computer or Pencil

~---~

If you had to solve ten multiplication problems similar
to 35 x 40, you would do them by hand or use a calculator.
But if there were fifty problems similar to 9021 x 5682,
you would want to consider entering a program for
multiplication into the computer. The computer would
complete the task much faster than a calculator.
How would you sort the following ten
cards into numerical order?

The best way to do this job is by hand.
However, suppose there were 2000
cards to sort. A computer could do this
task very quickly once you provided a
program that would tell the computer to
compare numbers and arrange them in
numerical order.

On Your Own

1. Identify the best method to use ir I completing these tasks.
a. Solve 5 division problems that have a 4-digit dividend
and a 2-digit divisor.
b. Put. 1 0 names in alphabetical order.
c. Solve 50 addition problems with 1 0 addends in each
problem.

2. Name three types of f9j3th p'roblems that cannot be done
ea~ly by c~lculator.

r N~ t:l:rt4t{4l'.J~ d¥-/ .

!!d-ttjLVltz/l/
/ .

tjJt::jj:/:j,r~~t?~~:::mlif(.1/ & cl~/~
3. Most calculators have a memory key.
calculator's memory works.

escribe how a

~~~~~~m~,
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Algorithms and Flowcharts
An algorithm IS a step-by-step procedure for completing a
task. Suppose you decide to start a petsitting service to
earn some money. Here is how you can organize your plans
uSing an algorithm.
1. Decide.on a fee schedule - charge by the day.
2. Find customers - go door-to-door in your neighborhood.
3. Make necessary arrangements with customers - date
and time to begin service.
4. Start petsitting - you're in business!
A flowchart is a diagram of an algorithm. Here is the
flowchart that describes the petsltting service.

Decide on
fee schedule.

r

Find customers.

Make necesury
arrangement5.

Begin petsilting
business.

On Your Own

1. Fill In the blanks.

A step-by-step procedure for completing a task IS called .
an
. Steps must be shown in
. logical
.A
is
B diagram explaining an algorithm.
2. What shapes are used in the flowchar~ above?

a

3. Write the algorithm and design the flowchart for a topic
that interests you.

.
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Algorithms and Flowchart&
An algorithm IS a step-by-step procedure for completing a
task. Suppose you decide to start a petsitting service to
earn ~ome money. Here is how you can organize your plans
uSing an algorithm:

1. Decide on a fee schedule - charge by the day.
2. Find customers - go door-ta-door in your neighborhood.
3. Make necessary arrangements with customers - date
and time to begin service.
4. Start petsltting - you're in business!
A flowchart is a diagram of an algorithm. Here is the
flowchart that describes the petsittlng service.
.

r

Decide on
tee schedule.

Find

c~stomers.

Make necessary
arrangements.

Begin petsitting
. business.

On Your Own

1. Fill In the blanks.

A stePJ.~-stt(p procedure for completing a task is called
an
Steps ffi,:1t be ~hown in a
A~{)It&d=
is
logical
a diagram explaining an algorithd'

d<!f112tt/ta1 /
!ddC4/

.

.

2. What shapes are used in the flowchart above?

d1ztdv

,
"
/.
~4A t1&U¥~

3. Write the algorithm and design the flowchart. for f} topic
that interests you.

t!b7~t0~/
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Computer Programs
A program is a set of directions given to the computer.
Some of the most popular program languages are BASIC,
COBOL, FORTRAN, LOGO and Pascal. The computer
language used here is BASIC, which stands for Beginner's
AU-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.
The computer does arithmetic in order from left to right,
with multiplication (*) or division [I) performed before addition
( + ) and subtraction [ - ). Here are some arithmetic
expressions in computer symbols and how the computer
would evaluate them.
Expreliliion

2-5 -4
.
4 + 3-6
10/5+6-7
12 - 913 + 6

Computed Value
107"4=6
4 + 18 =22

2+56=58
12-3+6=15

The program below would have the computer print answers
to the expressions above. Each instruction must go on a
separately numbered line. The PRINT statement teUs the
computer to print the answer. The END statement lets the
computer know that the program is complete.
10
20
30

40

50

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
ENO

Here IS what the computer would print on the screen for
answers.

2-5 - 4
4 + 3-6
10/5+6-7
12 -9/3 + 6

RUN
6

22
.58
15

On Your Own
1. For each program, show what the computer would print.
10 PRINT 20 - 612
5 PRINT 314 + 1/5 _ _ _ _ _ _ __
20 PRINT 9-7 + 7
10 PRINT 5 + 1(8 + 1/2 _ _ _ _ _ _ __
30

END

15

END _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. Write a program to print the answers to two math
problems.

activity 68
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Computer Programs
A program IS a set of directions given to the computer.
Some of the most popular' program languages are BASIC,
COBOL, FORTRAN, LOGO and Pascal. The computer
language used here is BASIC, which st~nds for Begin.ner's
AU-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.
The computer does arithmetic in order from left to right,
with multiplication (*] or division [I] performed before addition
( + ) and subtraction ( - ]. Here are some arithmetic
expressions in computer symbols and how the computer
would evaluate them.
Expression

Computed Value

2·5 -4
4 +3 6 6
10/5 +8 7
12 -9/3+6

10-4=6
4 + 18 =22
2+56=58
12-3+6=15

6

The program below would have the computer print answers
to the expressions above. Each instruction must go on a
separately numbered line. The PRINT statement teUs the
computer to print the answer. The END statement lets th~
computer know that the program is complete.
10
20
30

40

50

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

2·5 - 4
4 + 36 6

10/5+8·7
12 - 913 + 6

Here is what the computer would print on the screen for
answers.

RUN
6

22
58
15

On Your Own

1. For each program, show what the computer would print.
10

PRINT 20 - 6/2

20

PRINT 0"7 + 7

30

END

Pu n

5

PRINT 314 + 1/5

_--LIJ..l..''-..!('...LI...L)_ _ __

17

10

PRINT 5 + 1/8 + 1/2

7/)

15

END

..Lcr~,,_____

_1-(

<: ir2/>-

2. Write a program to' print the answers to two' math
problems.

U7W-£LI~"/t/di' 4wtJ-
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Programming in BASIC
There are many languages to use when communicating with
computers. The program shown is in BASIC which stands for
Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. Notice that
the symbols for addition ( + ]. and subtraction ( - ) are the
same. Multiplication is shown by * and division is shown by I.
This program tells the computer to
print the answers to four math
problems.
10
20
30
40
99

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

When you type the word RUN. this is
what yvill appear on the screen.

58 + 92
125 - 83
60 * 12
625 / 25

RUN

150
42

720
25

Every instruction is called a statement. Every statement is
given a number. usually a multiple of ten. Programs usually
have an END statement for the last step.

On Your Own
1. For each pr'ogram. show what the computer would print on
the screen.

5
10
15

PRINT 15 + 15
PRINT 3· 15
END

20

PRINT 1000 /8
PRINT 8/1000
END

40
60
10
40
30
20

+ 15

PRINT 5000 - 99
END
PRINT 1001/13
PRINT 52· 11

2. Find and correct the errors in the program.
10
15
20
5

PRINT 80?2
PRUNT 16 • 3
PRINT 34 + + 7
END

3. Write

a program to print the answers to two math problems.
act! vity €l.(;}
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Programming in BASIC
There are many languages to use when communicating with
computers. The program shown is in BASIC which stands for
Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. Notice that
the symbols for addition [ +) and subtraction [ - ) are the
same. Multiplication is shown by • and division is shown by I.
I

This program tells the computer to
print the answers to four math
problems.
10
20
30
40
99

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

58

When you type the word RUN. this is
what will appear on th.e screen.
RUN
150
42
720

+ ·92

125 - 83
60 • 12
625 I 25

25

Every instruction is called a statement. Every statement is
given a number. usually a multiple of ten. Programs usually
have an END statement for the last step.

On Your Own
1. For each program. show what the computer would print on
the screen.

15

PRINT 15 + 15
PRINT 3 * 15
END

20
40
60

PRINT 1000 18
PRINT 8/1000
END

10
40
30
20

PRINT 5000 - 99
END
PRINT 1001113
PRINT 52 * 11

5
10

+ 15

Run·
Run

Run
77

2. Find and correct the errors in the program.
10 PRINT 8O? 2
1·5· PRUNT 16 * 3
20 PRINT 34 + ... 7
5 END

/0 PRIAI r Xf) /').,
~.)/t\\T 1U-:A'.3

.v.>-J?121 MY ql/"f 7

~j~~~E~N~L~)

______~___

3. Write a program to print the answers to two math problems.
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PRINT and LET Statements

10
20

LET S = 83 + 92 + 76 + 80 + 94
LET A = SIS
PRINT "THE AVERAGE GRADE IS"; A;.....
END

30
40
50

When you type RUN. the computer would print the following ..
RUN

THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE AVERAGE OF FIVE GRADES.
THE AVERAGE GRADE IS 8S.

The computer prints any words. numbers. or symbols that
are put in quotation marks.
The following program shows how the
LET statement can be used.
5

10
15

20

Here is what the. computer Will print
when you type RUN.

LET A = 20

[C ~~N

LET 8 ;:; S
PRINT A + 8, A - 8, A * 8, AJ8
END

15

100

On Your Own
1. Describe what the LET statement does in a BASIC
program.

2. In each program below write what the computer would
I

print for answers.

10
20
30
40

99

LET A
LET 8
PRINT
PRINT
END

;:; 72
;:; 6
A"8
AJ8

30
60

90
120

LET X ;:; 50
LET Y ;:;
PRINT X, Y
END

x-

10

5 .LET C ;:; 10
10 LET 0 ;:; 20

15
20

25

30

3. Write your own BASIC program using LET. PRINT. and
END statements.

LET E = C*O

LET F ;:; E - 0
PRINT E, F
END
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PRINT and LET Statements
Let's look at the BASIC program for the grade averaging .
problem in Unit 3. Five grades on a math quiz are 83. 92.76,
80, 94. Here is the BASIC program tor finding the average.
10

20

30

40
50

PRINT
LET S
LET A
PRINT
END

.

"THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE AVERAGE OF FIVE GRADES."
:: 83 + 9~ + 76 + 80 + 9 4 .

:;; S/5

..'--

"THE AVERAGE GRADE IS" ; A; .....

When you type RUN, the computer would print the following ..
RUN
THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE AVERAGE OF FIVE GRADES.
THE AVERAGE GRADE IS 85.

The computer prints any words, numbers, or symbols that
are put in quotation marks.
The following program shows how the
LET statement can be used.
5

10
15
20

Here is what the computer Will print
when you type RUN.

LET A :;; 20
LET D :;; 5
PRINT A + D, A - D, A· D, AiD
END

Ie ~~N

15

100

On Your Own

1. Describe what the LET statement does in a BASIC

2. In each prog

qm below, write what the computer would
print for answers.

10. LET A

20
30
40
99

=

12
LET D = 6
PRINT A-B
PRINT AiD
END

30
60

90
120

LET X = 50
LET Y = X - 10
PAINT X, Y
END

5
10
15
20
25
30

L-1,
3. Write your own BASIC program uSing LET, PRINT, and
END statements.

//7llt tU;~ /I~L /l~,!

'

=
=

LET C
10
LET 0
20
LET E = C·D
LET F = E - 0
PRINT E, F
END

,2(! U

•/1(1/
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PRINT and LET Statements
Imagine that there are 26 little boxes inside the computer.
Each box can contain only one number at anyone time.

The LET statement is used to tell the computer to assign a
value' to a letter. Look at the program and the answers that
the computer would print.
10
20
30
40

LET E=8.2
LET J =5.6
PRINT E +J
END

5
10
15
20

Here are three BASjC statements and
what the computer would show as
output. Notice the differences.
Assume R 200.

LET A=21
LET 8 =7
PRINT A"B, AJ8
END
STATEMENT
10 PRINT R
20 PRINT "R"
30 PRINT "R = ";R

'-...

OUTPUT
200

R

R=200
'-- .

The computer will print anything inside quotation marks.

On Your Own
1. Describe what the LET statement does in a BASIC
program.

2. Show what the computer would
print for the following program.

3. A "bug" is a mistake in a
computer program. Find the
.. bugs" in thiS program.

5

LET P=72

10

LET27=S

10

LETO=12

20

LET 18=T

15

PRINTP+O,P-O,P"O,P/O _ _

40

PRINTS-T

20

END

30

END

activity 71
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PRINT and LET Statements
Imagine that there are 26 little boxes inside the computer.
Each box can contain only one number at anyone time.

The LET statement is used to tell the computer to assign a
value to a letter. Look at the program and the answers that
the computer would print.
10
20

30

40

LET E=8.2
LET J =5.6
PRINT E +J
END

5
10
15
20

LET A=21
LET B =7
PRINT A"S, AlS
END

Here are three BASIC statements and
what the computer would show as
output. Notice the differences.
Assume R 200.

STATEMENT
10 PRINT R
20 PRINT "Rn
30 PRINT "R = n;R

'-- - - ---

_-:---'

OUTPUT
200
R
R=200
'-"- -" --~

The computer will print anything Inside quotation marks.

On Your Own
1. Describe what the LET statement does in a BASIC
PE9gram.

iiLLPQit

&P~/liL(
12/-1/// aR// U( - d iVy

.

d LhL /~

2. Show what the computer would
pl'lnt for the following program.

5

10
15
20

14
LET a = 12
-/ii1PRINT P + a, P - a, pea, Pia 1!Li.
LETP=72

END

~

3. A "bug" is' a mistake in a

computer program'. Find the
"bugs" in this program.
10

20
40

30

/flier S := J 7 .
LET18=T ~__L __.ik._
/)/. -.',,-/. ('- r
PRINT S - T .;.J£L1LLL...-L_ _"_
END
0J._.£.n,.rI.. ._ __
LET 27 = S

activity 71, key
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INPUT· and GOTO Statements
Computer programs get more interesting when you
Introduce statements such as INPUT and GOTO. The INPUT
statement qllows you to enter different values for variables
each time a program is run.
5
10
15
·20

\~
/

LET A ;;;: 20
LET B ;;;: 5
PRINT A+B. A-B, A-B. AlB
END

Here is how the program can be rewritten to allow you to
enter any values of A and 8.
PRINT "WHEN THE? APPEARS, ENTER
TWO NUMBERS. SEPARATED BY A COMMA."
10 INPUT A. B
15 PRINT A+B. A-B, A-B. AlB
20 END

5

If you want to use this program for
several values of A and 8. you can
Insert a GOTO statement like the one
below.
18

GOTO 10

Another type of statement must be added to keep the
computer from running the program in an "infinite loop".

On Your Own

1. Show what. the computer would
print If the input numbers are
1 2. 1 5. 20. 25.

10
20
30

INPUT N
PRINT N; "SQUARED IS"; N - N
END

2. Add a GOTO statement that would

make the computer print the design
over and over.

10 PRINT "XXX"
20 PRINT "XX"
30 PRINT "X"
40 END

3. Write your own program using the INPUT statement.

Show what the computer would print when the program
is run.
nct.i vi tv 72
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INPUT and GOTO Statements
Computer programs get more interesting when you
introduce statements such as INPUT and GOTO. The INPUT
statement allows you to enter different values for variables
each time a program is run.

5

10
15
20

~~

v//.'~-.//

LET A -= 20
LET B ;:: 5
PRINT Ai-B, A-B, A-B, AlB
END

Here is how the program can be rewritten to allow you to
enter any values of A and 8.
5 PRINT "WHEN THE? APPEARS, ENTER
10
15
20

TWO NUMBERS, SEPARATED BY A COMMA."
INPUT A, B
PRINT Ai-B, A-B, A-B, AlB
END

If you want to use this program for
several values of A and 8, you can
insert a Gala statement like the one
below.
18. GOTO 10

Another ~ype of statement must be added to keep the
computer from running the program In an "Infinite loop".

On Your Own

1. Show what the computer would
print if the input numbers are
12,15,20,25.

INPUT N
PRINT N; "SQUARED IS"; N· N
END

2. Add a GOTO statement that would .
make the cqmputer print the design
over and over.
.

10
20
30

PRINT "XXX"
PRINT "XX"
PRINT "X" .•

40

END

.:JS

Go TO It)
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INPUT and GOlD Statements
The INPUT statement allows you to enter different values for
var'lables each time a program is run. When the computer
comes to an INPUT statement, it types a question mark and
walts for you to enter a value.
Look at the following example of how
the INPUT statement works. You can
change the values of A and Beach
time you run the program.

10 'INPUT A
20 INPUT B
30 PRINT A+B
40 END

15
112

By using the GOTO statement in the
same program, you can tell the
computer to continue the program
over and over .again.

10
20
30
35

RUN
110
123
33
126

40

INPUT A
INPUT B
PRINT A+B
GOTO 10
END

RUN
17

152
78

Another type ot statement must be
added to keep the computer from
running the program in an "infinite
loop".

On Your Own

1. Show what the computer would print for the average of
these numbers:
10
20
30

40
50
60

78, 92, 81, 93.

PRINT "THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE AVERAGE OF FOUR NUMBERS."
INPUTW,X,Y,Z
lET A (W + x + Y + Z)l4
PRINT "THE AVERAGE IS"; A
GOT020
END

2. In the program in Exercise #1, what does the GOTO
statement cause the computer to do?

3. Rewrite the program in Exercise #1 so that it finds the
dverage of

~ix

numbers.

ac ti vi tty. 1 J>
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INPUT and GOTO Statements
The INPUT statement allows you to enter different values for
variables each time a program is run. When the computer
comes to ·an INPUT statement, it types a question mark and
waits for you to enter a value.
Look at the following example of how
the INPUT statement works. You can
change the values of A and Beach
time you run the program.
By using the GOTO statement in the
same program, you can tell the
computer to continue the program
over and over again.

10
20
30
40

INPUT A
INPUT B'
PRINT A+B
END

10
20
30
35
40

INPUT A
INPUT B
PRINT A+B
GOTO 10
END

RUN

15

112
17

RUN
110
123
33
126
?52

76

Another type of statement must be
added to keep the computer from
running the program in an "infinite
loop".

On Your Own

1. Show what the computer would print for the average of
.
these numbers: 78, 92, 81. 93.
10 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE AVERAGE OF FOUR NUMBERS." .
20 INPUT W. X. Y. Z
30 LET A (W + x + Y + Z)J4
40 PRINT "THE AVERAGE IS"; A
50 GOT020
60 END

2. In the program in Exercise #1. what does the GOTO
s~ement

cause the computer to do?

,

1ffj;tfLtlfamvdW2dlMd7VLdtpI>L

A

"V

3. Rewrite the program in Exercise #1 so that it finds the
a~yage

of six 9u.mbers.

tl1/l.&JL LlOb II} ,.1!! ll1!d>2a

.

dJ

~d-d'a'R d/;~ h%0~r luau
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FOR and NEXT. Statements
The FOR and NEXT statements allow you to accomplish a lot
of work with a simple program. Here is an example of how
these statements work.

=

FOR S
1 TO 4
PRINT S, S·S, S·S·S
NEXT S
END

10
.20

30
40

The computer would show these answers on the screen.
/

1
4
9

1
2
3
4

16

1

Statement 20 is repeated 4 times
as indicated by S = 1 to 4.
This is called "looping".

8
21
64

You would use the FOR and NEXT
statements in this way.

Suppose you wanted the computer
to print out the following array
of numbers.
2

4

6

8

10
18

12
20

14
22

16
24

5
10
15
20

FOR E = 2 TO 24 STEP 2
PRINT E.
NEXT E
END

In line 5, "STEP 2" tells the computer to print every other
number starting with 2 and ending with 24.

On

Yo~r

Own

1. Show what the computer would print for each program.
10
20
30
40

=

FOR X 1 TO 10 STEP 1 10
PRINT X,
20
NEXT X
30
END
99

=

FOR N 100 TO 5 STEP - 5
PRINT N.
NEXT N
END

2. Write a program to tell the computer to print the following
array ·of numbers.
816
48
56

24
64

32
12

40
80

30
40
50
60
70

FOR A=l TO 3
PRINT "HELLO"
NEXT A
PRINT "GOOD·BYE"
END
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FOR and NEXT Statements
The FOR and NEXT statements allow you to accomplish a lot
of work with a simple program. Here is an example of how
these statements work.

=

10 fOR S
1 TO 4
20 . PRINT S, S·S, S·S·S
30 NEXT S
40 END

The computer would show these answers on the screen.
1
2
3
.4

1

1

4
9
16

8

Statement 20 is repeated 4 times
as indicated by S ~ 1 to 4.
This is called "looping".

27
64

Suppose you wanted the computer
to print out the following array
of numbers.
8
6
2
4
10
16

14
22

12
20

You would use the FOR and NEXT
statements in this way.
5
10
15
20

16
24

FOR E=2 TO 24 STEP 2
PRINT E,
NEXT E
END

In line 5, "STEP 2" tells the computer to print every other
number starting with 2 and ending with 24.

On Your Own
1. Show what the computer would print for eacb program.
10
20
30
40

fOR X=l TO 10 STEP 1 10
20
PRINT X,
30
NEXT X
99
END

2-

j

Zt. ·Z

y

I

'-/ S9 Ll1

FOR N = 100 TO 5 STEP - 5
PRINT N,
NEXT N
END

t(lflflll

30
40

50
.60

70

fOR A=l TO 3
PRINT "HELLO"
NEXT A
PRINT "GOOD·BYE"
END

#LL-~
~..cL.L.

~(.(J
;
-4P

2. Write a program to tell the computer to print the following
array of numbers.
6
48

16
56

24
64

.

32
72

40
80

70 5-u Str-p ,t
fn'ti..1
~
~t1$,---L~~!JJ.L.<.Lf-~-!---.- - - - -

~r t! ~y

~o
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FOR and NEXT Statements
The FDA-NEXT loop always begins with a FDA statement,
ends with a NEXT statement, and Includes one or more
statements In between.
Here IS an example of how these statements work.
5
10
15
~O

FOR X = 1 TO 4
PRINT "X = "; X
NEXT X
END

[J]
=1

X=2
X=3
X=4

Each time the computer comes to the
NEXT X sta.tement, it increases the
value of X by one. When all four values
of X are used, the program ends.

Now s~ppose we change only line 5 in the program above so
it reads:
5 FOR X = 1 TO 7 STEP 2
Here is what the computer would print.
=1

X=3
[X=5
[]
X=7

The STEP 2 part of the statement tells the computer to
print every other number starting with 1 and ending, with 7.
The Increment number can also be negative.

On Your Own
1. Show what the computer would print tor each program.
10

FOR N = 4 TO 24 STEP 4

10

FOR P = 50 TO 5 STEP - 5

20

PRINT N

20

PRINT P,

30

NEXT N

30

NEXT P

40

END

40

END

20
40

.FOR S= 1 TO 4
PRINT ". * * ..

60

NEXT S

60

END

2. Write a program to tell the computer
of stars (*] with 4 stars In each row.

.

to print 1 0 rows

activit-y: 15.
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FOR and NEXT Statements
The FOR-NEXT loop always begins with a FOR statement,
ends with a NEXT statement, and Includes one or more
statements in between.
Here IS an example of how these statements work.
5
10
15
20

Each time the computer comes to the
NEXT X statement, It increases the
value of X by one. When all four values
of X are used, the program ends.

FOR X :::; 1 TO 4
PRINT"X
X
NEXT X
END

= ";

Now suppose we change only line 5 in the' program above so
It reads:
5 FOR X = 1 TO 7 STEP 2
Here is what the computer would print.

[ill]
=1

The STEP 2 part of the statement tells the computer to
print every other number starring with 1 and ending with 7.
The increment number can also be negative.

X=3
X=5
X=7

On Your Own
1. Show what the computer would print tor each program.
10

FOR N =4 TO 24 STEP 4

10

FOR P =50 TO 5 STEP -5

20

PRINT N

20

PRINT p.

30

NEXT N

30

NEXT P

40

ENDS4iT?t~

40 , END

~i;lo/, lit, JO,20

40

FOR S-l TO 4
PRINT .......

60

NEXT S

60

END

20

i!f-l/ 2f2t'~ £, It> ~

1'-)(

,~

t ¥*
'y ';k

-x

Y -J!

~

2. Write a program to tell the computer to print 1 0 rows
of stars [*) with 4 stars in each row.
!lL Nt;;::; I TD /0

JO

Pct'll±

II

x-

~~~s~

'112

£rd

y

~-¥

________________~__
II
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IF-THEN Statements
The IF-THEN statement in BASIC tells the computer to carry
out a specific operation IF a given condition is true. Here IS
an example.
20

IF X

10 THEN PRINT "THE NUMBER IS"; X

If the value of X is greater than 1 0, the ~omputer will print
the message. If the value of X is 10 or less, the computer
will continue with the next line of the program.
.
Here is a table of comparison symbols.
BASIC 6ymbol

=

<
>
'< =
>
<>
:;;;::

Comparison

Math symbol

is equal to
is less than
is greater than
IS ItJss than or equal to
is greater than or equal to
is not equal to

=

<
>

~

~

=I-

The following program compares two numbers.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

PRINT "THIS PROGRAM COMPARES TWO NUMBERS,"
PRINT "WHEN THE? APPEARS, TYPE IN 2 NUMBERS SEPARATED BY A COMMA".
INPUT A. B
IF A
B THEN PRINT "A IS GREATER THAN S",
IF A B THEN PRINT "A IS LESS THAN B."
IF A = B THEN PRINT "A IS EQUAL TO B",
END

On Your Own
1. Write each condition in BASIC symbols.

E is less than 5.
b. P is not equal to Q.
c. X is greater than or equal to zero.
d. 4 times A is equal to B times C.
2. Write an IF-THEN statement for each description.
8. If C IS less than 100. then go to line 30.
8.

b. If S is greater than T. then print the message S IS
GAEA TEA THAN T.
c. If t~e value of X is equal to tWice the value of Y. then
assign the value of 4 to Y.
3. Write your own program using an IF-THEN statement.
ac ti vi

t"

76,
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IF-THEN Statements
The IF-THEN statement in BASIC tells the computer to carry
out a specific operation IF a given condition IS true. Here IS
an example.
20

IF X

10 THEN PRINT "THE NUMBER IS"; X

If the vC)lue of X is greater thBn 10, the computer Will print
the message. If the value of X is 10 or less, the computer
Will continue with the next line of the program.
Here

IS

a table of comparison symbols.
BASIC symbol

-

<
>
<
>
<>

=

;:::

Math symbol

Comparison
is
is
is
is
is
is

equal to
less than
greater than.
less than or equal to
greater than or equal to
not equal to

=

<
>

~

2

i-

The follOWing progrC)m compares two numbers.
10
20

30

,40
50
60
10

PRINT "THIS PROGRAM COMPARES TWO NUMBERS,"
PRINT "WHEN THE? APPEARS, TYPE IN 2 NUMBERS SEPARATED BY A COMMA",
INPUT A, B
IF A
B THEN PRINT "A IS GREATER THAN B",
IF A B THEN PRINT "A IS LESS THAN -B,"
IF A = B THEN PRINT "A IS EQUAL TO B",
END

On Your Own
1. Write each condition in BASIC symbols.
a. E is less than 5, _ _=£'---'L=!)'--_ _ _ _ _ _ __

b. P is not equal to Q. _'-p---'<:::.....>L.~{.a.x_______
C. ,X is greater than or equal to zero.
)( > : :. 0
d. 4 times A is equal to 8 times C.
J,L A ~ 8At!.2. Write an IF-THEN statement for each description.
a. If C is less than 1 ~O, then go to line 30.
t <" ///0

*

,It

wn

"2 L)

b. If 5 is greater than T then print the message 5 15
GREATER THAN T.
.If -5>'r [h-ell {h'at
(s tmdrr Tltln
c. If the value of X is equal to tWice the value of Y. then
assign the value of 4 to Y. If' X ~ .1*'1Let fj =-If
I

moo

1\;;

3. Write your own program using an IF-THEN statement. t//Wt1('J.J

,'I

il'Y/!)/1tt/11t--
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Data Bases
Data bases are computerized libraries called "networks."
Large nCitlonal networks can be tapped into by both business
and personal computers.
To connect your home computer to one of these data bases,
you IT1Ust have a modem that receives and transmits
Information over telephone lines. You would have your own
code number and password to insure personal security when
uSing the data base.
Some of the most popular services available through data
bases are stock market prices, news reports, airline flight
.
schedules and reservations, hotel reservations, and
employment opportunities. A network can even increase the
storage capacity of your own microcomputer by storing your
information in a private file.
--

~--

o ... 1CN"4ioI.-ll~:I

Coo "' ....
f'lfc.~'1iI

oI'\)T5."'.......

~~.
fQ SMU .. rg ..... H

On Your Own
1. Find out the names of three data base services and what
information they provide.

2. Suppose you wanted

to make airline reservations for your

vacation. What information would you have to give the
data base?

3. List five more services you would like to have available
through a computer network.

activity 77
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Data BasBs
Data bases are computerized libraries called "networks."
Large national networks can be tapped into by both business
and personal computers.
To connect your home computer to one of these data bases,
you must have a modem that receives and transmits
information over telephone lines. You would have your own
code number and password to insure personal security when
using the data base.
Some of trte most popular services available through data
bases are stock market prices, news reports, airline flight
schedules and reservations, hotel reservations, and
employment opportunities. A network can even increase the
storage capacity of your own microcomputer by storing your
information In a private file.

On Your Own
1. Find out the names of three data
i ormation they provide.

ba~e

services and what

2. Suppose you wanted to make airline reservations for your
vacation. What Information would you have to give the
d a base?

I

3. List five more se ices you woul9J like to ti~ve availa Ie

through a computer network. ~;':1.d{ff.-dz ~~ud-tML

C~:t:z;~;:-~:::;:;' ~7IZ~
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Computer Careers
Suppose you decide that someday you" would like to work with
computers. What Job in particular would you hketo do? You
could have the lob of designing hardware or assembling
computer parts. You may want to explore the field of
computer programming. You could wo/'k at actually writing
programs tor a company or analyzing what programs· should
be written. Operating the computer once the programs have
been written may be yqur speCial interest.
There are many different jobs available in the field of
computer applications. We looked at how computers help
the handicapped. how computers can make music. and how
computers can do word processing. Each application offers
unique lobs related to that spelcal field.
Problems relating to computer security
must be solved by people trained in
computer law. Other career
opportunities are computer sales.
computer" repair. and teaching about
computers.
SOFTWARE
ENGINEER
Telecommunications
experience. An equal
opportunity employer
M/F.

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING
INSTRUCTOR
Full time Instructor to
teach computer programming and bUSIness applications.

EXPIRIENCEO
PROGRAMMER
Young growing com·
puter company In
southern N.H. offers
challenging
oppor·
tunlty
lor
proles·
slOnal growth.

APPLICATIONS
PROGRAMMER
Full time, desired for
fast paced organization .• Knowl.edge of
hotel and restal.lrant
business would be a
plus.
......

~

~

On Your Own

1. List five types of computer Jobs and find a newspqper ad
for each.
"

2. InterView a person who works with computers. Use the
following questions as a gujdellne In your interview.
a. What is your job title?
b. What kind of work do you do?
c. Did you rec8lvespeclal training or education for the
Job?
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Computer Careers
Suppose you decide that someday you would like to work with
computers. What job in particular would you like to do? You
could have the job of designing hardware or assembling
computer parts. You may want to explore the field of
computer programming. You could work at actually writing
programs for a company or analyzing what programs should
be written. Operating the computer once the programs have
been written may be your special Interest.
There are many different jobs available In the field of
computer applications. We looked at hDw computers help
the handicapped, how computers can make music, and how
computers can do word processing. Each application offers
unique jobf:i related to that spelcal field.
Problems relating to computer security
must be solved by people trained In
computel' law. Other' career
opportunities are computer sales,
computer repair, and teaching about
computers.
SOFTWARE
ENGINEER
Telecommunications
experience. An equal
opportunity employer
M/F.

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING
INSTRUCTOR
Full tline Instructor to
teach comlJuter pro·
grammll1g and busi'
ness applications.

EXPIRIENCED
PROGRAMMER
Young glowing com·
puter company In
southern N.H. oilers
challengang
oppor·
tunlty
lor
IJroles·
sional growth.

APPLICA TIONS
PROGRAMMER

Full time, desHed lor
fas1 paced organization. Knowledge of
hotel and. restaurant
business would be a
plus.

~~.

tt~ A'~vtr

.

On Your Own dJJ;::U:(ttt2
1. List five types of computer jobs and find a newspaper ad
for each.

2. Interview a person who works with computers. Use the
follOWing questions as a guideline in your interview_
8. What is your job title?
b. What kind of work do you do?
c. Did you receive special training or education for the
Job?

184
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Word Processing
Word processing IS a system for typing any kind of text
material Into a computer an then editing, changing or
cor'rectlng the typed text easily and qUickly. There are two
types of equipment for this system. A word processor
machine has as its only function the entering and editing of
text. A word processing program allows a standard
computer to function as a word processor ~ So, you c~n do
word processing on most home computers.
If you are using a computer with a word processing program,
you would not have to retype a report in order to make
changes. You could quickly "erase" unwanted words by
simply pressing a few keys on the computer's keyboard. Ju~t
as quickly, the remaining words In the paragraph would move
backwards, closing in the gap left by the erased worqs. Then
you press some other keys and sentences are moved to
where you wnat them. Finally, you tell the computer to
search through the report, finding and correcting misspelled
words. Once you have your book report exactly as·you want
It, you' could use a printer to get a "hard copy" paper
verSion, printout.

On Your Own
1. How do you get the computer to make changes in text
material?

2. Describe both the advantages and disadvantages of word
procesSing.

3. Find out the names of word processing programs
available for microcomputers.

activi ty 79
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Word Processing
Word processing is a system for typing any kind of text
material into a computer an then editing, changing or
correcting the typed text easily and qUickly. There are two
types of equipment for this system. A word processor
machine has as its only function the entering and editing of
text. A word processing program allows a standard
computer to function as a word processor. So, you can do
word processing on most home computers.
If you are using a computer with a word processing program,
you would not have to retype a report in order to make
changes. You could quickly ., erase" unwanted words by
simply pressing a few keys on the computer's keyboard. Just
as qUickly, the remaining words in the paragraph would move
backwards, closing in the gap left by the erased worqs. Then
you press some other keys and sentences are mov'ed to
where you wnat them. Finally, you tell the computer to
search through the report, finding and correcting misspelled
words. Once you have your book report exactly as you want
It, you could use a printer to get a "hard copy" paper
version, printout.

On Your Own
1. How do you get the computer to make changes in text
material?
,1

, cribe both the advantage
pr cessing.

3. Rnd out . e names of word processing programs '

,a

available for microcomputers.

ll..Ut0kL

~t1it~ t.4~/21
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Electronic Mail Systems
Irflag lne that your mailbox is the computer terminal in your
home! Press a key and messages will appear on your TV
screen Instantly. Electronic mail allows you to receive your
mail over a computer network, read it on the TV sj:;reen and
use a computer keyboard to reply. An electronic mail system
can be used at home, at work, or while traveling - anywhere
you can tie into the network with the proper term!nal.
The United States Postal Service has introduced Electronic
Computer·Driginated Mail, or E-COM. The diagram shows
how this particular system works.
C,",stomers transmit
computer messages to
the appropriate
Post Office.

Post Office machines
print. out messages, put
them in envelopes and
process as firsl~lass
mall.

This system is designed for use by bUSinesses because many'
messages must be sent at the same time. The system is
fast and efficient.

On Your Own

1. Describe how electronic systems will affect the paper
Industry.

2. List some advantages and disadvantages of E-COM.

3. Find out what companies offer an electronic mail system
and send for information.

4. Find out what businesses in your

ar~a

use electronic mail.

Messages are
delivered by
mail carrier
to their
destimitions.
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Electronic Mail Systems
Imagine that your mailbox is the computer terminal in your
home! Press a key and messages will appear on your TV
screen instantly. Electronic mail allows you to receive your
mail over a computer network. read it on the TV screen and
use a computer keyboard to reply. An electronic mail system
can be used at home. at work. or while traveling - anywhere
you can tie into the network with the proper terminal.
The United States Postal Service has introduced Electronic
Computer-Originated Mail. or E-COM. The diagram shows
how this particular system works.
Customers t,ansmit
computer messages to
the appropriate
Post Office.

Post Ollice machines
print out messages, put
them in envelopes and
process as tirst'i:lass
mail.

Messages are
delivered by
mail carrier
to their
destinations.

ThiS system is designed for use by bus,inesses because many
rnessQges must be sent at the same tlfl'llj. The system is
fast and efficient.
.

'On Your Own
1. Describe how electronic systems will affect the paper
in9ttry.,

.

U1PU/Ir,2itz v d. tit/I! I'tf!2t?f'4.£ 2&@?db' ,IYdlU/,z"x
AJ d4f.Jlhgd till d£l2a'~2IN/

(!

.

'z$.ae ('1Y1.1!f

3. Find out what companies offer an electronic mail system
and send for information.

t!/Wt0U

4. Find out what businesses in your area use electronic mail.

ac~:Lvity

80,. key
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Information Security
Data bases or networks, are computerized libraries that
store vast amounts of information. Networks make it easy
for people to get information. There must be bUilt-in security
to prevent unauthorized use of the information.
If you join a computer network, you will be given a personal
account number and password to use every time you want
to get information. Most security measures involve a secret
code called a cryptogram. Usually. the code substitutes one
letter for another or uses numbers to represent letters.
USing the key provided, decode the
message below.

Key
8

b·

c

d

e

j

I

h

t

u w

f

9

h

I

j

k

I

m n

0

p

q

r

s

t

u

v

w

x

y

z

y

X

8

d

f

P

0

r

s

b

c

v

e

9

m q

n

k

i

z

Me ••age
rugnsvteruutyssteuhmvagi

On Your Own
1. Make a list of the kinds of computerized files for which
you think security is necessary.

2. Describe the security problems that could develop from
uSing an electronic mail system that types letters at a.
computer terminal and distributes them electronically.

3. Use the key above to write a coded message. Give your
mess~ge

to a classmate to decode.

activi ty 81
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Information Security
Data bases or networks. are computerized libraries that
stOI'S vast amounts ot information. Networks make it easy·
for people to get information. There must be bUilt-In security
to prevent unauthorized use of the information.
If you join a computer network. you Will. be given a personal
account number and password to use every time -you want
to get information. Most security measures involve a secret
code called a cryptogram. Usually. the code substitutes one
letter for another or uses numbers to represent letters.

USing the ke-y provided. decode the
message below.

Kay
8

b

c

d

e

t

9

h

I

j

k

I

m

n

0

p

q

r

s

I

u

v

w

x

y

z

j

I

h

I

u w

y

X

8

d

f

P

0

r

s

b

c

v

e

9

m

q

n

k

i

z

Massage
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On Your Own

t?'7'.<U1~/{J 'ifa£t //!'a~

1. Make a list of the kinds of computerized files for which
you think security IS necessary.

'

2. Describe the security problems that could develop from
uSing an electronic mall s-ystem that types letters at a
computer terminal and distributes them electronically,

3. Use the key above to write a coded message. Give your
message to a classmate to decode,

activity 81, key
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Computers and Sports
If tenniS or racquetball is your favorite sport, you could make

use of a computer to find a partner. You would provide your
club with your skill level rating and your preference for time
and type of play. The computer would then find your. ideal
practice partner!

Suppose you are a gymnast and want to perfect your
cartwheel. You can make use of cameras and a computer to
help analyze your motions. The cameras would film you from
different angles. The computer would process the picture
and show a diagram of your cartwheel on the screen. You
could then study the results and analyze your performance.

On Your Own
1. Why are computers so important in road races and
marathons?

2. What sport do you play? Describe how a computer could
help you Improve your performance.

3. Rnd out if any sports teams in your school or community
use computers in their practice sessions.

ac. t'i vi·ty 82
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Computers and SportB
If tennis or racquetball is your favorite sport, you could make
use of a computer to find a partner. You would provide your
club with your skill level rating and your preference for time
and type of play. The computer would then find your ideal
practice partner I
Suppose you are a gymnast and want to perfect your
cartwheel. You can make use of cameras 'and a computer to
help analyze your motions. The cameras would film you from
different angles. The computer would process the picture
and show a diagram of your cartwheel on the screen. You
could then study the results and analyze your performance.

On Your Own

1. Why are computers so important in road races and
~~hons? )
.

d

1/

,/'

7

2. What sport do you play? escribe how a computer could
help you Improve your performance.

d'/}[(.!/t?:d:k

l .!

/-titC/t"?t{}ff

3. Find out if any sports teams in your school or community
use computers in their practice sessions.
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Computers and Music
MusIcians are now using computers to create music.
Programs are typed in at the keyboard and converted Into
sound by bUilt-in sound synthesizers. The computer can be
programmed to sound like any musical instrument or
combination of instruments.
Research on computer music IS being done to improve
muslctil scores in movies. Software packages are ,available to
train musicians in music theory and harmony. New computer
technology allows composers to hear what they have
composed almost immediately rather than waiting to hear
their Ideas played by a group of musicians.
A home computer music system would
consist of a microcomputer a
pianO-like keyboard a voice
synthesizer and an output device such
as a screen or printer to display your
musical score. You would be able to
compose arrange and hear your own
creations in one system!
I

I

,'CZ"===
3#""-'

F

m';:!l§

~

$-

~'~;1"~~

$Tn

I

I

On Your Own
1. Describe several uses of computers In musIc .

.- - - - - - - . - . - - - . - .

2. What hardware and software would be included in a
home computer music system?

3. Find someone who plays an instrument or sings. Find out
how a computer musIc system would be helpful to them.

activity 83
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Computers and Music
Musicians are now uSing computers to create musIc.
Programs. are typed in at the keyboard and converted into
sound by bUilt-in sound synthesizers. The computer can be
programmed to sound like any musical Instrument or
combination ot instruments.
Research on computer music is being done to Improve
musical scores In movies. Software packages are available to
train musicians in music theory and harmony. New computer
technology allows composers to hear what they have .
composed almost Immediately rather than waiting to hear
their Ideas played by a group of musicians.
A home computer musIc system would
consist of a microcomputer. a
plano-like keyboard. a voice
synthesizer. and an output device such
as a screen or printer to display your
mUSical score. You would be able to
compose. arrange and hear your own
creations in one system!
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On Your Own
1.

'AL'<4/. _ _

2. What hardware and software would be included in a
home computer music system? '

/t )

/

3. Fi d someone who plays an Instrument or sings. Find out
how computer music system would be helpful to them.-

f
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Computer Checkout
Now it IS time to check your knowledge of computer terms
and meanings. Match Column A with Column B.

Column A

----

-----

----~

----------

----------

Column B
Temporary memory in computer
Step-by-step instructions given to
"a computer
A diagram that describes a procedure
Central Processing Unit or heart
of a computer
A device for storing information
The use of humanlike machines
Permanent memory In a C0r"!lputer
Pr'ogram that never ends
Space needed to store one
character
The programs for a compute,'
A deVice that controls things 6n a
computer screen
A device that connects computers
over tel~phone lines
ReceIVIng correspondence over a
computer network
Computer network
Errors in a computer program
A BASIC statement
An electronic device that is the
memory of the microcomputer
An input" machine
Machinery that makes up a
computer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

microcomputer
hardware
CPU
software
floppy disk
LOGO
chip
HOM
RAM
byte
flowchart
program
bugs
infinite loop
FOR and NEXT
robotics
data base
modem
electronic mail
joystick

act! v.i ty 114.
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Computer Checkout
Now it is time to check your knowledge of computer terms
and meanings. Match Column A with Column B.
.
Column A

3_
-D-1,/

-31/

=t
)

Ii!

Lj
IV;'

I.t
it[

~

±

-/ -

_2...._

Temporary memory in computer
Step-by-step instructions given to
a computer
A diagram that describes a procedure
Central Processing Unit or heart
of a computer
A device for storing information
The use of humanlike machines
Permanent memory in a computer
Program that never ends
Space needed to store one
character
.The programs for a computer
A device that controls things on a
computer screen
A device that connects computers
over telephone lines
Receiving correspondence over a
computer network
Computer network
Errors in a computer program
A BASIC statement
An electronic device that is the
memory of the microcomputer
An input' machine
Machinery that makes up a
computer

Column B

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

microcomputer
hardware
CPU
software
floppy disk
LOGO
chip
ROM
RAM
byte
flowchart
program
bugs
infinite loop
FOR and NEXT
robotics
data base
modem
electronic mall
joystick

ac tivi 1:-'1 £4... k~
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EVALUATING TIlE MATERIALS
Di rec tions:

Please check the appropriate response following each question.
The best time to make an evaluation is inunediate1y following
the use of the materials.
TIle numbers on the Scale of Effectiveness ranr,e
from one (low) to six (hlr,h).

ACTIVITY 1/

USED

NOT USED

SCALE OF EFFECTIVENESS

1

1 2 3 4 5. 6

2

1 2 3 4 5 6

3

1 2 3 4 5 6

4

·1 2 3 4 5 6

5

1 2 3 4 5 6

6

2 3 4 5.6

7

1 2 3 4 5 6

8

2 3 4 5 6

9

1 2 3 4 5 6

10

1 2 3 4 5 6

11

1 2 345 6

12

1 2 345 6

13

1 2 3 4 5 6

14

1 2 3 4 5 6

15

1 2 3 4 5 6

16

1 2 3 4 5 6

17

1 2 3 4 5 6

18

1 ·2 3 4 5 6

19

-1 2 3 4 5 6

20

1 2 3 4 5 6

21

1 2 3 4 5 6
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EVALUATING TIlE MATERIALS

Directions:

Please check the appropriate response following eadl question.
The best time to make an evaluation is immediately following
the use of the materials. The numbers on the Scale of Effectiveness ranr,e
from one (low) to six (high).

ACTIVITY 1/

USED

NOT USED

SCALE OF EFFECTIVENESS

22

1 2 3 4 5 6

23

1 2 3 4 5 6

24

2 3 4 5 6

25

1 2 3 4 5 6

26

1 2 3 4 5 6

27

1 2 3 4 5 6

28

1 2 345 6

29

1 2 3 4 5 6

30

1 .2 3 4 5 6

31

1 2 3 4 5 6

32

2 345 6

33

2 345 6

34

1 2 3 4 5 6

35

2 3 4 5 6

36

1 2 3 4 5 6

37

1 2 3 4 5 6

38

1 2 3 4 5 6

39

1 2 3 4 5 6

40

1 2 3 4 5 6

41

1 2 3 4 5 6

42

1 2 3 4 5 .6
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EVALUATINC TIlE MATERIALS

Directions:

Please check the appropriate response following each question.
The bes t time to make an evaluation is igmlt!diately followine
the use of the materials. 111e numbers on the Scale of Effectiveness range
from one (low) to six (high).
.

ACTIVITY 1/

43

USED

NOT USED

----

SCALf.: OF EFFECTIVENESS
1 2 3 4 5 6

44

1 2 3 4 5 6

45

1 2 3 4 5 6

46

1 2 3 4 5 6

47

1 2 3 4 5 6

48

1 2 3 4 5 6

49

1 2 3 4 5 6

50

1 2 3 4 5 6

51

1 2 3 4 5 6

52

1 2 3 4 5 6

53

2 3 4 5 6

54

1 2 3 4 5 6

55

2 3 4 5 6

56

1 2 345 6

57

1 2 3 4 5 6

58

1 2 345 6

59

1 2 3 4 5 6

60

1 2 3 4 5 6

61

1 2 3 4 5 6

62

1 2 3 4 5 6

63

1 2 3 4 5 6
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EVALUATINC TIlE MATERIALS
Di rections:

Please check" the appropriate response following each question.
The best time to make an evaluation is immediately following
the use of the materials. The numbers on the Scale of Effectiveness range
from one (low) to six"(high).

ACTIVITY 1/

USED

NOT USED

SCALE OF EFFECTIVENESS

64

1 2 3 4 5 6

65

1 .2 3 4 5 6

66

1 2 3 4 5 6

67

1 2 3 456

68

1 2

69

1 2 3 4 5 6
2

70

3 4 5 6

3 4 5

6

71

1 2 3 4 5 6

72

1 2 3 4 5 6

73

1 2 3 4 5 6

74

1 2 3 4 5 6

75

1 2 3 4 5 6

76

2 3 4 5 6

77

1 2 3 4 5 6

78

1 2 345 6

79

1 2 3 4 5 6

80

1 2

81

1 2 3 4 5 6

82

1

83

1 2 3 4 5 6

84

1 2 345 6

3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5

6
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Educational
Publishers

The Economy Company

1901 North Walnut
PO Box 25308
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma 73125

Telephone
4055288444

July 17, 1984

Ronald Hafner
Princip3.1
Holy Cross Lutheran School
6620 Arlington Expressways
Jacksonville, Florida 32211

Dear

]i'JI'.

Ha fh er:

It is our privilege to grant permission for you to include excerpts from
our:
EXPRESSWAyS Acitivi ty Books level 7 and 8 of 1981.
This material to be used in a masters thesis and not for publication. The
examPles will be inclusive and credited in your bibliography as stated on
our copright I1l-ges.
Thank you for interest in our publications.

Signature Deleted
Kris Thomson
Permissions Editor

Houghton Mifflin Company
One Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108
(617) 725-5000 Cable HOUGHTON

July 24. 1984

Mr. Ronald Hafner, Principal
Holy Cross Lutheran School
6620 Arlington Expressway
Jacksonville, Florida
32211
Dear Mr. Hafner:
Thank you for your letter of July 20 and the additional information
you have supplied regarding the material you wish to use in your
thesis.
We are pleased to be able to grant you permission to use the
material you request. Please be sure that an appropriate credit
line is shown for each example you use.
If at some time in the future you plan to have your thesis published
commercially, we would appreciate it if you would re-clear permission
for the specific selections you use.
All good wishes on your forthcoming project.
Sincerely,

Signature Deleted

Faye Stoller
Permissions Assistant
Ifs

•

Scott, Foresman and Company

1900 East Lake Avenue

Glenview, Illinois 60025

312 /729-3000

July 27, 1984
Mr. Ronald Hafner
Principal
Holy Cross Lutheran School
6620 Arlington Expressway
Jacksonville, Florida 32211
Dear Mr. Hafner:
We are happy to grant you permission to reprint in your
thesis the excerpts specified in your July 21 letter from
BLASTING OFF and ORBITING EARTH material. Proper acknowledgment must be given.
In the event of commercial publication permission must be
renegotiated.

Warmest regards,
SCOTT, FORESMAN AND COMPANY

Signature Deleted

(Mrs.) Barbara Bartolotta
Manager, Copyrights and Permissions
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ACTIVITY REFERENCES

Aaron,

r., Artley, A., Jenkins, W., Ramirez, A., Robinson, H.,

Schiller,

A.,

Smith,

M.

Masters, Blasting Off.

Glenview, Ill.:

Scott, Foresman and Company, 1975.
Reference Page

Activity Number
5
7

80

16

81

79

Aaron, I., Artley, A., Jenkins, W., Ramirez, A., Robinson, H.,
Schiller, A., Smith, M.

Skillbook, Blasting Off.

Glenview, Ill.:

Scott, Foresman and Company, 1975.
Activity Number
4
6
14

Reference Page
80

79
81

Aaron, I., Artley, A., Jenkins, W., Ramirez, A., Robinson, H.,
Schiller, A., Smith, M. Skillbook, Orbiting Earth.
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1975.
Activity Number
33
34
35
41
42

Reference Page
103
106
105
99
102

Glenview, Ill.:
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Beckenbach,

E.,

Chinn,

Wooton, W.

W.,

Dolcaiani, M.,

Pre-Algebra.

Boston:

Activity Number

Feldman,

B., Markert, W.,

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1977.
Reference Page

48
52
53

125, 126, 127
129

54
55

172
59, 60

56
57
58
59

303
306
311
345

60

367
500-501

130

61

Cole, W., Duncan, E., Haubner, M., Quast, W., Sparks, T.

Level 7

Teacher's Edition for Practice Activities Enrichment Activities
Tests.

Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1983.

Activity Number

Reference Page

25

23

Cole, W., Duncan, E., Haubner, M., Quast, W., Sparks, T.
Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1983.
Activity Number

Reference Page

27
28

Cole,

W.,

Mathematics 7.

Duncan,

60

61

E., Haubner,

Activities 7.

Boston:

Activity Number
26

M.,

Quast,

W.,

Sparks,

T.

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1983.
Reference Page
23

Practice
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Cole,

W.,

Duncan,

E.,

Activities 8.

Haubner,

Boston:

M.,

Duncan,

Haubner,

Level 7.

Activity Number
1
2
45

46
50
62
63

66
69
72
74
77
80

T.

Practice

56

E.,

Resource Book

Sparks,

Reference Page

51

W.,

W.,

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1983.

Activity Number

Cole,

Quast,

M., Quast, W., Sparks, T.

Boston:

Teacher's

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1983.
Reference Page
110

129
54

75
20

68
69
74
70
72

73
75
76

82

77

84

78
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Cole, W.,

Duncan, E.,

Resource Book

Haubner,

Level 8.

M., Quast, W., Sparks, T.

Boston:

Activity Number

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1983.
Reference Page
131
76
38
79
80
81
82
83
84
86
85
90
88
89
87

3
47
49
64
65
67
68
71

73
75
76
78
79
81
83

Durr,

W.,
Boston:

Hayward,

C.,

Pescosolido,

J.

Practice Book for Accents.

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1978.
Activity Number
10
11

18
19
20

32
36
43

Teacher's

Reference Page
43
46
53
54
61
74
75
76
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Durr, W., Pescosolido, J., Poetter, W.
Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1978.
Activity Number

L.

&

Klein,

Reference Page
41
74

12
21
22
23
31
37
38
39
40

Easton,

Practice Book for Encore.

71
72

65
66
68
69
70

M.

EXEressways

Level 7.

Oklahoma City:

The

Economy Company, 1981.
Activity Number
8
15

Easton,

L.

City:

&

Klein, M.

317
59

EXEressways

City:

Oklahoma

&

Klein, M.

Reference Page
126
29
67
82
65

9

17
24
29
30

L.

Level 7 Activity Book.

The Economy Company, 1981.
Activity Number

Easton,

Reference Page

Expressways

Level 8 Activity Book.

The Economy Company, 1981.
Activity Number
13

44

Reference Page
117
37

Oklahoma
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